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Better known as harbors, ~~ or bays, estuaries are valuable natural
resources. They support many species of f infish and shellfish. They act as
natural filters and buffer mnes between land and sea. They provide shelterfor boats and offer beautiful environments in which to live. 'Ihrcughouthistory, man has used these estuarine functions to his advantage � for
fishing, industry, shipping and a host of other activities.

At the same time, South Carolina estuar ies are delicate and f in ite
resources. Runof f from residential and oamuercial devel', diversion ofwater flows, industrial discharges, cosmarcial and recreational f ishing,sewage disposal, and channel dredging are factors which test an estuary's
limits as a natural sponge and nursery ground. Diverse and oftenconflicting activities cxexist on an estuary. and lack of proper management

The purpose of this conference, "South Carolina Estuaries:Siege?", was to explore the values of estuaries, how they are impacted andhow best they can be managed. The presentaticns of estuarihe experts fromup and down the East and Gulf Coasts are recorded here, in addition to thediscussions of regicnal and local representatives fran regulatory agencies,citizens groups, the State Ports Authority and state legislature. Thrcaxgh
this exploration, the South Carolina Sea Grant Consortium hopes to stimulateinnovative ideas cmcerning the responsible stewardship of South Carolina's
estuarine systems.
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SOU% CPSGLI59l ESTUARIES' USER SIEGE?

OHRiDQ RPÃhRCS

Hs. t4argaret Davidson

Good norning. I'd like to welcome you to the South Carolina Sea Grant
Consortium's Ccnference entitled "South Carolina Estuaries: Under Siege?".

I 'm delighted to see the turn-cut this morning, I hope that ym find
the day enjoyable and educational. I'm looking forward to it. Also, I'd
like to make a couple of comments. First of all, we are going to ask that
you hold questions until the end of each individual session. So if sometedy
says something that you really want to jump on, try to keep that questicm in
your mind until we reach the end of that session. Semextly, I'd like to
enccmrage you at the break to pick up an evaluation form because we ~id
like to find out how we can make these sessions better for ym.

A couple of other things: Because we had so many requests last year
for transcr ipts, we ' re going to star t publ ishing transcripts of our
conferences again. so if y«M didn't quite get everything today, ym can wait
a couple of months and we wi l 1 then have the proceedings f rom the
confer ence.

I'd also like to tell you that we' re going to try something new this
year: this conference is really the front edge of a series of activities
that we wculd like to do over the ccurse of. the next twelve mmths. &re
specifically, we' re looking at this conference as a general discussim about
estuaries in South Carolina and we hope to follow it up with a series of
workshops in three of South Carolina ' s estuar ies: Winyah Bay, Charleston
Harbor and Por t Royal Sound. Over the next twelve mmths, we will get
together with folks in the community to talk about those things that are
concerning them about their particular estuarine system. And so, I wmid
like for you all to keep alert for when we have a workshop in ~r
neighborhood .

I ~ld like to introduce not Governor Campbell  he actually sent the
person on his staff whom he considers even rmre photogenic than hiaeelf!,
but John HcHillan, who is the Director of the Governor's Office of Energyi
Agriculture and Natural Rescurces. And not only is Johnny photogenic, he is
also a native of Horry County, so he has some natural. interest in these
types of matters.

After John speaks to us for a few minutes, we will then hear from Dr.
B.J. Ccpeland � he's going to provide us with a bit of an overview as to
estuaries. Dr. Ccpeland is the Director of the North Carolina Sea Grant
College Program with which I am soaewhat familiar. He is also a professor
of Marine Science at North Carolina State University. He's done a lot of
work on estuaries all around the entry, and also serves on the Naticnal
Estuarine Research Committee Advisory Panel for the United States
Envircomental Protection Agency-



Then we wi 11 mrve straight into the session on important aspects of
estuaries.

Then, B.J. Kjerfve, who is a Professor of Marine Science and Geology at
the University of South Carolina, will talk about geo1ogical and
hydrological values of estuaries. As an oceanographer, B.J. has been
involved with the physical processes of estuaries all armnd the world, and
he's currently conducting soes hydrological studies in Charleston Harbor.

The next fellow up will be Dr. William Qdum, who is Chairman of the
Department of Envir xunental Sciences at the University of Virginia, and
probably the national authority on wetlands ecology. Host of his work has
been cceducted in coastal environments, which are under stress, and he' s
very interested in the relationship between those stressed environments and
biological productim.

And then the next fellow to speak is going to talk to us about the
economic values of estuar ies, and that ' s Jim Hite, who is an Alumni
Professor of Agricultural Kkxeasics up at Clemson. Jim's done a lot of
work on eaxacaaic values, both cometary and non-monetary, associated with
natural resources.

And with that, I ' ll ask John NcNillan to start off today' s
presentations.



RXEH CABQLI5R E%%lPBIES WDKR SIEGE?

NEXCQK

Mr. John McNillan

Thank you, Margaret.

Good m>ming, and welcome to this meeting this morning. I 'm sorry
Governor Campbell cmldn't be with you, due to a scheduling conflict. He
did send rre. I'd like to thank the Sea Grant Consortium and Margaret for
its work «xi behalf of our natural resmrces. Since its inception in 1978,
the Consortium has done a commendable jab in ocean and coastal research and
education. As evidenced by the atten~ce here today, the Consortium is
putting forth an exemplary effort in encmraging participation in projects
pertaining to the coastal areas of South Carolina. By your attendance.
you' re expressing a sincere interest in cur natural resmrces and great
pride in South Carolina.

I'm reminded this morning of mr state slogan: "Prepared in mind and
rescvrces." It's a little early to discuss the preparation of my mind this
morning, having driven all night last night. I'm still sleepy, but I can
de f i nite ly say South Carolina is indeed blessed with unspoiled natural
resources and natural areas in which we can take great pride. Hawmer, I
feel we must be cxgnizant and be prepared of the fact. that mr natural
resmrces are limited.

On the way down yesterday, from Columbia to Myrtle Beach to attend a
farmers' c«xiference, I stopped by the McClmd Hospital in Florence, SC to
visit my father-in-law, who is battling cancer. He's a very wise fellcav.
He's been around the block a few times, he said, and he asked why I was
coming to Charleston, and what was the Sea Grant Consortium. And I replied,
bas ical ly, that the Consor t ium was a State agency mmprised of seven
institutions of higher learning, and they studied, and did research, and
planned for cur natural resmrce develapaent, particularly in coastal areas.
And he thought for a minute, and kind of looked over at me and said, "Well,
that's real good, John," he said. "they need to plan ahead, 'cause God
doesn't mike any more land for us." And he was so right, so right in that
thought. We are a finite planet here, and we need to plan ahead,
par ticularly in the estuaries and the wetlands areas of South Carolina,
where we' re so blessed. We need to plan for «mr future growth.

I'm reminded of a hurmrcus story I face heard about planning aspects,
it was a story of a noakeeper who was called to capture a wild gorilla that
escaped from the zoo and was in a nearby neighborhood. Men he arrived,
naturally, there were ~le cm the scene there, and a crowd there. and the
zookeeper started pulling mt his peraphernalia and pulled mt f irst a
baseball bat, and then a bulldog, then a big old net, and finally a
shotgun. A ~ fellow nearby asked the fellow, he said "What in the world
do you do with all that paraphernalia?" And the zookeeper said "Young man.
anything you do in life, y«m need to be prepared and have a game plan. I'm
going to climb up that tree by that gorilla and get real close to him. I'm
going to hit him with this baseball tet and I'm going to knock him doNsi to



the ground, and then that bulldog is trained to run over there and latch
onto the rear end of that gorilla until these peaple can put the net around
him and we can capture him." The ycung man was pretty bright, and he said
"Yes, sir, that's a great plan. What in the world is the shotgun for7" And
the zockeeper said, "In case I climb that tree, and get close to that
gorilla and he knocks jm aut cn the graund, you shoat that bulldog@." Yau
got to plan ahead.

The primary goal of Governor Campbell 's administration of ccurse, is
to enhance economic development of this state. Protection of our
environment is vital to the lceg-term planning for eweanic stability of
Sauth Carolina and ruat not be neglected. Never before has the need for'
wise management of our resources been greater than at the present time, as
devel~nt pr'essures increase in South Carolina. It is imperative we be
responsible in our efforts to preserve our natural resaurces in order that
the quality of life of South Carolinians in future generations be
maintained.

Each of yrM here present today recognizes the indisputable value of aur
estuaries as natural resources. Estuaries and their surrounding marshlands
have served as centers of population and are heavily uti.lized for industrial
devel', shipping, f ishing and recreation. We have all benef itted fram
our wetlands and estuaries.

Last night, coming f rom North Myrtle Beach, Myrtle Beach down to
Georgetown, crossing the Santee Rivers, all in the lowland ccuntry where I
grew up, I passed by McClellanville and just thought haw nice it wculd be to
~11 in there and stay the night, rather than coming into Charleston and
getting up early this morning. It ~ld be nice to buy some shrimp and take
them back to Columbia and have a nice seal and I was really ttxmghtful and
thinking how blessed we are, growing up along Sauth Carolina's coast with
the natural re~rces we have. However, there are same estuaries in Sauth
Carolina and other states as well which have been exploited. Same have been
exploited nore than others to varying degrees and in some cases all animal
and plant life has been ruined. This is unacceptable. Failure to properly
manage cur estuary system will undercut our devel~ts ~d progress in
Sauth Carolina.

With that in miM, Governor Campbell recently requested Charleston
Harbor be nominated as an estuary of national significance. This naminatian
comes under the Water Central Act amerxhaemts of 1987. Increasing populatian
in the Char leston Harbor area has placed a great demand on the natural
resources provided by the mmths of the Ashley, Cooper and Wando rivers.
Long-ter m planning for economic growth and ba lane i ng of aur natural
resources in the Charleston and Berkeley County areas is essential not anly
for the area, but the state as well.

Governor Campbell has talked in person with Lee Thmes. the EPA
Administrator, about the issues surrounding the estuary program for
Charleston Harbor. I sat. in cn that conversation, and various issues were
addressed. Just to name a few that were brought up, were the population
exp los ion on the peninsula, part icular ly in light of the Mark Clark
Expressway which is near ing completion, with the bridges over the Wanc4.
Ground water contamination, saltwater intrusian, inter-basin transfers of



water, the busy port facility, one of the largest ports in the world, the
containerization efforts that tlat Welch has put on, the United States Navy's
presence here. both with its surface ships and the nuclear submarine base
and the weapons facility. A lot of issues that will necessarily have to be
brought up by many, many entities in working together. We nomination which
Governor Campbell seeks for ~Leston Harbor will provide federal funding
for a five-year period to study the inpact of man's activities in and around
the Charleston Harbor. A committee comprised of state and local
representatives, federal representatives. members of the scientific
ccemunity, will all make reccemendations for developing long-term management
programs for this vital area. Because the Charleston Harbor is me of the
largest commercial ports in the nation, a management program aust be
developed whiW will achieve a naticnaL balance between eccnccaic devel'
and growth for the port of Charleston, and environmental ~rvation of our
natural resources. The responsibility of protecting and managing cur
resources cannot rest solely with government agencies.

Therefore, Governor <~pkmll strongly supports our Water bbtch Program
which is administered by the Division of Energy. Agr iculture and Natural
Resources. The Wter Natch Program is designed to help citizens better
understand the ecology, uses and abuses of their local streams, lakes and
wetlands. Through Water Natch, citizens' groups are encouraged to adopt a
specific water body. or a whole watershed near their home. Xn adopting the
water body, the group makes a personal, Long-term ccmmutmsnt to besom'.
stewards and promoters for wise use of cur rivers, lakes and streams . Wter
Watch groups beccxne advocates for the body of water, and are very effective
in making the canmunity more aware of the adopted area's ecological value
and benefits. We are now in the initial stages of conducting a pilot Wter
'4htch Project co the Little Pee Dee River, which will give private citizens
and concern groups in that fcur-county area of Dillon, Marion, George~
and Horry Counties a chance to involve themselves directly, using a hands-
on approach in the ~event and protection of the Little Pee Dee River.
Our end goal in developing this project is to have the entire Little Pee
Dee. f rom the North Carolina line down to Georgetown harbor adopted by
interested citizens to increase local involvement in water resource
management. I wculd enccurage citizens of this area to beccsIa involved in
the Water Watch Program. and adopt the Charleston estuary in a regional
approach to managing this natural resource.

I' ve mentioned several specific areas where we' re taking an active role
in the management of cur natural resources. Governor Campbell ' s strong
thrust in his eamomic developaent cuncept has been towards smart growth as
opposed to shotgun growth. We must continue to strive to balance the needs
of a growing society, against the needs for preservation of the environment.
And I ' m greatly encouraged by the level of participation and interest
indicated here today towards that end. Wise management of cur natural
resources is necessary to provide for needed eccecsaic mcpansion while
maintaining a rich quality of life for children of future generations in
South Carolina.

I appreciate again the ~tunity to be here to represent the Governor
in this Sixth Annual Mid-Winter Conference. I look forward to working with
each and every one of you in the future. Thank you.



ONBVZI1M QP ESTUARIES AND THEIR NRPURPL PRCCB9SES

Dr. B.J. Ccpeiand

In the newspaper yesterday, there was a cartoon in which a Senator was
being introduced to speak to a grip, and the person who introduced him
said that this person neecb& no introduction � all ycu needed to have was
sanecae to tell him when to quit. So I need no intr'oduction, Margaret, but
you ought to say when to quit.  Margaret � "I will" !.

Speaking to a diverse group like this. about a diverse subject like
we'x'e talking about, reminds ne of an activity that occurred up in Horry
County, Jchn, in a small Baptist Church up there, in which the minister was
trying to talk the congregation into purchasing a chandelier for the
sanctuary. So he called a church meeting, as you wcMld in a Baptist church,
with the deacons down on the front row. He spoke for about an her, her
and a half, on the virtues of chandeliers. And finally, cne of the oid
dean's down front stood up and said "Can I speak in ~ition to the
chandelier, please?" He said, "Ch, yes, you have that right. Please do."
The deacon said, "Well, I'm ~esed to a chandelier for three reasans: one
is I can't spell it, and I don't think we ought to have anything here we
can't spell; the seccmd reason is that not a person in this church can play
it; the third reascn is that I think we ~ht to take what little money we
got and buy some lighting for this sanctuary." That's the position we' re in
today. Perhaps by sometinn this af terna we will have shed some more
light.

We had a lit tie session i.ike this up at cMr place ewe time when
Currituck Sound was all covered up with Kurasion milfoil and soca of the
good folks from up in that area came, and listened all day to the scientists
talk about milfoil, day length and growth rates, and nutrients, etc., etc.,
etc. And this fellow ~ to go back home at noon. Where I grew up. and
where some of ycu grew up, ycu went home to eat dinner at noon, you didn' t
eat dinner in the evening, you ate dinner at nocn. So he went hccne and did
that and he came Mck. He sat down on the front row at the afterrxxm
session. And at the end of the first presentation, he got up and said "Can
I say something here?" "Sure, you know this conference is for ym folks-
you can say what you want to." He said, "Well, I went up to the house at

noon, and I passed over the bridge up there and all the milfoil is gene.
Best I can figure is that we spent the mx'ning talking it to death." So
we' ll do some of that, too.

~ job here is to give a kind of an ovex'view fox' estuaries which means
that I'm going to tell you what one of them is, I guess. is that right?
We' ll leave that up to your imaginat.ion, and at the end if ycu still don' t
know, we' ll go mt back there together and try to figure that out.

Mast of the slides that I wi 1 1 show you today come from North
Carolina, which is a smaller territory up north here for those of ym who
don't know that. We have ewe of those estuaries of national significance.
so I tight I'd show ycu a picture of it so ycu'd see what they lock like.
'Ihis is an aerial shot, bird' s eye view, so-to-speak, of Delaware,



Virginia, N.C. and ycu get a little tip of S.C. over here in the corner to
give you same perspective, but this is what we' re talking about - this is
the territory tImt we' re concerned about here today � the estuaries. Now we
have them in ~es down in our area, in fact over half of the estuarine
areas lies in the southeastern United States, from North Carolina to Texas.
So we have a, large territory of estuaries. These are those areas where the
r iver va 1 leys have been f looded by ocean water, where there is sane
intermixing of fresh- and saltwater.

Now, estuary is an all-inclusive term. You may hear about them as bays
or sounds or harbors, or whatever, but they are all estuaries. Sane of which
have aged rare than others. So they may change thei r shape some. Now
estuaries, by their very nature, are located down at the end of the creek.
Up at engineering school at N.C. State, and I presuna they also teach a
similar course in engineering school up at Clemson, they teach the students
that water runs downhill. That's a five-hour curse for seniors. And it
does, it runs 4~~nhill. And down at the end of the hill, are the estuaries.
So, this is &ere not anly the land meets the sea, it's where all things
that we do on the land meet the sea. And it is the doer&ill place. So
whatever we do arxl whatever we say about these, we' re talking abaut that
downstream end.

Which brings us to the zest dominant characteristic of estuaries. the
subject that we need to spend some time cn, and you're going to hear mme
about it after a while, but that' s the physical characteristics of these
estuarine systems. They are physically dominated, on one side by a stream
of water caming ~ on the hill which runs at varying rates of speed, but
always in a downhill direction. And it meets the water from the acean,
which is going in both directions, depending upan the time of day. The
tidal flux. This sets up a physical mix that is unique amongst each system.
And so it is a dominant factor that cne rmst rmnember, and ane est take
into cansideratian, no matter what we do about management or whatever, you
must remember that there is a ~ysical interaction. We' ll talk about that
again in a minute, when I get to what I think is an iaportant functional
aspect, and that is the sequence of time.

Naw, in the water, ccaning downhill, are sediments. The estuaries are
in the process of aging, all the time. They were established millennia
ago, and have been aging since then, so this is geological aging. Our
estuaries are getting old. Like same of us people who study them. And the
sediments are running downstream, and f illing those basins. So that the
estuaries in the process are returning back to the stream that it ance was.
Now along comes man who impcees a different timing, a different aging
process, ane that is biological and chemical and we can even change sum of
the sediment aspects. So we change the ~ing process. But this increase in
sediment load is another very important physical aspect of the estuary that
we must keep in mind. It's going to be iaportant.

here is another characteristic of estuaries  ycu have to have ane
of these kind of diagrams in whatever talk you give, so those of ym who
don't understand diagrams, please ex~ us, but these are wiring diagranm!.
This is a mnhaden food ~in. which is cne of the iaportant aspects of
estuaries. But the point here is, to illustrate to you that one of the
biological characteristics of an estuary is abbreviated foa5 chains. We
don't have all these lang and complex food chains that one has in a coral
reef ccemmity or in the ocean or in lakes, for that matter � but in terms



of the estuary these food chains ar e very short - Very c p
mists between various ccep~~ts of the estuarine ecosystem.

As ycu can see here, all theee m'nhaden are S1tt1ng ~ g
on sooplankton, some detritus and some phytoplankton
relatively simplif ied food chain. This brings

t of. that food ~in. And if you stick arcund, those of ycu who havepart o
great perseverance, at ll o' clock we' re going to talk abou
l~ts cn estuaries and we ' ll get back to this subject about ~t happens
in a algal bloom situation, for example, When yOu replace the P y oplanktOn
with blue-green algae. which are not consumed by the 2uoplankton or e
me~aden, what happenS in th t ~yStem? So the fOOd ~Xn ~ 1ts
CharaCteriStiCS are very important things tO know about estuar1es if yOu' re
going 'to manage them

Another ext r erne Ly important part about estuaries is the fact that
around the edges of estuar ies are a lot of low embankment,s, low
indentations, shal low, so~ stems, that we call primary nurseries. Now up
in N.C., we have 2.3 million acres of estuaries, and 7$,000 acres of that is
primary nursery. Now that's differentially very important to a few
organisms that are inportant to us. Now nmny of the animals that use
estuaries are spawned someplace else. Many of them are spawned from the
ocean, some are spawned upstream someplace. But many of them are spawned
in the ocean. In fact, 93% of the ccemrciaL and recxeaticnaL species that
we see in the southeast are spawned someplace else other than the estuary
and use these primary nurseries as a regular part of their life � 934. So
we' re talking about habitat for nearly everything we' re interested in. Now
natimwide, about 6% of those organisms that we see use estuaries as part
of the nursery function. So here in the southeast, we have more depexxLency
upon estuaries than we do in othex' sections of the entry. It makes
estuaries even more important to us. We' ve got a bunch of them, they' re
important. they' re really part, of cur being. They' re iaportant to us
economically, and you' re going to hear Jim Hite talk about that, and they' re
important to us as part of cur heritage. They' re also important to us for
the kinds of things you do for recreation and aoumrciaL activities and so
cn. Estuaries are very iaportant.

These little primary nursery areas all around the edges of the
estuaries are important. Here is an illustration of what that's all about.
Larvae are produced offshore. from the adult spawn. In cur case, along the
eastern. southeastern shores of the Atlantic mast, nest of this spa~ing
occurs in water masses that are bleeding of f the Gulf Stream and are
transported in different ways at different tines. Now we just experienced
one of those little bleedings off from the Gulf Stream in which we had a red
tide that stayed around for a tenth, and impacted about half of M.C. ' s
coastline, killing scallops and making oysters and clams unusable. At great
cost. So the same processes that provide us with spawns for our estuaries
also provide us with a little bit. of Florida's largess. Florida sent us a
message: called red tide. We have a Lady from Florida here to talk this
af ternocn, smybe she' ll apologize to us � I don' t know. gut as these
larvae make the i r way toward shore. again the physical exchange, the
physicaL intermixing between the ocean and the estuaries h~ms extremely
iapOrtant. These larvae are transfOrmed intO varirx1s Stages Of metamor-



phoses, to lecccne post-larvae when they enter the estuary and go to the
nursery areas, and stay there as juveniles until they keaome sub-adults,
using the productivity and the prot, ection of these nursery areas and then
re-enter the adult world after ooming back out of the nursery system.
That's a very important function. One that is the heart of an estuary.

Now, there are some timing questions. And this is a point that we' ve
got to take into consideration, no matter what we do in those estuaries-
the timing. And that's the point that I want to place emphasis on here.
There ' s a timing question that is seasonal � there is a season for
everything. The major spawning activity � i.e. brown shrimp, menhxlen.
flounder, spot, croaker, those kinds of organisms � occurs in the winter
months. And they enter the estuary in the very early spring � late
February, March.

This chart here is some data from John Miller at cur place on some
nursery utilization of spot and croaker, just to sh~ you the tremerx3aus
seasceality of their use. There is a thous blooming of those primary
nurseries in the spring. There' s another lesser bloat in the fall which
has white shrimp and some of the weakf ish and so on that ut ilize these
systems in the fall. But the season is v~e important. Now, up at mr
place, an example of that kind of problem, this blocsung in March of primary
nurseries, also coincides with the drainage of the fields in March so ym
can plant corn in April. Now if you drained those fields in August, the
organism here doesn't care. But the farmer can't plant corn in August if
he intends to make a crap. I don't know how it is here in S.C., but corn
doesn't do well planted in August. So sea~enal timing is verr important.
There�' s also a t i ming that is dai ly. That is, the nevemnt of these
organisms back and forth into these systems that has a diurnal pattern to
it. As that water moves, and as B.J. can  this is the other B.J. � he's the
~er version.! but as B.J. can tell ycu, the water in these systems moves
back and forth as the tide moves. You can say, well, we don't have rich
tide, well that's true, we don't have much tide, but its influence is felt
way upstream. Here in Char'leston Harbor, for example, the influence of the
tide goes up into the Ashley and the Nando Rivers and so forth. You still
feel that tidal flux. To the uninitiated, you might not see it, but its
influence is on a more than daily basis. The other problem, I guess you' d
call it a problem, is that cur physical activities are influenced by the
changes in the wind, which up in mr place corns cn about a five to eight-
day pattern. So you' ve got a timing problem that is very ex+plicated.
These organisms are coming in here. This curve looks ~h because we' ve
put a data point in here every 2 or 3 maths. But if you go mt there and
look at this thing in some kind of detail  Bill Chum can tell you those
mar shee and wetlands that he's been dealing with!, there' s trera~~us
change in the activity from hour to hcur. Some of that's related to the
physical patterns that are going on there, and same of it's related to what
happened in their history as to how they may have gotten spawned and
transported in the ocean.

So all of this hangs together. The timing question is cne of daily,
weekly, seasonally, and as we 've pointed art earlier, one of continuing
times through the years that the estuary changes. Now not all nursery areas
are created equal. It so happens that in Pamlico Sound, the northern shore
of Pamlico Sound, because of the physical make-up of that sound and its



relationship to the inlets and the interaction with the ocean inside the
Gulf Stream, aces the nursery area along the northern shore of Pamlico
Sound extremely productive. Because there's a physical exchange that's set
up there that keeps them cyerating, and they' re very productive. We did
some ca Lculat ions here, using two of our systems as i 1 lust rat ions.
Albemarle Sound, which is up by Virginia, is 264 of the state' s total
surface estuaries. pamlico Sound is 565 of the total ar'ea, being 940 and
2,000 square miles, respectively, in size. They' re good-size pieces of the
water. Now the catch that can be attributed to those two estuarine systems
  this doesn' t include some of the ocean catch that could also be
attr ibutable to them, so the di f ference may be even greater!, if ycu
calculate that, it turns cut that Albemarle Sound provides 14% of the in-
shore catch, and Pamlico Sound 78%. The value is even more diverse,
PMeasarle Sound produces wry 5% of the value, because the nursery areas in
Albemarle Sound, which is isolated from the ocean primarily, has very little
direct physicaL relation with the ocean. They are very poorly productive,
whereas those of Pamlico Sound are very highly productive.

So when you start dealing with Charleston Harbor, Margaret, you' re
going to have to figure out whiW parts of it are of one kind of irrportance
ard other parts of other iaportance. So not only do we have a timing
problem, but we' ve got an aerial problem within our estuaries. They' re not
all equal, and they' re not the same throughout.

Well, I wanted to finish this by reading a paragraph that was written
in the l960's by Jerry Schubel. This kind of sum up, L think, where we
are and what we should do with mr estuaries:

"The great. value of the estuarine zone is in its
multiplicity of uses. But herein also lies its
vulnerability. Estuaries do have the capacity to
receive some human, municipaL and industrial waste,
without damage. They do have the capacity to
assimilate some waste heat without suffering persistent
ecological damages . Estuar ies can support certain
levels of shipping and transportaticn withcut a loss of
commercial and recreational fish landings. Some mineral
resources can be extracted f rem the estuarine zone
without saathering shellf ish beds. And the biological
resources of estuaries can be harvested at certain
levels wi thout a f f ecting future use. Estuaries can
serve all these uses, and still remain aesthetically
pleas ing env i ronments for man' s recreation. But an
estuary' s capacity to support these varied activities
is finite. The ability of an estuary to tolerate each
environmental insult before suffering significant
ecological or aesthetic damage not cnIy varies from
estuary to estuary. but varies in different parts of a
given estuary, as well. And within any segment of an
estuary, it varies with time. Wiform, invariant
regulations and standards for the disposal of waste,
whether they are heat, nutr ients, or dredge, are
environmentally naive. The only justification for their
enactment is that it simplifies enforcement. A uniform
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speed limit of 2S miles per her is as irrational as one
o f 100 miles is ir respons ible. Uni form estuarine
regulations are wasteful of valuable natural resources,
resources that shcu ld be used, and used responsibly.
The philosophy of tuse crusaders, who espouse cessation
as a solut ion to all environmental problems, is not
viable. People live, they eat, they defecate, they
procreate, and yes, they also even re-create. This is
not to imply that we should not insist on goad waste
treatment, on carefully supervised methods of dredging
and spoil disposal, ao9 on controlled minings of bottom
and sub-bottoms � we should. And we should insist on
more."

Well, that'8 the same as it is today � twenty-five years later. Thank
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SESSICar I: VeORL'AHI' ASP~'S CF ESSES

PART' I i armmICAI. AND HYDaXOaICAI. mZUES

Dr. Bjorn Kjezfve

Leif Ezicson, Wristopher Columbus, James Cook � they all have many
cccme~- They cams from the Old World, they headed to the new

lands. And they crossed the seas in storm and good weather. bhen they caae
to the New World, they came up along the coastlxnes, and the coastlmes were
not very hospitable. And they were trying to find places where they cculd
anchor their ships. So they sailed along the coastlines and with a little
bit of luck they ended up in scxne large embayment where they cculd get new
food for the crew, get water, and get some rest, and safety. We don't know
very much about the details of Leif Ericmm's exploitations of England. We
know a great deal about Christopher Columbus, and certainly during his third
voyage he had visited many times in an estuarine system called Puerto Seco
 now called Discovery Bay! cn the north coast of Jamaica. James Cook, when
he discovered Australia, landed in an area called Botany Bay. All these
people found it was prof itable to find their way into estuaries and take
advantage of them because of thei r saf e, protective harbor and the
protection from the bad seas.

Not only did the estuaries attract Christopher Coiuelzm ard the like,
but they also have attracted a great number of people. In fact, if we were
to raise sea level approximately 25 feet, we ~id flood approximately 7'
of tXe world's population, making them live under the water rather than on
top of the land. Rio de Janeiro is a city located on a large estuary. In
f act, land on estuar ies i s very expensive, high-priced real estate.
Simi larly, Sidney Harbor, just north of Botany Bay, is a rarlti-million
perse city, located on a ma jor estuary. ln fact, there is probably a
little bit of Christopher Columbus, Leif Ericson and Jajres Cook in all of
us. In the way that we enjoy the sea, or at least to be on the rim of the
sea. And that also means that we locate curselves cn an estuary being in
close proximity to the sea. %bat very of ten means that we live on an
estuary, or near one.

What is an estuary? Well, it depends. Every person who speaks aboutestuaries will define an estuary differently. I think we all agree that an
estuary is some kirxl of a semi-enclosed body of water, in corm~ion to thesea. Salinity is usually either less, equal to, or rare than in the open
ocean, but it's an interaction zone, where land meets ocean and processes
here Usccme very coaplex. Very often, an estuary is a river mcuth, but it
doesn't have to be a river jrouth.

What we have failed to recognize, I think, is the fact that estuariescome in many dif ferent shapes and forms arcund the world. But, it is aunique environment, and it's commcn to all the ccntinents. They just look
dif ferent in di fferent areas because of geological pzocesses, because Ofman ' s impact, and because of vegetat ion. The three major gyps of
estuar i es are a brown river valley type, a f jord type. and a coastallagoon. The brown river valley was formed when sea level rose and flocdedold river beds. The f jord was carved <mt by advancing glaciers. And the



coastal lagoon formed again when sea level rose and flooded Low-Lying areas
on the coastal plain. And then wind and waves and other physical processes,
such as tides, caused a barrier to build and protect this area.

Our estuaries today are no more than 5,000 years old. That, nuns that
the estuaries that we know have ~y existed for O.NN14 of the tinm that
the earth has been here. In fact, an estuary is an environmental baby, if
You want. But, we have the possibility and we are strengthened by having
the ability to change them greatly by mr impact. That doesn't have to be

In fact. an estuary changes all the time.

The estuaries aLL formed approximately 5 to 6,000 years ago when sea
level had been rising in response to a cLimatic warming. And sea level
rose as much as 140 meters over a l0,000-year span, coming up to
approximately the present level. During that time per iod, the rat.e of
increase of sea level from here was somewhere between 5 and 6 feet per 100
years- Since 5.000 years ago, sea level has stayed more or less constant.
Presently it is less constant, because here in Charleston, for example, you
are experiencing a rise of sea level of about a foot per century, because of
world-wide rise in sea level in conjunction with sane form of geologic
settling.

I t seems like "rising sea level" has become a "catch word" today.
Scientists have been aware of this process for a century, approximately. As
the estuary has been born by the rising sea level, sediments are coming down
via the rivers from the cmtinents, building marine and brackish water
wetlands adjacent to the estuaries. In fact, this zone, consisting of the
combination of estuaries, open ocean and marine coastal wetlands, is like an
ephemeral rim around the continents of the globe. It's cur coastal zone and
a big part of that are the estuaries. As freshwater caaes down into the
coast a l zone, and on this multi-spectral scanner image f rom a Landsat
satellite, you can clearly see the lightly colored sediment flumes coming
out from the Georgia and South Carolina rivers and estuaries. Processes-
physical, chemical, and so on � act to redistribute the load that is caning
down.

I cold tell ym a lot about the details of things going on, and there
are also a lot of details I cculdn't tell you about, but if I generalize,
it's pretty safe to say that productivity of the coastaL zone is enhanced
greatly by the materials acnning down from the continents. In fact, if ym
look around the globe, at the ocean environment, the cyen ocean is like a
desert in terms of biological productivity. In fact, there are cmly two
areas of the ocean where you have good productivity. Cne, is upwelling
areas assoc iated with currents, trontal systems, and the seoarM one is
coastal areas associated with runoff from estuaries. And I think Dr. Odum
will tell you shortly more about the details of this.

With sediments are coming a lot of goodies. Nutrients, for exanple,
that are attached to the sediments. They go down into the coastal one,
into the estuary, they form the Land which the wetlands build, and they fuel
the biological productivity- If we put a dam m the river to capture the
sediments g you don t do very rich. necessari lyi to the estuary itsel f . in
the way that rising sea level and the lack of sediments coming in may
balance. Cn the other handu in areas away from the estuary, ycu usually do
a lot of erosional damage So things that we do to the control of the water
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and therefore the sediments coming into the estuaries may have a large-scale
impact on mr entire coastal area.

But not cnly are gocxiies coming in with the freshwater runoff with the
sediments, there are also baddies. You can say the baddies consist of not
just nutrients, but too many nutrients, or pesticides, or organic
~icals. or heavy metals. These, I like to think of as poisons coming
into the estuary. They, too are being received there. And many of them are
being captured within the sediaents of the estuary itself. In fact, I like
to think of the estuary as a toilet bowl. It's a toilet bowl of all the
continents. Every waste product that we generate ends up in an estuary.
And we are just hoping that we will solve that by di luting that waste
product. Solution to pollution is dilution. Fortunately, we do have some
mw'ements insicle the estuar ies. Tides, ~inds and the f reshwater runof f
combine to aove water, and baddies and goodies thrcugh the system. Observe
high tide and low tide � obviously a lot of water can move during the tidal
cycle. The cabined effect of the tides. the fresh water runoff and the
winds is to cause circulation � aevement of water through the system. If
you think of the estuary as being the toilet bowl, this circulation process
is like the flushing mechanism. Ycm push the little button and whoosh, you
have the water go thrcugh the system. And of murse, the goodies and the
baddies have a way of going with the water.

We spend a lot of ef fort tryinq to understand circulation and,
assoc iated with c i r culation, strati f ication. I f ycu look at the Lake
example, all stratification is horizontal. It's aeatly due to a thermal
stratification. And everything ycu put into the lake stays there, or stays
i n the sediments at the bot tom. However, in an estuary, ycM are in
oonneWion with the sea and you can take some of this toilet bowl water and
you can rmve it beck cut into the sea. But you hope to do it in such a way
that you don't do it too fast, and ym don't do it too slowly. If you do it
too slcetly, yes get pollution � bad pollution. If ycu do it too fast, you
don't have chance enough to take the nutrients that are coming in and fuel
all those gocd things that exist in the estuary that ycu like to eat.

We obviously have a very precaricMs balance between not polluting cur
system and on the other hand having the system reach maximum productivity by
having enough nutrients, by having encugh aquaculture taking place. by
having enough seafood being grown inside our systems. Again, I hope that
Dr. Odum will address some of those issues. There is a very intricate
relaticrmhip between stratification and circulation. We know a lot about,
it, but there are also a lot of things about it that we don't know.

It's pretty safe to say that b~olagy is very important in driving
our science. And we have certainly got a lot of big computers in the past
20 years, and we are therefore able to ask different questions as caapared
to before. We know, for example, contrary to what the engineers at NC State
do, that water doesn't run downhill in the oceans. It cnly does that on
land. In the oceans, in fact, water runs like the lines, topography lines
around mmntains � they run parallel to the water. And once you get into
the estuary, you are somewhere in between water running ~ill and water
running to the side, because of earth's rotation effects in addition to the
sloping sea surface.



And having computers, and having big vessels, we can get a lot of data.
In fact, aceanography is extremely data rich. It's not always the ~ri ht
data that we have, but we have lots of data. It's pretty easy to fill up
the five million dollar apen acean program, and really use ships like these
and use satellites  this happens to be Skylab! and get tremendous amunts of
data and a tremerxkns ~nt of interest in this. And the reason that we
can do this is everybody thinks understanding the oceans is great.
Unfortunately, when we come to the estuary, we don't usually have quite the
same resources. And part of the problem here. I think, is the fact that we
all live next to the sea. Ws all have apinians about the estuary and wha,t
should be done to administer the estuary in the best way. We all have some
vested interest: economic, political, whatever. There are too many
conflicts in the estuarine area. And, traditionally in this ccuntry, and in
most other cauntries, whereas it is easy to fund large-scale research in the
open acean, i t has been very di f f icult to fund large-scale integrated
research in the rmst immertant of cur marine systems: the estuary. The ane
that. is closest to home.

Another prcblem that's closely linked to this technological input of
lots and lots of data, and that's the fact that there are many agencies and
many groups that collect data for the sake of collecting data. And one of
the things that is missing is goad know-hear. And, in fact, know-how is
probably lacking as arch as dollars are in terms of being able to do very
good work an the physical processes in estuaries. Let me give ycu an
example: Charleston Harbor, reversion of the Cooper River caapleted in
August of 1985. Corps of Engineers studied for many years, actually since
1942, mare or less continuously, what should be done to avoid getting tao
many sediments settling out in Charleston Harbor. And eventually, the re-
diversian of the Cooper River became a reality. Computers and persannel and
great ef fort went into calculating how much freshwater shauld be allowed
aver the Pinopolis Dam into the Cocper River and Qarleston Harbor so that
the salinity at the intake canal at Durham Creek would not exceed the
critical value for the industrial operations. The Corps came up with the
magical number 85 cubic meters per amm2, about 15 to 204 of the previse
discharge. When the reversion bmaxe a reality, it bmaae very clear
that the Corps was grossly wrong in their estimate. In fact, the average
discharge of the Cooper River is rmre like 135 cubic meters per sa~nd, just
to keep the salinity at the critical intake canal point belcw that value
that the industries can tolerate.

So, we did not have enough know-how, in spi te of the Qarps of
Engineers' might, and caaputers, and dollars. I'm not saying this at all to
complain about the Corps of Engineers. I doubt that anybody else at the
time crnld have done a much better jab than that. It just illustrates the
fact that very simple, ?asic questions that have direct eccnccnic impact
dealing with the hydrology, we don't have the answers to them. in spite of
our technology. And maybe it' s because of the lack of integrated funding
for some of the research.

Everybcdy talks abaut management of estuaries. Here is Ipanima in Rio
de Janeiro, and the lagocn estuary system here in the foregrcund ha~ms to
be a system around which ten million peaple live. Ws want to manage it, but
it's rather disturbing when yau know that there are about nine managers for
every ten estuarine persons, meaning one person doing the research. Ne
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can ' t manag e a sys t em unless we have a ll the f act s and a ll the
understanding, and I think that wmld be the main message that I want to
give today. We really need to do very basic kinds of research in estuaries
to understand what is going on there, so that we can manage the system for
the betterment of mankind. So that we can continue enjoying the aesthetics
of the system as well as taking advantage of the system for being a toilet
bowl, for doing aquaculture, and for the system to be <mr food smrce for
seafood and to be able to do transportation and ccsmerce. And we do all
enjoy being next to the water. And I hope that we can save these systems
for alrselves and our great~ardchildren, but at the same time utilize them
in a rational fashion. Thank ~.



SKSSHS I: U%CRPAHF JBPECFS CP ESPNBXES

PARE 2: BICKDGICAL AND PBODOCCHÃ %9LUZS

Dr. William K. Odum

Well, ym've heard each of the previse speakers refer several times to
the amount of fish and shrimp, and various types of food organisms that are
found typically in the estuaries, and that's what I want to underscore a
little bit next. There's nothing new, obviously. about cur recognition of
the fact that estuaries are very rich places, in fact, we can go back to
look at the Indians' activities and see that they knew this quite well.
They came to the barrier islands in the summertime and ~ oysters and
shellfish and whatever fish they ccmld catch. Even the details of some of
this are not particularly new. Europeans, a hundred years ago, recognized
and published papers in which they pointed cut that estuaries in Western
Europe were very rich places that produced lots of plant material, whether
it was phytoplankton or marsh grasses or sea grasses. Well docunented, and
they had pretty gocd ideas about why.

Maybe thirty years ago. late fifties, early sixties, in this part of
the world we had fully appreciated that, and docujnented the fact that
fishery catches are depenhmt to a great extent on estuaries, and this all
led in the 1960's, you may remember, to legislation in our coastal states in
the late '60's, early '70's in South Carolina, Virginia, ruat of the other
coastal states, to protect our coastal wetlands and shallcav estuarine areas.
Very innovative legislation, and certainly it has proved to pay of f since
then. You go back and look at the scientific evidence that it was based on
at the time, and a~e it with now, that's basically what I'd like to do
in the next few minutes. Ym know, we ~ the certain general ideas in
1960, '65, '70. How much rmre do we know now? How much better docunmnted
is cur information? I'm only going to give ycu a few exanples, because the
answer is, in sana areas, we don't know a whole lot rrore, some areas we do.
Unfortunately, those details, particularly the caes that we don' t have. can
be ver y i mpor tant. Because, if we don' t recognize that, we may
inadvertently, or perhaps purpceely, do something which may turn out to not
be so ~ in the long run. I' ll give ym an example or two of that. If
you could turn the lights down, I' ll have the first slide.

Here we have several egrets, herons, woodstorks, and so on. Mesc birds
are feeding on a variety of small fishes and invertebrates, and in fact,
they' ve been feeding in this area for weeks at a time. And many of them
have nesting areas nearby where they' ve been feeding their young. When you
watch something like this, you get, with no data and no evidence whatsoever,
and probably ~le a hundred years ago realized, that this is an unusually
productive sort of place. There's a sort of intuitive background that we' ve
had for a long time, which turns out, of <arse, to be quite. quite true.
It's the details of how so ~ food is being produced in estuaries that's a
little confusing.

One area that since the L960's we have a pretty strong suspicion about
is how different organisms cane into estuaries and utilized different areas.
Now our information in this area is much better, and yew heard B.J. Copeland
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show you some evidence from North Carolina that is very similar. This is
showing the life history of cee particular organism, the red fi.sh, or we
call it a channel bass. And I wanted to point mt to ycu how a single
species like this utilizes various di fferent parts of the estuary at
dif ferent times in its life history. For example, when the very earliest
larval stages rrove into the estuary, they may remain for a neth or more in
the larger embank@Dents and gradually work their way upstream. In fact, they
may go all the way almost to totally freshwater, depending cn the species
and what their needs are; they may utilize the full length of the estuary
�0 to 100 miles long!. And then gradually, as they mature and they work
their way back down the estuary, they utilize, depending on what state we' re
in. they may use wetland areas. In Florida they could be mangrove areas,
then they use sea grass areas at different times, or they may actually move
into tidal freshwater. Of cmrse, there are species which go into tidal
freshwater, such as striped bass and alewives and so forth that use other
areas for spawni~. So we get a very ccxplex use pattern.

Mow take this one species, for example, and multiply it, by a cmple of
~ed different fishes; invertebrates, like blue crabs, and animals which
stay more or less in the sanm area, and like oysters and so forth. You get
a very incredible traffic pattern here, which we understand perfectly well,
I think, in most cases. Ws've got it pretty well. dented. We can then
look at specific, what B.J. Copeland called primary nursery areas, and know
what's really important to red fish, or spot, or croaker, or white shrimp,
or what have you. So .in that area, I think our knowledge is pretty solid.
I t turns out that this kind of research isn' t. terr ibly hard to do, but
nevertheless. it's nice to have that sort of information.

Now, the next thing that I want to emphasize that has beoome really
apparent in the last twenty years, we suspected this, and in fact, its the
real reason behind zost of the coastal protective legislation, and that is
the intimate relationship between wetlands, and this happens to be a very
low, salinity area in Georgia along the Altamaha River tidal area. which
could easily be in South Carolina. The thing that's 6~me so apparent, from
the last twenty to twenty-f ive years of research is the intimate
relationship between the tidal wetland areas and the life history for these
various organisms that I' ve she»m you. You' ve heard speakers refer to these
as areas of refuge, nursery areas, areas where they feed, all that is very
clear. What's not clear, and chest I 'm going to elaborate on further. is
exact ly how all this plant production, a,ll these marsh grasses and sea
grasses and >ytoplankton and so forth, how all that is converted into fish
flesh. That'8 the crux of the problem right there � the actual conversion,
how that happens, what's est important and so forth. I 'll acae ba.ck to
that from time to tim.

One thing has bmcae very, very a~ent from research in the last ten
or fifteen years. the critical nature of the edge between the wetlands and
nearby mainlands and tidal rivers and eo forth. If you had to pick one area
that you absolutely had to preserve, and protect and manage, and so forth,
that's the action zone � that's the region which ~rs to be rmst heavily
uti lized by juveni le organisms of various types, moving back and forth,
feeding, for protection, and so forth. I 'm not saying they didn't know that
twenty to twenty-five years ago, it's just the evidence is a lot better now.
And we can carry that cne step further and start thinking that, well, the
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more of this sort of edge habitat we' ve got, the more ccmplicated the edge
of an estuary is, then perhaps the better it is i f we ' re interested in
shrimp and fish production, and so forth.

Here is an exanple. This is made from an aerial photograph. If you
were in an aircraft, you'd be probably 20,000 feet up looking down. and
what I wanted to emphasize to you is that in this particular wetland, we' ve
got a very ccmplex pattern of big tidal creeks. littl.e tidal creeks, little
tiny creeks, low depressions in the marsh sur face that are eely flooded
periodically by the tides; it's an extremely ccmplex marsh. In fact, ym
can almost think of this in terms of an analogy, you can almost think of
this as very similar to your ~ circulatory system in ycur body, where
you' ve got larger arteries, smaller arteries, capillaries, and the venaus
return system- This type of wetland, with this type of pattern without a
doubt is going to be extremely productive in terms of fisheries, organisms,
water f owl, and fu r � bearing maamls, all the sort of things that we ' re
talking about here, because it's got so much of this intimate edge between
the open water at the tidal creeks and the marshes. I don' t have an
example, but if ycu want to think of the composite situatice, think of a
wetland which only has a very, very siaple circulatory system, in a lot of
upland, sort of 'high marsh. So a lot of evidence, particularly in the last
five years showing that the surface of the wetland in these areas in terms
of its importance to fish organisms, is much. rich <fare heavily used, much
more valuable than a similar marsh which doesn' t have this nice creek
drainage system coming into it.

Well, that tells you all sorts of things about areas that, are
particularly critical for protection. It also tells AM if you' re going to
rebuild a marsh, or recreate a marsh, or build a brand-new cne thrcvgh
mitigation activit,ies; these have to be some of the things that ycu want to
incorporate into that, ym don't want to just put a simple marsh up there,
yau want a very complex system of this edge-type habitat.

Maw, this diagram is about twenty or twenty-five years old, and it' s
cbviously not the real mrld, it's just a simplification for purposes of
discussion. What it suggests  I originally did this to try to show the
relationship between mangrove, primary production, in other words the plant
production in mangrove swamps, and the plethora of fishes and invertebrates
that are found in Imangrove swamps! . And what I 'm trying to show is that
there are two sources, primarily, of plant material: there are the vascular
plants, such as the mangrove, in this case  in year case, the marsh grasses
and sea grasses and so forth!. and then also phytaplankton and other types
of algae, including large algae, microalgae and so forth. I 'm trying to
show that some of this material is consuamd directly, reticular ly the
algae, and some of it is consumed cnly aft.er it has been deccspose6 to some
extent, altered by micrabial activity, thermal activity, and so forth.
There is a grcup of organisms, and this is true even ncw, I think we
recognize a group of very, very critical, important organisms in almost all
estuaries, which are able to utilize the basic premise called primary
production. This sort of action group, I call them detritus consumers here.
that's probably not quite correct. Probably the best terminology, based on
more recent research, is that we ' re deal ing with organisms which eat
everything, very ubiquitous feeders that will feed an a variety of different
plant material, and even animal material, if it is made available. Atxl
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we ' re talk ing her e about things like arthropods and small crustaceans,
shrimp, certain mar ine polychaetes, and worms, and nematodes, even insect
larvae at the lower salinities, a few fishes, and same of the bivalves. A
very critical group, which apparently converts the primary praduction into a
form that can be used by other fishes, wading birds and so forth.

Well, it's a nice oceceptual idea, it's the details that we' ve been
stumped cn. Millions of dollars have been spent trying to understand what
exactly is going an here, and the relative iaportance of the two different
~ces. For example, re~r about twenty minutes ago, B.J. Copeland put
up a diagram showing menhaden, which happerm to bs, in terms of weight, cur
most important acemrcial fish on the East Coast, trying to show what types
o f f ood wer e important . Menhaden, remember the two boxes: one says
phytoplankton, one says zooplank tan. Well, un for tunately, that diagram, we
now know, is not totally correct. Peaple who studied cut~ menhaden saw
phytoplankton and zooplankton, because they were easy to see. Then mixed in
with that we saw this aaerphous ~ which they just sort of discarded. But
now we can go back and look at that goap and we find aut it's made up of
almost unidentifiable little fragments of plant material, bacteria,
floccular material  it turns out estuaries are full of all sorts of
floccular material, just flaating around! . And fishes like menhaden engulf
this stuff, and ~ently utilize it to som extent. How important is that
compared to the phytoplankton, or to the zooplankton? We don' t know.
They' re our rrost inpartant crmmercial fish. and we don' t know, and we' ve
spent millions of dollars on it.

So, that's cne of the points I'm going to leave you with here, is that
we do understand that estuaries are very productive, we understand a lot
about how they are used physically by other organisms, as apartment houses
temporarily and permanently, but we don.'t know too much about the cafeteria
service here. And it's a little frustrating. It turns out it's not because
of a lack o f trying, and not because people are not particularly good
scientists, it's just a very difficult problem. So now we' re going to
purely esoteric sort of techniques to try to get at this problem.

Ym am anly leave a couple of aessages in f if teen minutes � ycu
rmaem1ber I talked about that edge and the critical inpartance of the edge,
well we didn'0 know that 30 years ~o. Bulkheading such as this activity
here, which happer' to be in Biscayne Bay, Florida, was relatively ccemn.
What this did was take that critical edge zone and destroy it, replace it
with concrete walls and water maybe three to f ive feet deep. And we
couldn't understand at the time why we were losing, to a great extent, a lot
of the fishes and invertebrates that use this area as a nursery area. So
that's why yea may think the details are not, that important; I ~id say
they are. Just because we see the overall patterns is not enough. We' ve
got to understand the critical, ccmplete detail. Ns've got to understand
where the nutrition for menhaden is really casing from and break it down
into its various cx:mpcrumt parts.

That's the main message. and I have cue arne, extra aessage, which I' ll
just throw in for the heck of it: this has nothing to do with anything I
said before, but everyLedy gets to proselytize a little bit. We have spent
a lot Of time on coastal wetlands, we' re all reasonably well educated about
their value. We don' t know the details, but we have good legislation in
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place in almost all coastal states. What we have ignored are the interior,
non-tidal wetlands. At@i they are linked to the coastal wetlands in a lot of
di f ferent ways: the life history of water fowl, wading birds. as nutrient
interceptors illustrated this. So the last thing I want to leave with ym
is a little after-thaught: in states like South Carolina, North Carolina and
Virginia, we have virtually no protection for cur non � tidal wetlands, and
that's a very iaportant area and I think it's the next big action area for
at least many of cur southeastern states in terms of the impact that ym
might have for manipulating and so forth. Thank you.
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SESSIONS I: IMP%6'ANI' ASPBClS OP E!I'tLiMZES

PARt' 3a ZU~KlC V3LLUES

Dr. Jams C. Hite

We' ve been making a lot today of B.J. Copeland's remark that water runs
downhill � I wasn't sure. B.J., that we do teach that at Clemson; we also
have been trying to teach prole through the extension service for about
eighty years not to put their privy uphill from the well, because water
runs down hill. And then I think we heard also that all estuaries are
downhill from privies. So ym ought to think about that if ycu live in
Char leston.

~ assignment is to talk about the economic value of estuaries, and I'm
not going to talk rrLrch about ~rs. I want to talk a little bit. about
some concepts, and I think that perhaps fits in very well with some of the
other sorts of things that have been discussed here this mrning.

I thi nk we have to start by talking about what we mean abo~t the
economic value o f estuaries. We have to come to soroe sort of corrrrm:n
understanding about what we mean by emxxmic value. And I have been trying
to deal with this subject for twenty years or so, and I think, to many lay
people, the term "econrmic value" is synonymous with "romney value." That
is, we think about something having economic value if it can be translated
into rreney. A thing that has econromic value is something that can be bought
and sold. But that's not really the rreaning that at least most eccncmrists
would accept for value. A thing has value to an ecceomist because it.
possesses utility. And what we rrman by utility is that we mean that the
thing in question is capable of serving some human ne&. So anything that
serves a human need, whether or not it can be bought and sold, has economic
value.

Now, that's a pretty brcml concept of value, and it's the cne that I
want to hang onto here today. But before I go any further, I think that it
is only fair that I point cut to you that this concept focuses upon human
needs. In econromics, we old not accept that a thing has value silly
because it serves the need of a- sea gull, or it serves the need of a palm
tree. Now, there is, I think, a legitimate philosophical basis to contend
that a human-centered value system is inadequate. And that this human-
centered value system that we use in eammics is too narrow. I think there
is a legitimate econarric/philosophical argument there. But my task today,
really, is to deal with ecx~omic value, economic value of estuaries. And
not other kinds of values. I think that it is irrportant for you to
under stand that when we talk about econcmic values of estuaries, we' re
talking about those things that are buxom � centered. They' re not necessarily
just dollars and cents values, but they must be related to serve
needs .

Eaoncmrists take a fairly democratic approach in terms of consideration
of hurman needs. We start with a proposition that each individual is the
best judge of his or her asm needs. And we recayu.zs that those neech are
not just biological, or social, even; they can also be spiritual. So any-
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thing that gives human beings satisfaction serves a human need. And it is
up to each individual to determine for his or her self what it is that
gives them satisfaction, and how much it gives them.

Now I think that there is even a rmre basic concept to understanding
economic value. Economists make the assuapt ion that human beings are
rational. Now, admittedly, that's a simplified assumption. None of us are
rational all the time. And there are some people who know me fairly well
who would argue that I'm not rational any of the time. So this assuaptica
of rationality is a simplifying assumption. But we assume. Now. if ycu
assuage a rational person, ycu ~id say that no rational perse freely and
knowingly is going to give up something that gives him a great deal of
satisfaction in trade to get something that gives him less satisfacticm.
That make sense7 No rational person will give up something that they find
very satisfactory to them to get somthing that is less satisfactory to
them. So if you decide to purchase a goad in the market, then we conclude
that yau believe that that good will give ycu more satisfaction than
whatever it is that you have to give up to get that gocd. Okay' Now, the
price of the good might be denominated in the form of money. And, if you
pay for it in Ioney, you go buy a shirt, or a pair of socks, and pay for it
in money, then what we really are doing is saying that yew are raticmal, so
you must feel like you oan get sere satisfaction out of that shirt, or those
socks, spencKng that money there, than you old if you used that money for
samething else. Otherwise. you ~ldn't do it.

That leads us to the conclusion that market prices which arise cut of
competitive markets are pretty good indexes of economic value. And we can
use that notion, we can go quite a Long way with that notion. We can use
that notion if we think about the a+anomic value of estuaries. We can use
it up to a point. To the extent that the services that are provided by
estuaries in some way end up being traded in the marketplace. We can do a
little fancy mathematics, and we can corn up with some dollars and cents
f igures on the value of estuaries. That means that m can estimate,
praviding we get re~weably ~ biological data, we can estimate the value
of estuaries as nurseries for cammrcial f ishes. MnmM rcial fish stocks,
since those fish stocks then mave through a market. We can estimate the
eccnoanc value of an estuary for port facilities, because a lot of those
port services rmve through a market. That's a fairly straightforward task.
But not everything that has eammic value ends up being traded in the
marketplace. That's where we begin to run into a problem.

Let's just think about the service that estuaries provide in spreading
out f lood waters. It' s a fairly important service that they pravide.
Waters cxme dawn, from upcaxntry, they spread aut aver these estuaries, and

don' t get as much damage as ycu might get otherwise. This is not
something that you can go aut in the marketplace and purchase. You can't go
out and purchase the service of having flood waters spread mt. You can' t
go cut and buy tickets at this ~int, to avail yourself of the recreational
~tunities that an estuary provides. So when we try to masure these
re-market services that are provided by estuaries, we find we' re dealing
with a very, very complicated business. It's like some of the food chain
problems that Bill Qdum was talking about. And it's cne that we a~xmists
can perform, if at all, only with a fairly wide margin of error. That is,
in some cases, and I think we' ve made a lot of progress in the last few
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years in terms of being able to estimate these non-market values. But they
are estimates. And the margin of error may be fairly large.

Now, in addi t ion to these marketed goods that come out of the
estuaries, commercial f ish, etc., add to these non-market services, flood
control and so cm, that we get from the estuaries, there is another way in
which estuaries serve a human need, provide satisfaction to hum' beings,
and therefore have economic value. We sametimes call this thing "existence
value." ~ what we mean by it is that you may cbtain satisfaction cut of
simply knowing that Charleston Harbor is there, or Georgetown' s harbor, or
Winyah Bay. You may get satisfaction out of simply knowing it's there,
even thcugh you never use it. YcM may get satisfaction out of knowing that
the Grand Canyon is there, althaugh you' ve never visited, because yau always
have the cption to visit, as long as it,'s there. Existence value, aption
value, that never ends up in any market, in any form or fashian. It's real,
but we have no way of measuring it. We simply cannot give you any idea of
what that existence value is worth. We can ident i f y it, but we can' t
xmasure it at all. That, doesn't mean it's not r'eal; it's very real. But we
can't nmasure it.

Now, from an eccwxxaic perspective, the gaal of what we want to do, it
seems to se, is to try to manage these estuaries so that they praduce the
greatest total eccaxmic value over the long-term. If all the eoonomic value
that arose fram estuaries was associated with things that socner or later
feed into the markets, even into real estate markets, then we might be able,
well, we cculd manage those estuaries, I think, fairly well, in terms of
trying to aeximize the long � term impact that they had, on some ob jective
smasure like, say, gross naticeal product. I don't mean to imply that that
task wculd be easy: let ' s just f igure.... suppose Ctmr leston Harbor, the
whole Harbor, was owned by one persan, or cne firm. What ~ld they do?
How ~ld they operate'? Well, they'd look at what they cold gain from the
fisheries, they'd look at harbor activities, they'd look at all the kinds of
activities that cauld take place in the harbor that ~ld generate them some
sort, of benefit, and they'd find that mix of activities that gave them the
greatest benefit over the long-term. They'd have to make same traie-offs.
They might find the harbor activities, dredging activities, were damaging
the fisheries, so they'd do same trading off there to decide which one gave
them the greatest return. They'd have to make choices, in effect, between
two or more ~ting uses of the saae estuary. But if yau had a rational
single owner, and you ~ reasanably reliable information on the market
value of particular uses, that caner could ~e that estuary reasanably
well.

But as we' ve seen, not all of the goods and services that came mt of
the estuaries go through the markets. And estuaries are certainly not oamed
by private individuals, or by firms. They' re what we call "caamon property"
resources, which means that they belcng to all of us in ccemrn. Government
has management responsibilities, it can exclude some uses, and it can put
restraints on certain otherwise allowable uses, but government, in effect,
acts as cur agent in tryirg to manage this estuary to maximise the total
value of that estuary over time to everyone.

Therein lies the problem. Rme uses conflict with other uses. Same
persons may place a very high value � they may get a lot of satisfacticn.



for instance, from the romney they earn from harbor activities � on certain
uses that conflict with uses that other people place a high value on � say,
recreational fishing. The economic value of some of these ccnflicting uses
is measurable from market behavior, and the values of other conflicting uses
are not measurable, or measurable with only very large errors, because there
are no relevant markets. So how is government to make the tref fs?
Whose values count? And i f ever pane' s values ccunt, do they all ant
equally, particularly when those who must give up a use  those who rmst pay
the price! are not the same persons as those who benefit frcm a ccuflicting
use?

There are all kinds of theories floating around that can provide
answers to these questions. One might take the public choice theory of the
Mabel Prize-winning eccnmist, James Buchanan, for example, and say that the
~lie interest is simply the summaticn of the individual interests of all
those persons living in a given society at a given time. If ycu buy that
premise, we can solve the eccmomic problem of estuarine management fairly
quickly. But if, cn the other hand, you accept the theory that society is
something mere than the individuals living at any given tie, then the
public interests involves the values of all those who have ever lived and
all those who will live sometime in the future. That leads ycu to a ~blic
trust theory of estuarine management but it does not solve the practical
problem of trying to know what the values of future generations will ~
i.e., what will give them satisfaction, given changing technology, social
rmres, etc.

What I am trying to suggest to you is that a very ccxpetent, very
public-minded body of experts in the employ of Plato's philosopher king
would not be able to determine the optimal management, of an estuary. Mot,
at least, until human philoscphy develops far beyond where it now stands.
Yet the practical problem of managing estuaries in the public interest
remains. So is there anything of practical significance to be gained from
trying to improve our ability to identify and measure all the varicus types
of economic values that arise from estuaries?

We cannot know the optimal way to manage an estuary, and we still would
not know, even if we had good measurements of all the relevant eaon~c
values, because those values are, at root, subjective. So we weald still
not know' how to weigh all the values, including hcw to factor in values of
generations yet unborn.

Yet the estuaries are there. They are being used. Some of those uses
conflict with other uses, and there are significant conflicting uses over
the long term. We either try to manage them, or we throw up our hands and
leave estuaries to the devil. If we are pragmatic and try to do the best we
can managing estuaries as oamxm property to maximize ~ satisfaction,
what kind of strategy makes sense?

Eccexmists can suggest an answer. In the first place, we are dealing
with things that are unky and, in arne cases, unknowable. That asians we
are faced with uncertainty. But we are faced with uncertainty in mr
ordinary econcrnic affairs continually. We do not know whether the stock
market will go up or down this afternocn, or next week, or next year. We
sensible way to deal with financial uncertainty, such as that prevailing in
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the stock market, is to diversify cmr holding � to not ~t everything we
own in one stock, not to ~t all our eggs in cne basket.

That means, in the context nf estuary management, not allowing all cur
estuaries to be used in the same way. Jt also means that to the greatest,
extent practical, keeping as many options open as we can and not closing out
any option for the future of an estuary until the cost of closing it mt
~mews very, very high.

How high is very, very high? That will almost always be a matter of
judgement and, ~, of debate. But that is why it becomes intelligent to
try to improve cur ability to measure the amnesic values � ?mth market and
non-market -- assoc iated with estuar ies. We est be mere precise in
determining what the present cost is of not closing out a particular option
on the future use of an estuary.

Let me give an example. We have a reasonably reliable estimate of the
eccecxaic value of Charleston Harbor as a port. Professors Mvid R. Pender
and Ronald P. Wilder of the University of South Carolina have estimated that
the Harbor contributes $1.5 billion or 48 of the state's GbIP each year. Of
course, the decision to use the harbor for a port was roaie a long time ago,
but to the extent that we foreclose dredging in the harbor to protect some
future options on harbor use, we aust be willing to give up some of that
$1.5 billion in South Carolina.

There may be some persons � but probably not many � who ~ld
sincerely argue that protecting those future options is orth giving up the
benef its realized from the Harbor activities. That is their sub jective
judgement which they have every right to try to persuade their fellow
citizens to accept by making the issue a ~litical one. The voters mn then
decide whether keeping the cpticns cpen are worth the cost. But withcut
Professors Pender and Wilder's estimates of economic values, the debate is
less focused and the resulting political decision less intelligent because
it is based cn less information.

Improvements in mr ability to estimate the econcInic value of estuarine
goods and services, therefore, do have practical value. They allow us to
place reasonably reliable estimates on the oosts of various management
alternatives that mat be made for pragmatic reascms. They allow us to Put
a price tag on maintaining options.

That is all that we economists will ever be able to do  and we cannot,
do it, very well yet, although we are getting better at it!. No one can tell
you whether the shirt you are wearing, or the dress ym are wearing, was
worth what it was priced at in the store. You thought it was, or you wc+id
not have bought it  although you now may think you paid too much!. No cne
will ever be able to tell you, or government officials, ~ther the price we
have to pay as a society to get soae goods and services from estuaries is
too high, or too low. To expect that economists can do it is to
misunderstand in the most fundaaental way what econceic values are. All ycu
should expect from eccaxxnists is better and better measureIm nts of costs.

With estuaries, as with everything else, there is a profound truth to
the old saying that eemmmists are pecple who know the costs of everything
and the value of nothing. Thank you.
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MARGARET DAVID': Before we rush out to refuel m doughnuts and
coffee, I'd like to go ahead and tell you a little about t' he second session
which will focus on how the folks living here along the coast and in the
upstate af feet or impact cur estuar ies. We ' re going to talk about what
happens when 55% of mr state's population will have aeved to an estuary by
the year 2000; what happens when we tamper with the flow of water in and <mt
of an estuary; what happens when we pave over a watershed area � what
washes off the concrete into the rivers, and what does it do to an estuary?

Bcb Becker from upstream at Clemson University, is the Director of the
Regional Resource Development Institute, and is bere to tell us who it is
that's rmving to our estuaries, and what do they want and what will they do.
What impact will they have? In fact, Bob is currently in the process of
examining growth trends in the Southeast and the way natural resources are
being allocated to different groups.

Neal Armstrong, no � not the astronaut, folks. Our Neal Armstrong is
Professor of Civil Engineering at the University of Texas at Austin. Neal
will talk to us about the effects that altering or manipulating the flaw of
freshwater into an estuary has on the system. And we' re not just, talking
about diversion or re-diversion of a river, but also about the increase of
freshwater in our estuaries from surface or stormwater runoff as the land
around estuaries teaaraas more ~Lated.

Finally, B.J.  ~land will return to tell us just exactly what are
these pollutants � whether f rom a pipe or seeping through the soil or
washing off the pavement � what are the pollutants we need to know about,
where are they coming from, and how does the estuary react to them? We ask
that ym all in the audience again hold your questions until the end of the
session. Thanks, and we' ll see you back here in ten minutes.
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SESSIC5 II: INPACl'S  K ESTUiUUES

PARD 1: GROWZH INPACI'S

Dr. Robert, H. Becker

What is affecting, how is growth affecting  mr estuaries7 I don't like
the word "growth in@act," and when it came in the program, I phoned down and
I said. "Y«M know, most of the time I spend talking about how to stimulate
growth," Af ter all, the Regicnal Resources Developoent Institute is a
resource «levelopment inst itute. We look at strategies for ea."nomic
developaent, largely in the muntain areas. So being on the coast for this
is rather an anomaly also.

But it reminded ae of a story, a parable, actually, which might put
this into context. There was this man and he walked up to a gas station in
South Carolina and there was a toy and dog in front of the gas statics.
And he asked the boy, he said, "Hey, does your dog bite7" And he said "No."
So, the man walked up to the dog, and the dog bit him. He jumps back and
says. "Heyl I thought you said your dog didn't bitel" Ard the boy said,
"That' s not my dog." Growth impacts az'e a lot like that � cur growth
program, «Mr growth interests don't bite. That's saaecne else's dog. But
actually, everyone's dog bites sometimes. All types of growth have
associated costs and have associated benefits. Jim Hite laid it mt very
well when he talked about how we value, how we perceive that rescmrce base.

There is a quote that puts this into context. It's a quote I was given
when I was an undergraduate, on values. It ' s a quote by a man named
Ziaamrman in 19S1, and Zimmrman said: "Rescurces are not they becca+. "
What this means is that objects become rescurces when they are given value
and importance by some people. If I value a tree, or a wildlife habitat for
its recreational values, or just for its aesthetic qualities, that rescurce
has value. That eject teovnes a resource, it has value to me. If Champion
Lumber values that tree, for pulp, plyw«xd, particle board, that ob ject
becomes a rescurce. It has value to Champion Lumber. Mow, unfortunately,
both of us value that rescurce for ~exes which may be mutually exclusive.
We both can't have cur way. Similarly, mr wetlands, mr coastal areas, cur
estuaries, we value them for' their ability to handle waste water, to handle
wildlife. Dr. Copeland mentioned our upland wetlands which we value for
their water filtration properties. Then they beovoe a rescurce to us. If
sczamne else values them. for the yacht basin that cauld go in, for the
condo develcpaent that cculd go in, it is a value to them, and it is a valid
use of that rescurce. The question for us will not be stopping growth�
that's like holding «ur finger in the dike � it won't hark. The questions
for us around growth will be how to image growth to get the optimum mix,
that mix of eccnceaic and social benefits within the desired envir«xxaental
quality.

Now, I want to under line, because I did this cn my paper, desired
envi ronmental lit . because that ' s the standard by which we have to
place all of our growth against, in order to assess if in@acts are
acceptable. We are going to have them. Growth will cause change, and saae
of those <Amies will be perceived by seve grips as iayacts. Different
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claimants for that same cb ject will perceive change due to growth as an
impact. And if we don' t have an established ~1 ic agenda for what i s
des i r ed environmental quality, then undoubtedly, the claimants who seek
enhancement and value through growth will undoubtedly overwhelm those
claimants who view environmental quality as an essential property for our
resource base, be it estuaries, mountains, rivers, upland wetlands,
whatever. Because while the intensity of impacts ta estuaries are debated
by legislative bodi es, scient i f ic panels, vari<ms citizens, growth is
generally applauded.

Our rescmrces are, as has been accurately told to us in the past six
years, the foundation of <ur ecarxxsic grawth. Garrett Hardin put this
relatianship between grawth, particularly ~lation growth, and natural
resources into the context with his classic essay "The Tragedy at the
Commons." Br ie f ly, in "The Tragedy at the ~ns, " he lays out an
example, he says picture if you will, an English a~a � where anyone can
graze their aow and give value to their cow. As Jim Hite said, people are
viewed as rational. So if you' re a raticmal person, able to graze ycnr
cattle at no aost on LMblic resources, what are you going to do? Ycu're
going to increase the ament of cattle in your herd to increase the return
to you, because that's a rational behavior. But as a result, the commons
start depreciating. The omens start to decay. Being rational people, we
say, well, we can fix that � there's a technical soluticn. So we fertilize
the commces, we shore them up, we keep weeds out, we iaprave productivity of
our coamx:ns. What happerm? Well, being rational peaple, mre people will
start putting more animals on the camrons. Tology is nat a soluticn to
resource management. The ammccm eventually will reach its limit. Just
like your roam reaches your limit. Things expand to fit the space, the more
space you have, the more things ~ need, the more resources yau have, the
more ycu extend the life of a rescnrce base, the more that rescurce Mse
will be exploited. Yau've just delayed an outcome.

According to Hardin, the solution ta the tragedy of the oommans lies in
what he ca 1 1 s "mutual coercion. " That is, growth management based an
restricted access to the rescnrce. By keeping same claimants away. and
making those value jcx3gements that Jim Hite said are difficult, which can' t
be made in an eccnccaic context, and can't be made in a technical ccntext;
they have to be made in a political context. That means restricting access
to those ccmmom.

Naw, in this state, what ' s the future of cur ccmmr.es? What' s the
growth in South Carolina? W'e are. by mst standards, a very healthy state.
Sure, there are pockets of problems, and the state as a whole is not
uniformly well-off. Just from @mr elementary geography of the state, there
are three ma jor populat ion nodes that run in the axis along the I-26
corridor. Greenvi lie in the upstate, Columbia, and Charleston al~ the
coast. The grawth pattern in this state is remarkable, because it follows
upstate, coastal, with just a litt,le bit of blip around Columbia. The rest
of the state isn't doing a whole lot. But, in terms of the fastest growing
counties in this state, six of the ten fastest grawing are cn the coast.
And they' re all in the upper quartile, that is the upper 25%. of growth in
this state. They are Dorchester, Col letan, Beauf or t, P~rgetawn, Harry,
Jasper; Charleston's already so big that it can't grow at a growth rate to
make it into that tap grcup. So you' re going to have increased population.
we' re going to have increased ~lation density along this coastal quarter.
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It is projected by the year 2000 that we' re goin< to have approximately 55%
of all the state's population li�ing in that coastal strip. That's a lot of
folks.

In e3dition to growth, we have a sector of growth that is going to
offer scee interesting opportunities in Smth Carolina, and some interesting
problems. South Carolina's coast is an in-migration retirement area. Now
what this grip ~s in brief, is that in-migration persons over 60 years
old exceeds what should have been expected  that's in a statistical sense,

204! - The in-migration ccunties are Horry, Georgetown. Charleston,
Beaufort and Colleton. So we'ze getting a very special grmp of people
mving in here that, seek very special services.

In addi t ion, tour ism � what has been hai led as being <me of the
eo=~~c saviors of S th Carolina � is most important of all- Once again,
all our coastal ccunties are classified as tourism-depm5ent counties. That
is, tourism expm3itures exceed 254 of total retail sales. That's a lot of
people coming thrmgh this area. Rat does that mean? It aeans eocnomic
wel 1-being. Yes, i t does. I t also ~ that we need a supporting
infrast~«re. th t is. roads, shopping centers, waste management systems,
potable water sYstems, and this aeons a hardening of the actual coastal
areas ~

Nc ~ if yo tie this graph p ttern. erich is 9 ing to b dyM ic alex@
the coast, and if you look at the growth pattern of population in South
Carolina as a whole, South Carolina is grcwing in an cdd pattern. That is,
we have amazing growth also occurring in the upstate. The I-85 corridor is
actually grcwing at a slightly faster rate than the coast. but it's growing
in more of the industr ial sectors, what are known as "emerging
technologies." This asians that the upper watershed areas that feed mr
estuary system are also going to be exper iencing pressures. As mr
traditional eocnmic sectora fall of f, that is as agriculture falls of f,
we' re going to see different uses of mr land, we'ze going to see different,
uses of the water rescurces in terms of light industry.

Now, we like to think in the upstate, that the problems with estuaries
are really your problems down on the coast. because af ter all, we spent
millions and millions of dollars supporting the construction of darre across
all the rivers that stop our waste sam~ere before they get to ycu. And so
the protection of the resource is going to have to be an indigenms
protect ion on the coast. Now that ' s not true, but that ' s how it' s
perceived. Unlike sou@ other states, such as Florida, which ycu' I]. hear
about, we have a wide base of popular support foz estuary and coastal
protect i on. We don ' t have that wide base of popular support in South
Carol ina. In f act, the Charleston Harbor area of the coast of Smth
Carolina is perceived as somewhat bet ter than it, was 20 Years ago. 'The
Harbor doesn' t smell as bad. it certainly doesn' t look
people don' t. understand the intricacies of wetland dynamics. The
information has not been translated to a population, that is a general
population, that will drive a political ~enda. It was easy at one time to
point to the large industries< the smokestacks. papermills, and say, that
dog bi tes. And say, we can take care of that: that point scurce of
pollutica, we can take care of it. And we put cur technology to it. and we
generally have taken care of many of mr point source
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kind of growth that South Carolina is experienoin9 ~Y will not accept
those kinds of solutions. Today's ~]ation grcmvth will drive non-point
source pollution. Those of you who live or have just $49'chased a new
property in coastal areas: if ym have a driveway~ depending on how ycu
paved your roader' depending on where you ~ s~ing, at a big shopping
mall, all the things that make the quality of life fine in South Carolina�
these are some of the causes of the problems with mr estuaries- This
afternoon we' ll hear more specifics about that- So ~r new problem will be
much more difficult to handle, because the probl.esne are not just the other
guy's dog- They' re mr dog- The changes th t ~'re going to have to do i f
we' re serims about estuary management are changes which are going to affect
mr everyday lives. It may affect the way we have to design cur landscapes
ar ound our proper t ies, it may indeed a f f ect the way we des ign our
proper ties�. We ' re no longer going to be able to look to the abusive
industry that some have mentioned here and say that s the dog. We' re going
to have to look at all sources, and all the politioal infrastructures that.
are required to make those changes.

Now in this state, every time I' ve gone into a oc<~ity grmp and I' ve
suggested that what we need is aggressive land use management
aggressive land use planning, I'm usually stoned. that s "hy I
for a bigger podium � for protection. But that may be what we need � very
aggressive land use management in the areas af feet ing sensitive envirm-
ments- The plush cantos are as much an impact aa the papermill. They' re
just less cbtrusive. We find them pleasant. But remember, a pack of little
dogs has as rich bite as cxw. big dog. So as we think aleut t' he potential
tragedy of the coseons and how to avert that tragedy, we think about mr
growth and how to manage that growth. There will have to be, as part of mr
growth nenagement plan, a ~lie recognition that problems exist, and that
the problems star t, wi th indi.viduals, not wi th the other guy. There will
have to be a willingness to forego benefits for growth. or be willing to pay
the added cost associated with managing the enviromnent at the desired level
of quality, or we' re going to have to accept a lower environmental quality.
That means a public agenda. And the public agenda. for estuarine quality is
going to depend on a coercive force. it's not goirxy to be a voluntary item.
It's going to require each of us to be willing to vote, to take acticn on
land use plans, it's going to require us to take part in mr crmnty, city,
state government, in terms of defining what is the goal,ity of life in SC and
what components xmke up that quality of life. Xn terms of estuary quality,
it's a Iong, uphill fight, because those of us wtm are elsewhere have not
been sold on the problem- Ne don't see a decline in the water quality. we
hear it; I understand it, I accept it, but I Ckm' t know if my legislator
will. And I don't know if my legislator will allocate state funds to solve
what is perceived as a local problem, unt,il the tie to estuary quality canes
back to rest in every South Carolinian's pocket.

How portent is this estuary to the coast? ~iie Jim Hite said he
can't give a value, you est certainly be able to put a ~t on ~th~
And so we' re going to have to find ways of translating th feel~s
insights that the scientists and the scca+mists have ~d th value of
estuaries ~to the»ves of every citisen of the +tate If

love that title -- Estuaries Under Siege7! wi] l o tinm, b use mr
COaStal area is going to be our grcwth frant.ier.

ycu a
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SESSION II: IMPACTS  M ESI'UPNIES

PARI' 2: Al'KRiVICSS ND MANIPEATBt6

Dr. Neal E. Armstrong

Usually, when I talk to an audience that doesn't know me, I introduce
myself as "I 'm Neal Armstrong, not that one." I 've learned to detect. that
telltale sign in people's eyes as they ask themselves "is he, or isn't he"?
~ I am not. Also, when I had my glasses made, it was because I had to do
this and when I had them ground, they weren't designed to look that far
away, so I may have to hold my paper a little high-

I'm going to talk about alterations and manipulations to estuaries. To
understand what we' re talking about, we do have to talk about the definition
of estuaries, as we' ve already discussed, because these alterations and
manipulations do involve mdifications of an estuary's morphometry; they
involve altering the tidal exchange that occurs, t'hey also involve,
especially, alteration of freshwater influx. The impact of these
alteraticms can change mixing regimes, salinity patterns, biota and a host
of other things in estuaries. The question is: are these alterations always
bad? Do increases or decreases in f reshwater harm estuaries? What
magnitude of irrpacts might be a~~ed? The framework that we might use to
deal with these kinds of impacts and understand them, involves both
con eptual and mathematical models of estuaries.

What I want to suggest to you today is that there is a natura,l riedel, a
very simple cae, that might begin to give us some clues about the impacts of
these freshwater alteraticns to estuaries. That natural fidel is one that
I'm fairly familiar with, and that's the Texas estuaries. 'These estuaries
have been modi f ied over t i me, they are sub ject to reduced freshwater
inflows, and thus, suffer saae of the alteraticns and manipulations that we
want to talk about and focus on here for South Carolina estuaries. There
are seven ma jor estuar ine systems on the Texas coast, starting with the
northern shore. we have Sabine Lake, Galveston Bay, Matagorda Bay, San
Antonio Bay, Gopano and Aransas Bays, Corpus Christi Wy, and the Lagurm
Madre in South Texas. The combined inflow of freshwater from overland run-
of f, return flows and diversions to these estuaries range from l6 cubic
kilometers per year into the Sabine Lake estuary down to 0.8 cubic
kilometers per year into Corpus Christi Bay. Now when one takes into
account precipitation and evaporation  when the precipitation patterns
increase, going from Southwest to Northeast, evaporation increases going the
~ite direction!, these net inf lowe dinge again l6 cubic kilometers per
year at Sabine Lake down to 0.5 cubic kilometers in Corpus Christi Bay.
Obviously, evaporation exceeds precipitation for the lower half of the Texas
coast. The halving of precipitation from Sabine lake down to the Xayxna
Madre, 34% increase in evaporation. the same directim. location and size of
the drainage areas for these estuaries. and part,icularly the dramatic
decrease in precipitation from East Texas to West Texas, produces a
tremendous change in these freshwater inflows to the Texas estuaries. And
these large dif ferences, cxmpled with our very weak tida,l regiae, well.
that ' s at least compared to the East and West Coasts, produce large
differences in salinities in these estuaries.
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The hydrographic regime of an estuary is primarily a function of
freshwater inflow and tidal exchange, as B.J. Kjerfve has already discussed.
And estuaries may be classified using these factors. So mr first step in
camparing estuaries, and beginning to assess the impacts of alterations on
them, might be to caapare their hydraulic characteristics. ~ of the very
simplest of these is a hyd raulic residence timm . When we calculate
hydraulic residence time, it is simply the volume of the estuary divided by
the combined freshwater inflow to it. Doing this, cme obtains an average
residence time of water flowing through the estuary, as if it were a simple,
well-mixed reactor, with the only mechanism of flushing being the
freshwater inflow. Using that measure, residence times in Sabine Take are
on the order of 0.02 years, or 7 days. Galveston Bay has a residence time
of 0.23 years. And Corpus Christi Bay 2.25 years. One accmnts for the
inflow of freshwater as well as precipitation and evaporation, these nuakers
change slightly, get ting larger as we go towards the Lower part of the
coast. Rut since it's unrealistic to describe residence time in estuaries
based on simple hydrau.lic residence time, if we hah to include tidal mixing,
we can use the Bwden single layer madel to accmnt for tidal mixing, and
calculate residence times on that basis. In doing so, we find the Sabine
Lake residence time. again 0.02 years, indicating the freshwater inflow is
very important in that system. In Galveston Bay, the number drops a little
bit to 0.11 years, and for Corpus Christi Bay, it's now 0.46 years, about a
fourth of the hydraulic residence time.

Another hydrographic classificat.ion scheme uses a ratio of freshwater
inflow during the tidal cycle to the tidal prism, and states that estuaries
with a ratio of inflow to tidal prism greater than cue, are a salt-wedge
type, or those with slightly lower ratios are part,ially mixed and those with
much L~r ratios are completely mixed. Based on this scheme. then, Sabine
Lake would be classif ied as a partly mixed estuary, where the others,
Galveston Bay and Corpus Christi Bay, ~ld bs termed coapleteLy mixed
systems ~

Ncw, do these hydrographic descriptions have any relationship to biota
in the estuaries' Well, since the hydrography drives the salinity levels,
which in turn effect the biota, the answer is, of cmrse, yes. On what kind
of relaticeships exist. Several years ago, I related for Texas estuaries
the commercial finfish and shellfish harvest for about a 30-year period, to
the freshwater inf laws and salinity regimes. W looked at total annual
catch. as well as an areal catch, that is, catch expressed cn a per-unit
area of estuaries, we couLd compare one estuary to ~~m. For shellfish,
areal yields are highest. in ~ estuaries, with averse salinity between
15 and 20 parts per thousand, and these yields drop gradually in estuaries
with both lower and higher salinities. This pattern was also the case for
individual species, like whit,e shriap, brown shrimp, pink shrimp and the bay
oyster. But. the blue crab hai the highest yields in the lowest salinity
estuaries. Finf ish yields were highest at salinities between 10 to L5
part,s per thousand, drying of f rapidly at lower salinity estuaries, and
increasing saaewhat in higher salinity estuaries. The influence of fishing
effort was evident in these data, but cmld not be deduced.

Now let ' s turn to Charleston Harbor, and see i f this natural model
might have any bearing on the iayacts that freshwater inflow alterations
have had to Charleston Harbor. The National Estuary Atlas described the
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Charleston Harbor estuary as being 40.8 miles long. having average width of
2.4 miles, average depth of ]2 feet, which would give us a volurre of the
estuary of 3.28 ti,mes 10 4 cubic feet. It also describes the tidal range as
being about 5 feet, which would prcduce a tidal prism of about 6.8 times 10~
cubic feet. Prior to 1942, total freshwater input to the harbor was abaut

72 cubic feet per second, with most of that from the Cooper River.
Salinities, as I understand, were about 31 parts per thousand in the mouth
of that river'. In 1942, the ~tee Coop~ diversion was completed, and
included ccnstruction of l.akes tvhrion and Npultrie, and a hydroelectric dam
at Pinopolis. I understand the purpose of this project was to provide the
source of cheap electricity and to increase flow down the C~r River to an
average of 15,600 cubic feet per se~exl to flush and deepen Charleston
Harbor.

However, the result of the project was to lawer salinities to 16 parts
per thousand at the mouth of the r iver, and, of ccurse, to increase
considerably the sedimentatian that occurred in the Harbor. So much so,
that maintenance dredging had to be increased 0.9-fold. According to Jerry
Sc~bel, the increased sedimentation results in the problem of the addition
of an important new saurce of fluvial sediment to the estuary, and a change
in circulation patterns from a well-mixed estuary to a partially mixed
estuary. The Cooper River re-diversion project was to return to pre-
diversian situation as far as possible. With the re-diversion, the Cooper
River receives an averse of 4,600 cubic feet per seaond frcca the Pinopolis
Dam. While the pre � 1942 flow in the Coaper River was increased 220-fold
with the original diversion, the reversion will maintain that flow alneat
65-fold above the historic flaw.

What will be the consequences of the re-diversion? Wi 11 the
relatively high inf low at the re-diversion continue to cause the high
sedimentaticm prablems found earlier? Will ChangeS in biata, cc~asitian,
populations, crxmercial shellf ish and f inf ish yield, sport f ishing catch,
marsh systems, nutrient-cycling of the processes, will changes in those
occur7 Well f i rat, how does the Char leston Harbor estuary relate
hydrographica 1 ly to the Texas estuaries? Not knowing very much about
Charleston Harbor, I can do some speculat i' here. and go back home not
having to worry about the cxmssquences, perhaps. In terms of the ratio of
freshwater inflow to tidal prism, the Charleston Harbor was a ccepletely
mixed estuary before 1942, and partially mixed between 1942 and 1985. Jerry
Schubel 's already discussed that. But with the r~version, the estuary
should return to being a ccmpletely mixed estuary, and I understand that
some f ield abservaticma support that. In terms of residence tinm. the
Charleston Harbor estuary had a 14.4-year hydraulic residence time with pre-
1942 flaws. Without tidal exchange the actual residence time, is probably
c].oser to about 2 years- The resultant salinities were high, perhaps 25 or
30 parts per thousand, throughout much of the estuary.

Under this hydraulic and salinity regime, <3arleston Harbor ~ld be
similar to mr Co~s Christi Hays producing low yields of shellfish, lower
yields than possible, at least. and higher yields of finf ish. During 1942
to 1985, the period with the higher freshwat.er inf laws, the hydraulic
residence time of. Charleston Harbor estuary ~ about. 0.07 years, abaut 14
days on the average. That low hydraulic residence tim, copied with the
high rate of tidal mi»ngi prod"ces an even lower actual resiuence time. In



terms of residence time, then, Charleston Harbor would approach our Sabine
Lake There phytoplankton and zooplankton populations. would contain high
percentages of freshwater forms, and under very high flow conditions, even
the zooplankton ~lations ~Id exhibit hydraulic flushing effects, that
is, they ~ld be flushed mt of the system- Finfish yields may have been
lower than We-1942 conditions, whiIe shellfish  especially the blue crab!
may have been higher ~

With the re-diversion and decreased flows, the hydraulic residence time
will increase to an estimated 0.3 years. Again, by tidal mixing ym can
assume the actual residence time shouM be a bit lower. but salinities
should stay around 15 to 20 parts per thousand. Mch conditicrus wmld be
close to those we f ind in our Galveston Bay. And, patterns here, as in
Galveston Bay, should give higher yields of shel lf ish, especially white

lower yields of f inf ish. Whether the Char leston Harbor has
followed in the past any of these patterns that I 've described, whether it
will follow the me I suggested at the re-diversion, I trust research will
reveal. The Charleston Harbor wilI, still be an estuary. l4odified from its
former hydrography, water quality and biota, in fact. if the estuary does
i~am more like Galveston Bay, it may provide higher and m>re consistent
yields of ammrcial shellfish and finfish than before. All I know is that
the research being done on this estuary is really essential to domnent
changes that have occurred, and to provide the basis for making assessments
of future alterations and mani~lations. 'Ibank you.
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SESSION II: IMPPCfS CH EPZUBRXES

PARE 3: POLLACK IMPACTS

Dr. B.J. Capeland

Well, let me pick up where Neal ended. And while water and its
distribution and its history are extremely important to estuaries, as we
pointed mt earlier this morning, it's also important to understand what' s
in that water and what. it, does. And I'm afraid with the Charleston Harbor
reductian in freshwater inf lowe, you' re likely to see same dif ferences in
the pollution prablems that you haven't seen before. And there's going to
be some changes. So, while we ' re doing this research to f ind mt the
residency time for the water, let's also include some research to find mt
what happens to the things that are in the water.

One of the things we' re going to have to worry about, in pollution
impacts, is that of sediment. Mow, here's a little photograph to give you
kind of a shock about what happens to sediment  this is North Carolina, now
the other. ycurger B.J. shawed ym this aorning some stuff for down here!.
Our people up on the hillside are not doing a real goad job of keeping the
dirt, and haven't been for some time. We' re still suffering from all those
little....where's the hg Extension folks? We started this soil conservation
thing back in the 30 ' s, so we ' ve had some irrprovement, but we ' re sti 11
suffering from all those little mistakes we made back then. So same of this
stuff you see may be 1935 dirt from up in the Piedmont, I don't know, but
we' ve got problems with sediment.

Now, with the sediments, there's land use activity problems, and
there's construction problems. We' ve heard the econamists say that we want
to have same things of value; many things of value turn out to start with a
"c", and so while we' re doing those constructicms of those co+los and
highways and things like that, we don't confine the sediment very well. But
these sedirmnts  not only do we change the ccmfiguratian of the estuary and
how it may look and how it may seem! also carry things. And as we get. more
sophisticated in what we do and how we keep cur lawn green, our hcuse clean,
and aur cars <@crating and wearing all these stay-pressed clothes and things
like that that we love to do, we release a lot of sophisticated chemicals
into the environment, and many of these just love to be attached to a soil
particle. So we carry them down here, and so we' ve got lots of prablems.
K Bill Qdum told you this rmrning, we don't knaw a whole lot about some of
the re-working of the sediments and the transport of same of those materials
and how they get into the food chain and all these kinds of things, so these
are worrisome problems. This is a picture of what happens armnd the edges
of mr estuaries. This fellow used to plow soybeans there, he now has moved
his rows back a little bit. But, you know, we have this slaughing off all
along our estuarine shores because of activities that. we do and the natural
problems of the rise in sea level and changes in the water distribution and
how it flows. So not anly are we ccecerned about the sediments that ccats
downstream, but we have sediments being generated within the system itself.
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Le t ' s nove into another item: pathogens. The more we learn about
pathogens, the rmre scary it gets. We used to have typhoid fever, and we
figured mt a mectmnism to assess that, by masuring Escherichia cali, and
we said every tine ym see a certain number of these things, ym have
certain odds of getting typhoid fever. Now, we haven't had typhoid fever in
a long tim, and the ratio between Escherichia cali and typhoid may or may
not be the same as it was in 1892 when whoever it was that invented that did
so, and now we concern ourselves with other things, like hepatitis and polio
viruses and rhea viruses of many sorts. We' re subjecting aurselves to all
these kinds of things. Maw here, this is what mr state agencies do when
they f ind certain levels of bacteria in the water: they put this little
beautiful-colored sign here, which says ym can't take shellfish from there.
And so we cut into the resmrce utilization. Jim Hite talked about value-
we lower the value of that area, but we' re doing this to protect mr public
health. Mow, these pathogens arne from many smrces: rmnicipal waste is
ane source, but we also get that from drainage araund the watersheds and
runoff, urban runoff  ym've got a lot of it here in Charleston!, sweeping
off the watershed with water. When it rains, there's a flush of material.
There are a lot of pathogens in that kind of water.

But mr knowledge of what these things do and how tlmy get. there and
what happens to them is not very gaod. We' ve just gotten done spending a
great deal of money to try to figure out same way to masure them better.
And mr res~chers who did that are now rewriting the PDL manual, to kind
of help figure out how to get these cmnty and state sanitarians geared up
to do it. But that takes a lang tim, and we' re in bad shape for trying to
assess that. Here's part of cur prcblem. Now, here in Charleston, ym have
a lot of people c 1 us tered in a very small area, but. that ' s not
characteristic of the entire coastline, and it certainly isn't mrs. ~t
of mr gee@le are kind of scattered aut a little bit. So, in additicn to
sewage treatment facilities and all that kind of stuff in a big town, we' ve
got little places. And ycu have a few situations like this. That's a
septic tank that's not ~king the way the engineer who designed it meant
for it to. Now that's not a big problem, unless ym've got light-colored
carpet or somthing like that. but this stuff does drain off backyards.
We' ve faux'. in mr state that 85% of the soil in the coast of 20 cmnties
don't support conventional septic tanks. You know, the same septic tank
that. worked up in Raleigh, simply does not work in Dare County. You got
poor soil, ym got clay hardpan. where it just sweeps right mt into the
water, it's a real prcblem. So failing septic tanks are a real coastal
problem. Now ycu couple that with its caqpanion, that is where do you get
your drainage water, ym might dream up a pretty gocd problem here. We have
one area in Dare Getty where there are no regiceal septic systems or
~e receptor systems in that ocunty. Everybody there, this is a cmnty
that swells up to 150,000 in the summertime, 5,000 in the wintertim, all
their waste is disposed of by conventional septic tanks, or unconventional
septic tanks. I guess, too. And all of the drinking water cams from wells.
Maw the two met, and it's not a lot of fun to realize that yau're drinking
what you just flushed just a minute ago. And so we' re now putting in a
reverse asaaais plant up there, and people are paying big dollars for water.
Yau think water's high-priced in Texas, Meal. it costs 3,000 bucks to tap
cn. the ta~ fee. And they' re paying ten times the value that Raleigh is
for drinking water, because it costs a bunch of money to support, ewe of
those kinds of systems. So not, only are we ccntaminating mr envir~t,
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creating problems of that sort, but we' re also short � circuiting cur cd
problems of getting enouqh water to drink to support cur cwn desires to live
there. Drainage ditches such as these, draining organic soil and things of
that sort along the coast also ~t a lot of pathogens in the water.

The next problem's that of nutrients. We have quadrupled the loading
of nutrients in this cmntry in the last f i fty years into our coastal
systems. Quadrupled. Now, you heard Bill taUc earlier about estuaries
being very productive places, well we' re fertilizing productive places. And
sometimes the results of little situations like this, this is a blue-green
a lga 1 bloom in the Neuse estuary in North Carolina. Now, this is the
problem, because you now have an organism that is not ordinarily eaten in
the regular food chain. In fact, the studies that we did fcund that these
blue � green algae here, these are mlcrosystems, these blue-green algae are
grazed upon by certain amoeba and a few rodents. Weird rodents. And
nothing else. So, you' ve short-circuited the focd chain. Now, we talked
earlier this rmrning about how these food chains are abbreviated and ym've
little branches off of them and things. that sort of stuff � it's very
important. But if you go in there and tie up your energies in this kind of
phytoplankton, you' re short-circuiting the food chain, so you wind up having
blooms bui ld up here, because there ' s nothing grazing cn them. It ' s
beginning to exclude all those things below it. because of light exclusion,
so pretty soon you got a pure culture- Arxi then it. doesn't live forever, it
starts to die and you got an internal pollution problem just from tying up
all the organic matter there that's not going to be eaten.

Now, nutrients is a difficult question to manage. We know how to take
some of these things mt of sewage, but it costs a lot of money. And you
get a city like los Angeles or New York City, and then probably by inference
Charleston, the amount of dollars that it wculd take to achieve tertiary
treatment levels to get the nutrients down to some acceptable level is going
to be astroncmnical. I was on a ccamuttee one time with this guy up in New
York who was in charge of that  we were a ccmmittee of t' he Federal Water
Pollution Program, that goes to show you how long ago that was!, and he was
saying that if ycu don't want any schools or transportation systems or this.
that and the other, they could clean up their waste in New York. But at
that time  this was in 1968!, the cost was $19 billion just to upgrade their
sewer treatment plants. To almost gocxl levels. And they have that kind of
may. Lindsay was the mayor then, and he just wasn't going to let them
have encugh aeney for' that, he wanted to do something like build a school.
So, anyway, the problem is that these nutrients are distributed in varicus
kinds of sources.

Look at this thing � 35 and 36, or 71% of the nutrients coming into
Albemarle Sound are non-point scurce. How do you put a diaper on all these
folks? Ycm don' t. Now, what we did, we really did it right, too � we
picked mt cne of the industries up there, which account for about, 4.9% of
the nutrient loading, we shut them down. Because they had the t,al lest
smokestack in that whole ccmnty. Acme we found out that they ccmld get
f crt,ilizer someplace else cheaper, so we shut them down. They made
nitrogen fertilizer. So we do things like that, but that doesn't solve the
problem. ~man River st i 11 has its algal bloans every year, and they
haven't ~ated in 10 years. Non-point scurce is an elusive problem. And
we don' t understand how all that works. Now here's a low-tide problem. A
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lot o f ou r nut r i ant s and thi ngs of that sor t cane f rom indus t ry, comes out
of a pipe. This is Low-tide. Mow, at high tide, it don't look so bsd. It
comes out underwater. There's a change in land-use activity, so nutrients,
pathogens, sediments, all those things, and then cur new kid on the block,
toxics, come from various kinds of land-use activities that we do around
those estuaries and those streams.

Mow, in cur state, we' ve cleared a lot of land in the Pamlico-P~marle
peninsula, and turned it into this kind of activity. This is a farm. This
is a farm of 28,000 acres. And each of those little blocks there, are a
half miXe by so many yards wide, each confined by a drainage ditch, so you
can drain water. So, whatever kinds of things ycu may spray on that, or use
on that, or fertilize on that, it's going to get into the water. Now we' ve
been doing some research in this area up at our place to try to figure out
how to minimize the load that comes from there, and we' ve been relatively
successful, and the farmers are beginning to utilize it now, so we' re making
some progress. But there are so many things that we don't know. As Bill
~inted mt earlier today, we' re babes in the woods here with a lot of these
things.

I think my time is about gone, Margaret, so I ' ll flip through these
quickly. These are ~pkmte mining activities, so industrial waste is also
important in what we do about trying to f igure <mt how to contain that
activity � it's real important around our estuaries. Nhat happerm upstream
and what happens downstream around there is important to us. Host
industrial wastes fall in a toxic frame, because we' re manufacturi~ all
kinds of good things these days.

I was going to talk about water management, but I think Neal covered
that adequately, but water management is really important to our estuariesg
because it can in some ways be a pollutant. Too much fresh water can be
detrimental. And if it's in the wr~ season, ~'ve got a problem. This
i s a map showing water distribution around the United States, down in
~isiana, they' ve got lots of it. The message I want to leave is: we' re
going to have to learn more about ! ow these things behave in our system
before we can figure out better ways to manage them. Thank ym.
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SKSGPEZF DAVIDRK! I ' m sure ycu all appreciated hear ing about food
chains and pollution right before lunch. ln fact, ye+ can go pick ycur own
f ood chain cycle at severa.l di f f erent places. Af ter completing ycur
internal pollution, we will come back and start again at I:30p.m. Are there
any questions? Yes, sir.

A SP%ClNQR: Can you direct us to where we can find information about
sediment pollution, especially toxic waste and what effect it has on marine
life?

NEAI AIlKTRXG: There are some very good case studies of irrpacts of
sedimentation and heavy metals particularly organic materials, on the James
River and the Hudson River. One of the prcblems that ym probably had here
in Charleston Harbor with the high sedimentation rates was that because the
system was partially mixed, the sedimnts were carried upstream on the
bottom and deposited, increasing the dredging problem. What that does, in
essence, is to tie up the organic material � toxics, organics and metals�
keeping them in the estuary, rather than helping them get flushed out. And
there are good examples of how that happens in the Hudson River and James
River.

B.J. COPIKANDr You might contact the Virginia Institute of Narine
Science for the James River question. They have a series of reports there.

NPSKRGET DLVXDSCN: Other questionsi Right here....

A SPECTATOR: I have a question for Dr. Copeland and another question
for Dr. Becker. Dr. Copeland, you mentioned the prcblem about the bt,ue-
green algae, is there a specific area that has experienced a deterioration
of fauna because the algae prevented light coming through, just as an
example?

B.J. CCHKPSDs Everywhere that there's a blue-green algae bloo04 there
has been a deterioration of fauna, yes. If ycu' re interested in some
specific reports on that, ycu might contact Dr. Hans ~L at the Institute
of Mar ine Science in Horehead City, University of North Carolina. He 's
written several papers on that issue and has recently been cn the board for
the Potanac River, where they' re suffering similar bl~reen algae blooms,
and they have wri t ten a big, published report on the Potomac for the
Washington, D.C. metropoli tan area, where they' re trying to make some
decision on what they' re going to do with the Potomac. The Potomac not only
has nutrient problems with blue-green algae, but it also carries waste fran
our Senate and Cypress, ycu know. But Hans Pearl can give ym a lot of
information about the fauna going away in those areas. So yam ought to
contact him.

A SPECXKKR: Dr. Becker, cold you clarify what you aeant by "non-
point source pollution "7

ROBERl' BECKER: The general runo f f s that have been occurring in
construction and from the increased population densities, are basically what
I was referring to at that point in the presentation.
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B.J. COPEMM! i "Non-poi nt" i s gener al ly regarded as being the
materials that will seep into a body of water, either by surface transport,
but primarily by subsurface transport, percolating through soils and little
holes in the soil fram farms and forests and parking lots and watersheds and
all that. It's called "nan-point smrce" because there's no place that you
can identify where it comes fram. It canes from everywhere. So it's mere of
a sheet flow.

MMCPBET DAVIDRHI Wre questions? Okay. I hcpe ycu all have a good
lunch, and we' ll see you here at I:30.

MPBGRKT MVIDSCN: Now you know an estuary when ycu're standing beside
it or you' ve fallen into it, and we' ve also talked about what are soue of
the things that go on in and around estuaries. A questian that I always
have, because I'm not a technical person, is after I listen to a bunch of
scient i sts talk, I always wonder "So what?" . Wel 1, that ' s what this
afternoon's program is about � it's the "so what" of it. We discavered
that while we do know some things about estuaries, there are a lot of things
that we don't know. What do we do about the issue, what do we do about
impacts and values? This first panel this afternoan is precisely about, haw
some places do and don't deal with that issue of "so what?" � management of
estuaries.

We have three different speakers today, and the first is Diane Barile,
who is Executive Director of the Marine Rescvrces Council of East Florida,
and I have to tell ycu what that neans. That mans that Diane's been
closely involved in developing an estuarine research and ~ement strategy
for protecting the Indian River Lagacn system. which is a portion of Bhst
Florida along the Atlantic Coast, that is still a remarkably nice area, but
heavily impacted. We always Like to, in the enviranmental omrmity of
Sauth Carolina, point to Florida, because Florida has been very innovative
in dealing with their aoastal and marine resources. There az'e tm reasons
why they have been innovative: almost every place that you live
Florida, you' re living an the coast, so that the coast is sort of uppermost
in everyone's mind; and, of course, the secand reasan is that with 10,000
new residents per week in Florida, they have to deal with management issues,
because it' s all going away right before their eyes. So we brought the
folks from Florida to come talk to us about what ym do when you' ve got to
do it.

We also have Will Baker here to talk with us. He's also going to talk
about what you do when you have to do it. Will has been with the Chesapeake
Bay Foundation since 1976, moving up through its ranks to beccee the
President. He's a ~r of the State of Maryland' s enviramentaL task
force, he's involved with the Maryland Sea Grant Program, and he's a recent
recipient of the Rachel Carsan Environmental Award. And I was actually
quite iapressed by that. because Rachel Cars' really sort of kicked of f
enviranmental awareness almost thirty years ago. Chesapeake Bay is a place
that a lot of folks have been concerned with, mainly because it's not as
healthy and vital as it used to be. And so he's going to talk about how
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they' ve dealt with the Chesapeake Bay. In Florida, I believe, the Indian
River involves something like 256 public entities around the Mge of the
Indian River system. Chesapeake not only involves all these public
entities, but it also concerns and affects about three states. Cne of which
is Pennsylvania, which you don't really think about being a coastal state,
yet the headwaters of a lot of the Chesapeake system start out in
Pennsylvania and its agricultural lands.

And the third person who's going to talk, after these folks have talked
about what you ' ve got to do when you have no other choice, is Bi 1 1
Dreyfoos. who is an attorney here in town, wit'h Mllis and Dreyfoos, but we
won' t hold that against, him. He' s an Envir~tal Consultant with the
Berkele~~rleston-Dorchester Cbuncil of Governments, and he's worked on a
lot of environmental issues. He used to be in Florida before @@vine. He' s
also recently been involved in the 208 Water Quality Plan Update for this
area, so he happms to know a little bit about water quali ty kinds of
issues. With that, I ' m going to turn it over to these folks who know
something.



SESSICÃ III: MR'QKHÃMl' GF KiTTPELES

PARI' l: ZMRIDL PERSPE'REIVE

Ms. Diane D. Barile

I was really excited about coming here, when Margaret called. I aaan,
I' ll go anywhere to talk about the Indian River Lagoon system. And then I
got to thinking about the times I'd been here before, and then I saw the
title of this whole thing, South Carolina Estuaries: Under Siege?"; it
seems as if a relative of mine made some indelible impressions on
Charleston. He was the Captain of the Monitor. I came myself once, when I
was invited to a dance at the Citadel- My best friend, Liz Taylor, who
looked like Liz Taylor, made this Southern Belle entrance down a big
staircase, and I followed, and tripped on the rug, and fell at the feet of
my Citadel Cadet instead of in his arms; so I made a similar impression, I
believe. And then I got here, and all I' ve been hearing is about how S.C.
is under siege from Florida. I 've heard about the red tide, I 've heard
about the tourists that we' re sending; I was supposed to be impressed that
50% of your population will be in the coastal zone by the year 2000. We
already have 80%, so we' re exporting those people who think the coastal zone
is crowded up here. Maybe I'm part of the siege. I'm beginning to worry.

But the question is, I believe, under siege by whom'? I xnan, who is
the enemy here? The key in planning for the use of resources and their
values is how can we plan so that we all win. Not only the skirmishes and
the bat t les, but the war itsel f . I contend that the key to that is
diplomacy, tact and sharing. So, I prefer not to cane to a siege. I
prefer to come to share the Florida experience with South Carolina.

In Flor'ida, there have been constituencies built around many of the
estuar ies. Biscayne Bay, Apalachicola Bay, Sarasota Bay, Tampa Bay, the
Lcwer St. John' s, and the Indian River Iaqmm system. I happen to think the
Indian River Lagoon is the best group, so I'm going to talk about that since
that's what I know most about. But there are, and I think you'll find here
in South Carolina, there are people and grips who care about each of year
estuaries. You all have a stake in it. The developers the
environmentalist, the recreaticnal fisherman, the commercial fisherman, you
all have a stake in what's going to happen. And there are people here who
care. And what you must begin to do, is develop that acmstituency and allow
that caring to bs reflected in action, both thrcugh the scientific cmaunity
and through your ravagement planning. And, in fact, how people live their
lives. So I'm going to describe what's happened on the Indian River ~am,
and a. Little bit about the system. I' ll catline smm of the problems that
we faced, and they' re similar to same of yours, and then I' ll go thrcugh the
process that we used for improved ~ement on the Indian River. If I can
have the first slide......

Start with a pretty Florida picture. The Indian River Lagcxn system in
Florida extends about 160 miles alceq the Florida coast, frcm Mew ~rrna
Beach to just north of Palm Beach. About a million people live cn its
shore. and it'8 basicalLy, on the northern end, about 7 miles wide, and
there's ewe point near Vero Beach that's only about a J-mile wide. It's a
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broad, shallow estuary, m!stly cut of f from the Atlantic Ocean by a barrier
island. This is the Mosquito Lagocn. The inter-lagoon system includes
Masquito Lagoon, Barrana River, and the Indian River. This is taken from a
trip down the Lagoon � you can see grass beds along the shore, yew can see
the eau seways, on the f ar side you can see the ocean, barrier island
 Merritt Island! and the rrainland, You can see the Lagoon is fed by several
coastal streams, small creeks along the west bank. And as ym rrcve Sout.h,
then the Iagoon narrows. There is a dredged channel, the Intracoastal
Wterway, that's dredged the length of the Iagoon. You can see there's been
considerable dredge and fill both on the barrier island and on the mainland.
This is the narrows, as you can see, it has been straightened a little bit
there.

One of the problems we Had was cur inlets. We have only 2 natural
inlets  we have S inlets all together!; the big problem is that the major
inlets are on the ~th half of the Lagoon where it is very narrow. So we
have two-thirds of the volund in area of water in the narth half, which
receives very little flushing. And the result of influence arcund these
inlets is cmly about a mile to a mile-and-a-half. So it's a very poorly
flushed system. If ycu look at the ament of water in the Iagocn. only
between 2% and 15% comes in from the ocean. About 54 canes from rainfall,
and about 80% comes from the stream flow and ground water. We ' ve had
extensive rredifications of the watershed in the Indian River; only about 40%
of the watershed currently is the natural drainage basin. Through
agricultural drainage programs, 60%, of the existing watershed has been added
an through inter-basin diversion projects.

Now I have to show ycu that things are not always sunny in Florida; we
do have some problems occasionally. We have seen a decline in fisheries,
both recreational and ocmaercia1, both inshore and of f shore. The basic
foodstuffs for estuaries are grass beds, mangrove systems, wetlands, and so
forth. This is an i~currdment, and 70% of the mangrove systems in the
Lagoon are now not ccenected to the Indian River system itself, which means
that these large mangrove areas are now no longer able to be used for
nursery and hatchery grounds for fish. So that may be part of the fisheries
decline. We' ve lost 30% of the grass beds in the Indian River, through
increased turbidity, run-of f, boat motor ruts thrcmgh the grass beds, and
dredge and fill projects. We' ve had extensive shoreline modification � we
talk about edge effects � in some areas we have concrete edge. Wter
rmrnagement programs have affected the Zagocn considerably. This is a large
drainage canal that comes into Cherokee Creek, which enters the Indian
River I+goon, so we have water management decisions and dame. The cxre
placed on this watershed had a tremerrdous impact downstream. We do have
pollution problems, and a var'iety of pollution prcblems, including, I think,
assault on aesthetics.

The Indian River Lagocxr initiative, then. has basically taken three
tacks: number one is public awareness � unless people understand that there
is a problem, where they understand the importance and the value of the
system, it is very difficult to enccaxrage them to undertake any acticxr.
Early on in our process, Iae ~lman, from lang Island in New York, told
us that often ~t you need in order to solicit action is a perceived need.
Whether it be real or perceived, the public must perceive that there is a
problem and that there is something they can do about it. We' ve also tried



to coordinate the existing management agencies and the public, and we' ve
tried to encourage research that is focused and directed toward the
information needed for sound decision making.

This whole process was started cn the Indian River by the scientists.
A group of scientists from five xesearch institutions on the Indian River
began noticing trends that they found somewhat distux'bing. And so they got
together and formed a group called FIRST � The Future of the Indian River
System. And they held a scientific neeting, and they thought maybe they' d
have thirty or forty peale come, and 400 people s~ up. They were
amazed. And for the f irst tim, the scientists got together and put
together a special issue of The Florida Scientist, which was then a summary
of the research that had been done on this system to that time. That was in
1979, l980. The FIRSI' group was made up of scientists. Some of my best
friends are scientists, but there is a limit to how far a scientist can go.
He does not want to stretch his data, he does not want to go to every public
hearing and pcund on the table � that's not his job. And saneLody in the
back of the room just said that it doesn' t, help tenure, either. So, the
FIRSI' group said, you know, we need saoe help. We' ve gone as fax' as we can
go, there is a problem, there's some research need, saaebody needs to do
something.

The FIRST group was then exparKed to Lecome the Mar ine Rescurces
Council  MRC!. And this is an organizatim that was founded under the FIT
Corporation  Florida Institute of TechnoLogy!, was hmsed at the Florida
Institute of Technology, and funded and ~ed by a steering ccxamttee of
the Marine Resources Council. We have between 300 and 400 ~rs, from six
counties on the Indian River Iagocm. And we intentionally have delineated
thirty � three special interest grcups that have a stake in what's ~@~ming
in the Indian River Lagoon system. And we encourage, and in fact, seek
membership, from those special interest groups. So, our ~rship includes
developers, environmentalists, people from the port, people from the Inlet
Commission, elected off icials, state representatives, Sierra Club,
Nalacologists Union, anybody -- homeowner ' s organizations, political
parties, banks, and so forth. So we' ve got a cross-section of the caamunity
that are involved in the project. And these, then, are basically the
activities that MRC undertakes. We try, then, to be an information scurce,
and a networking organization, so that if the port needs a study, and they
want to know who is doing sediment studies of the Indian River, we can give
them a list of people who are doing that. If there is a problem with water
quality, where can you get some samples processed in a hurry? Who has the
information on such and such a topic? We try to provide that, as well as
providing meetings and so forth to generate some constituency and
understanding. What we' ve tried to do is use a classic planning process to
come up with a good management plan and strategy for the Indian River. So
basically, what I'm going to do now is show ycu how we' ve gone through this
process of where we are.

The first thing we had to do was define the issues. You know. what is
really the problem? What da pecple perceive as the problem, and what can we
do about it? So, we reviewed all the newspaper articles, we sent mt a
survey, a statistically valid searle by river mile and population density in.
the various counties to kind of delineate those issues. We then held two
American Assembly sessions. Out of those thirty-three special interest
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groups, we invited three people from each special interest graup, carefully
selected to be the leaders and those wha @cold be abLe to interact well with
the grcup. We brought them all together, those hundred people, three from
the thirty-three groups, we divided them up into five heterogencus groups,
so we have a heterogenous group with the developer and the environmentalist,
and the clammer and the sports fisherman, and the man from the Department of
Envi r onmental Regulat ian, and the man f rom the port, and we take these
people and lock them in a room. And then, we give them this list of
questions, and we say when ye@ answer the questians, ym can corn cut and
eat. And so, they answered all the questions. And we published the results
of that; we'd given them one day of background information, much like this
meeting today, and then started locking them up.

And so, we delineated three major problems. ~r one  and you' ve
heard this already today!, freshwater flow, and all those things that the
freshwater is carrying is the major forcing function in the Indian River
Zagum system, and other estuaries, tao. In aur case, it's too much water.
ln other estuaries, it' s too little water. But that's the forcing
functian. We' re losing the grass beds, and with that, ycu know, the food
for everything else that's living in there. Between the grass beds and the
mangroves, we' re decreasing the ament of energy that comes in for these
systems to cgerate. The other thing was that there was natty in charge.
We had six counties, thirty-three cities, two regional planning ccuncils,
two water management districts. four inlet cammissians, and a partridge in a
pear tree. Nobody knew what the other eve was doing, and in fact, they
weren't even sure what the jurisdictions were. So one of the things we had
to do was came up with scme kind of a strategy; first of all to get them to
talk. and samaj', to plan together.

And so those were the prablems that we were addressing. This is how
we defined the issues, and then these are the prablems that we delineated.
The only thing was, we cmldn't figure out who was really going to be in
charge of the Indian River  we were trying to decide who should be in
charge of the Indian River!, so cee of the graups invented an Indian River
Czar. And then they described all the goad things that the czar ~ld do.
But nobody in the group volunteered a czar. So that mant that we had to
find somebody who was in charge, and the anly person we ccmld think of was
the governor of Florida, and so we made an appeal to the governor to put
somebody in charge. And we also appealed to the Legislature, and the really
funny thing that happened is that they both responded. And so they both
gave us a directive to write a plan for the Indian River Lagoon. Mich we
did. Arel we' ve had funding from the State Legislature, from the Coastal
Zcme Management Program, from private individuals, from mmbershipe and fram
grants f rom the Wter Management Districts, Department of Environmental
Regulations, ports, and the Department of Natural Resources.

The first, thing that you have to do. is find out what ycu don't know.
The approach that we' ve used is three-fold. We use a tops~ approach.
In other words, what information do we know7 It's almost like the layers of
an chion. You know, it's easy to look at the outside. So what do we know,
and how do we organize that information' Atxl then to go deeper and deeper
down into the det.ai le . The second thi ng i s we ' ve used a watershed
approach. Since freshwater flaw was delineated as the major problem, then
the only way to understand what's really happening in the estuary is to



understand where the water is coming free; and the water comes from the
watershed. So we have to look at the water'shed. The third approach we' ve
taken, is a systems approach. You have to understand what's going in and
what ' s coming out, and what happens to everything inside and the
relationship of everything inside. So ycu have to understand all of those
things in order to really manage the system well.

First thing we did was reoonnaissance reports, and these were done
with Coastal Zone Management  CZM! funds through the Water Amazement
Districts. And in this book, we ccmpiled all that we know about the Indian
River Lagoon system. We analyzed where the rai n gauges were, what the
periods of record were, where the staff gauges were. where the tide gauges
were, we looked at hydrodynamics  we have a hydrodynamic model underway! > we
looked at hydrogeolcgy, populaticn, sediments, and so forth. And all this
has now been published and can be used by all those agencies. level two of
the reaonnaissance reports begins to look at the strategic places for gauges
and p lac ing those gauges, and looking at other information needs. and
delineating exactly what research is needed in order to complete cur picture
of the Lagoon. And then the third phase is to go ahead and start analyzing
the data as it is developed.

One of the ma jor things was that researchers spend a lot of time
traveling from library to library trying to figure out where all the studies
are. One of the things we' ve done is put together a library collection of
the reports, studies, data and so forth on the Indian River Lagan, and we
have it housed as a library collection. That whole library collecticn of
about l,000 dcmaents, is augmented by a bibliography of about 3,000 entries
that is on this computer, so that. you can new, by the end of this year,
cane in and query the mmputer about what information do you have on water
quality at Sebastian Inlet from l950 to 1980, and it will print ycu mt a
piece of paper like this that tel.ls you. The researchers are sending us
their documents and their reports and studies as they finish them, so
there's one place where everybody can use them. We also have a GIS system,
an ERDAS system, so that we can now generate land use and land cover mph'
and then generate land use maps cn the computer so that we can take
satellite information and data or aerial photogr~s and generate and
continually update land use and land cover informatics. Because if you' re
going to know something about freshwater flow, you have to know something
about the land it's coming from.

We' ve zapped the grass beds; a cmp1.e of guys spent two suaaners being
dragged behind a boat. mapping sea grass beds, so we now know exactly where
the sea grass beds are. What we found was that using aerial photogra~ is
not accurate erxmgh for permitting and enforcement. So we now have ground-
truth maps of the sea grass beds. So if a clammer is cd  according to
Florida law you can't rake for clams in a grass bed!, an enforcement agent
has these maps with him and he can tell whether the guy is in a grass bed or
not .

We' ve done a lot of sediment studies. What we' re finding is that water
quality data is nice. Ycm know, you always go mt on the first Monday in
the aenth, when it's not raining, and it tells ycu exactly what the water
quality was that sewed you dr~ the bottle, but probably yew missed the
big rainfall that occurred two weeks before, that really shocked the system.
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Also, it doesn' t te 1 1 you about the whole water col~-
found is that by going back ~ doing same of the sediment studies, it gives
you a time history of water quality in the Zagocn. In fact, we' ve got one
set of cores in one of the streams that had a high concentration of mercury.
We cauldn't figure out where it came fram until Dr. Trefry at FIT explained
that we had about thirty years accusEiiat ion af
accuImilating in the channels, and other pollutants as well. The Department
of Envircmnental Regulation has dane water quality surveys which augment the
sediment studies. We got a call from a clamrrer, several claamers, saying
that 205 of the class in their rakes were dead after a certain rainfall. So
we had a SWAT team of people who volunteered to go aut and sample-
out where the rain fel l, what the runof f characteristics were from the
various streams, and then we Looked at how that was reflected in salinity,
and then we looked at the i~ of those salinity changes on the clams.

we found was tlat the first flush of freshwater was good-
caused the clams to spawn. But as the freshwater continued to c~ out of
the stream. the salinities dropped further, the larvae were in the water,
and had a lower tolerance for low salinity than did the adults, and we
killed the larvae, which meant that we ki lied the set. for the fol lowing

So you need to have saaa rmney somewhere for these episodical
events, that the ~le on the ground will tell ycu have an impact/
manthly or weekly sampling prograae often miss.

We also then looked at cul,tural and historic trends. We' re writing an
estuarine monograph for NCAA, looking at 500 years of environmental trends
in the Indian River. It ' s really pretty interesting, because the place
where the Spanish first saw the American mainland was along cur coast. This
is also the place that man last looked at earth as he blasted of f into
space. And so we have a diversity of impacts over the SOO years that we' re
looking at. 1'f you' re looking at research, then, this is kind of an outline
of the types of things that you need to know in order to understand ycur
system. Yau need a water budget, so you knaw where the water ccmes frcxa,
where it's going. Yau need a circulation and flushing hydrodynamic model,
and all the rest. So we did write two plans. Fortunately, we cacgerated
and so, i f we have two plans that are the same inside, and have two
different covers, we have re~ed to the Leyislature and to the Governor.
Thaee plans were then made part of a law in Florida, called SWIM, the SWIM
Act. That's the Storm Water Improvement Management Act. And ua9er that,
key priority water bodies were established in the state of Florida and funds
were ~e available to restore and improve those water bodies. They include
freshwater and estuarine systems- So we' re going to be working with local
government this year; Florida has a local government Ccmprehensive planning
Act, and every city and every ccunty has to ha.ve a new plan this year. And
so we' re going to be interacting with those cities and ccunties to include
the Indian River priorities and ~ls in their coastal protection elements,
drainage and infrastructure plans So we' ll be working with the planners

with local watershed committees and planning crxaaussicris to implement
those goals. These are my pride and joy.

Also at FIT. we have a coastal management pragram, and so we' re
training professionals who krxw about it; after they' ve been around me for a
year and a half, they better know about the Indian River. These people are
naw staf f ing the various agencies and engineering aampanies and so forth
that are involved in implementing the plan. One of the things ycu need to



look at is are ycxi training professicnals who' ll be able to talk to one
another? Often, the language is a little different between a biologist, an
engineer and a manager. And ycu're going to have to find ~~anisms and key
professionals who can tacilitate their comrrLrnication- Rverybcdy else ended
with a sunset; this is sunrise, because this is the sunrise. We' ve got a
new awakening to the values and the importance of the Indian River Iagcxxr,
not only to the ecmoary, but to our lives.

We' re involved in very active educaticxi prograrrrs throughcxrt the state
and national parks. The Marine Rescmrces ~il puts exit a quarterly
newsletter, tries to keep everybody up-to-date on what s happening.
quarterly rreetings where we get all these people tayether � we don't lock
them in the room anynere, they ccxrre and stay without
st i ll have to feed them. But it ' s a very important part of the whole
process that all the players know each other, so that when there is a
prciblem, ycu don't sue, you call the guy up, and say. hey, we re putting up
too much freshwater. Our biggest success was two weeks ago- We had a very
heavy rainstorm, cne of the clammers called, and said the salinity's down
to 1.3. If it goes any lower, I lose my whole investment. I' ve got 5 million
clams in the water  they grow up to be worth 20 cents apiece!, if the
salinity goes down any further, I'm wiped cmt. What's happening? Cne dam

'the other was closed. The Water Management District said we don.'t
think we' ll have to open it, a little while later they said we have to open
it, we ask isn't there anything else you can do2 One man who was supposed
to have been on vacation for the first time in two years of his life decided
not to go on vacation, knew where there was some heavy equipment, went out
in the marsh, and knocked down a levee. A ~ek before that, cne of the
agricultural interests, a very large agricultural interest, broke down a
levee to allow water to flow back away from the Indian River. It was done
without a regulatory program, it was done withcxit a law, it was done without
a lawsuit, I'm sorry to the attorney over there, but you don't always have
to have an attorney, if ycxi've got people talking to one another. And
that's the key to the whole thing. So lunch is important.

~ we go to every fair, festival and meeting of rrore than five or six
people, this is cur fai r exhibit; we also have one that goes to the seafocd
festivals and the schools, and a museum display for travel. Even private
enterprise has gotten involved. This is a bank that ~ssioned these
paintings and all this stuff and ran it for several weeks. They had a whole
series of these in the newspaper. It was important to the bank that the
Indian River Lagoon system be protected. You know, we publish, and
distribute all of cmr information as widely-as possible. We ran a surmrer
institute for teachers � we got thirty of the best science teachers in the
county and they were paid to go to school and we took thrsrr on field trips
all over the Indian River Zagocn system and taught them everything that we
want the kids to know. On this particular field trip, they rescued this
manatee that had been waded. We run meetings whenever possible; at, this
one, we looked at 500 years of environmental trends. We' re also doing a
movie, we' ll be doing a one-hour TV special with the pBS station in Boston,
who will be filming it this winter- You have to have ~le know why the
place is iraportant, so this is the type of public awareness, then, that ycu
can undertake. And the rmrnagement has been coordinated both thrcxigh the
state legislature, the governor. and a special task force that the governor
set up. Iaplementation � we' re ~ looking at implementation through the
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SWIM bill, we' re woxking with the local government comprehensive plans, and
we' re working with parks and other naticxral programs.

So, how far are we in this planning process? We' ve got a gocd start.
We' ve defined the issues, we know what the problems are, we' ve achieved sorm'
consensus about what those problems are and what we shculd do. We ' re
focusing. Yxxx have to rrrake your goals single, so people understand what
you' re talking about. Ycu know, if you say "I 'm going to irrprove water
quality," it' s real nice, but what is water quality? If you' re going to
stop freshwater and cut down on fertilizers on ycur yax'd, that's something
people can understand. So you may have to take a multi-disciplinary
approach. Ycu can' t attack this thing cn cd level. So we' ve taken three
approaches here. The systems approach, you have to use the whole watershed,
take a tops-down design. Ycu will never know everything, but there are
certain levels of knowledge and the place to start is what ym know ncw.
The sewed point is to define what you don't know. The third point is to
find mt what it is that ycu didn't know and then you keep refining that
information until you are down to the level in which ym feel ccmfortable
rrerking a decision. You have to use the whole watershed. Ycm have to look
at Were the water's coming from in the lagoon, 1mth in the ocean and the
land, and that's rainfall, runoff, ground water, irrigation discharges, or
whatever. Saltwater intrusion. What are those relationships? Ym have to
look at the whole system. You have to know what's going in, you have to
know what's coming cut, and how the pieces are connected.

Where are we? We' re right here. We' ve pretty well defined the
prob 1 em, we ' re into the planning process, we ' ve got a publ ic awareness
program, we' ve got citizens working, we' ve got legislative action,
governor's action, ws' ve got coastal programs active, we have a management
plan, and it's being implemented now. Maybe the next tirre I cane we can
tell you about some of the evaluaticxrs, but I have to ask ym, cme of the
reasons I come to these things is to extract a premise fx'om all of you. The
Indian River is not a river. That's part of the public educaticn I'm doing
right here. The Indian River is an estuary. It's a very strong system. It.
has tremexxhus assimilative capacity. It can take change. But everything
has a limit. So what we' re trying to impress upon people is that the Indian
River is not a river, it 's an estuary, and it has to be managed as an
estuary within its sensitivities and limitaticns and vulnerabilities. So at
this point, I want you to raise your right hand, this is irrrportant, this
part is public education, you've got to do this. Right hand � I solemnly
swear  your hand isn' t up! that hereaftex', I ' ll never say Indian River.
I' ll say Indian River Lagan. Thank ym very much.
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PARC 2- 'QKSAPEAKE BAY PHSPBTXVE

Mr. William C. Baker

I' ve got to do one other thing first, before I get started, and that' s
to alert you that when I say "the Bay," be prepared, be advised, that I'm
referring to the Chesapeake Bay. Af ter all, the Chesapeake is the crt'
jewel of the wor ld' s hundreds and hundreds of thousands of estuaries.
That's not to say that your "lower case", "8" bays are not important and
worth preserving. I just want to make sure that we have all of cur
prior ities straight at the cmtset. But seriously, the Chesapeake is a
remarkable system. H.L. Mencken called it "a giant protein factory," and
historically, a half of all the nation's blue crabs have come mt of the
Chesapeake. A quarter of all the oysters; rmre soft-shelled clams than all
of New England combined. And New England ycu think of as the clam capital
of the world, really. Striped bass until the last ten or fifteen years,
nine mt of every ten striped bass caught off the Atlantic Coast was born in
the Chesapeake Bay or its tributaries. When we say the Bay, we mean the
entire system.

Before I go on, thcugh, let me tell ycu a quick story. I was walking
through an Eastern Shore f isherman' s vi1 lage, with my two year-old son,
about three or four weeks ago. And the Eastern Shore is always capitalized.
They have bumper stickers that say there's no life west of the Chesapeake
Bay. The western shore is never capitalized, that's just part of the rest
of the country. It's a land unto itself, and there was a little church
down at the end of the road, and my son and I walked back into the cemetery
there, and as in any rural area. ~ know, you have nicely kept gravestones,
some of them are fairly elaborate. Well, way over in the corner was one
that l~ like it had been abandcmed. Weeds were growing up over it, and
we went over and sort of brushed everything aside and took a look at it.
The epitaph read, in its entirety, "I told you I was sick." You can imagine
the old fisherman. At least he had a sense of humor.

The point of the story, the rmral, is that the Chesapeake Bay has been
telling us she's sick for years, and no eve ~Id listen. We nearly lost
her. There were the chvious signs: the declines of such species as oysters,
striped ba.ss, shad, yellow perch, white perch, and then the nearly bay-wide
diff f of submerged aquatic vegetation, what we call eel grass. Finally,
the waters Leaome extremely turbid, and we all know that's due to increased
amounts of algae, increased turbidity, increased sedimentation in the ws.ter
mls and what-not. And, yrxL know, to the general public, that just looks
dirty � they know something's wrong. We have an the Chesapeake, as all
around the wor ld, all around the cxLLntry, here, sane very sophisticated
monitoring equipnent. I sat on a mmitoring panel with the oft-quoted Jerry
Schubel, who is chair of it, and we looked at sane of the est ~isticated
things that are being done to monitor the health of the Chesapeake Bay. But
one old st,ate senator, ~ Bernie Fcwler, who lives down on the Patuxent
River, said "I know when the Bay is going to get cleaned up, because when I
can wade cut into the Patuxent around mid-~r up to my waist and look
down and see my toes, then I' ll know the Bay is on the road to recovery."
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nd that ' s not all that bad, when ~ ocme to think about it. The water
just is looking worse.

The good news is that although the Chesapeake has gotten pretty sick,
she's in the Intensive Care Unit now, and getting a tremendous ament of
attention. It's about time. National and even international attention has
been focused cm the Bay, and the federal dollars are flowing to it. I think
we' re sometimes looked to as a trap, a sediment trap for federal dollars,
but more importantly, state funds, aver 200 million dollars in state rronies,
new state amies, have been appropriated since l984. They' re flowing in
far greater amounts than the federal dollars. But what this federal carrot
of rmnies for cost-sharing programs and what-not has done is bright many
states in the Bay watershed together, to work together. And historically,
that's just not. happened. The oyster wars back in the 1800's were only an
example of the way Maryland and Virginia, for instance, have fought over the
resources of the Bay. Now they' re fighting together for it. It's an
enormous change, and I can't ever emphasize how important it is.

If we could have the lights and the first slide, I did cne of the
smartest things I' ve ever done � I only brought two slides thj.s time. I'd
like to show you a little about the Chesapeake Bay. This is a recent Land-
sat image that we' ve made into a poster for fund-raising, and we haven' t
gotten a good slide of it, so we just took a 35mm, but you get the idea.
It's 200 miles from the Virginia Capes up to the Susquehanna Flats. And
the Bay is, oh, anywhere from 30 miles wide to 4 miles wide. It has 8,000
miles of tidal shoreline, and the average depth is only 2l feet. It's kind
of like a broad flat pan filled with water. But that 21-foot depth belies
the information a little bit, because there is a deep natural channel that
skews the average. Much of the Bay is far shallower. Large, broad flats.
2 or 3 feet in depth. Willy Warner, in his Pulitzer Prize-winning book
Beautiful Swimners, quotes an old waterman as saying "a man who hasn't run
ashore from time to time just doesn' t know the Bay, " and that's quite true.
Using that criterion, my wife and I know the Bay about as well as anybody.
Waiting for high tide stranded on a tidal flat is not the best thing when
you' re out sailing, but it happens . We' ve learned, fortunately though, to
view the system in it's entirety.

And this new view of the Chesapeake is one that's happened since I' ve
been working, which is cmly about 10 years. We' re starting to look at the
whole watershed. And when scientists and managers in the Chesapeake ar'ea
say "The Bay," this is the system they' re talking about. It runs all the
way up into New York state; s~ used to migrate up to Qooperstown before
the three or four dams were built on the Susquehanna, much of Pennsylvania,
a bit of West Virginia. a little smidgen of North Carolina, a bit of
Delaware, and of course a great. deal of MaryLand and Virginia.

The important thing is, that any water, any storm water running off any
of that land, or any point source discharges ccming from any of that
territory, eventually winds up in the main stem of the Bay. And there it
slows down, drops mt of suspension and it gets tied to the sediments, and
it doesn't leave. Pollution in the Chesapeake Bay and in many estuaries is
a curmlative problem. Something that ' s very important to remember � it
doesn't just wash out to sea.
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My organization, the Chesapeake Bay Foundation, was founded in the mid-
60' s, in response to severe pollution even then. Toxic chemical
contamination and over~abundance Qf nutrients, loss of wetlands, habitat
alteration, reduction of fisheries, etc., were all the pressing problems
back in the mid-60's- And guess what � they' re the saam nowt just, a lot
worse. What's interesting, though, in these last ten years is when ym hear
scaaebody say "I know what's wrong with the Bay, and I can fix it." And
they talk about things like oil spills, chlorine discharges, shipping and
dr edg ing activities i industr ial wastes, sewer, agricultural runof f, even
acid rain. All of those have been held up at cne time or another' as the
primary, if not the sole reason, the Bay was dying. People love to point
the finger at scmIebody. It's always away from them, towards somebody else.
But we' ve got to remember old Henry Mencken, the Bard of Baltimore, he has a
great quote for this, too. He said, "There's a single answer to every humm
problem � neat, plausible, and wrong ." How true. Envi ronmental problems
don't have simple answers. There's one important message I can leave with
you: it 's whenever anybody tries to tell you "Here' s the prcblem: it' s
either the developers or the industry, or the farmers," say "Ho. it's all of
those, and probably a whole lot more." And the only way we' re going to fix
it is with a multi-di,mensional strategy. Ycm can' t think it's single, or
even neat.

Mt na give you just a ~t cm the make-up of the Chesapeake Bay
Pounda t ion, because i t might help crystal ize some of your interests in
focusing similar programs here. Although we are the largest such
organization in the country ncw, we certainly didn' t start that way. We
began in a one-room office, with a part-time executive director, a borrowed
Boston Whaler to use for environmental education, and a law student intern.
We now have of f ices in Richmond, Virginia; Annapolis, Maryland' and
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania; the three primary state capitals. And about
seventy full-time employees. But our programs are still the same as what we
started back then. We call envircmaental defense the work of the lawyers
and scientists. They' re irking on fairly short-term issues � f ighting
brush fires, if you will, lobbying for a bill, ~ing the location of an
oil refinery, working on a new regulation, that sort of thing.

The semed program is environmental education. We take about 27,000
students a year cut onto the Bay, and we' ve graduated from that old Boston
Whaler to the point where we now have about half a dozen research vessels,
forty, forty-two-foot traditional Bay-built boats, a lot of canoes, a lot of
row boats; we even have an old farm that was donated to us that we made into
a mcdel. farm, of best manageamnt practices. Four thousand students a year
come out and see what the problems are that farmers face in trying to do a
good job in terms of what agricultural runoff can do to the system. And
cxxr third program is a land conservancy. Taking land, managing its wildlife
habitat, using it in the education program. There's a little saaething for
ev~mne, and that doesn't necessarily hurt when it comes to fund raising or
membership promotion.

But that three-prcrxyed approach was based cn real logic. You krxw, ycu
have to work on the short-term issues while ycu're making that investment in
the future, trying to changers get a whole new generation who will be
educated about the Bay. And they really do work well together. We' ve built
upon our successes over the years. and ridden a real wave of interest in



Chesapeake Bay- We now have an organization that is supported by 50,000
members, representing every state in the Union, and ten foreign countries.
The funding comes from everything from $20 members to faundation grants to
corporate grants � we have a ~et of about $3.5 million. We get almost
no federal money, and a little bit of state money when we take public school
children through the education program. We' ve gotten, as one trustee said,
a critical mass that we' re able to have a certain amount of clout in the
legislature and cn Capitol Hill and in the state legislatures, and even in
the hurts. The U.S. Supr'erne Court decision from a lawsuit that we brcught
that reached the Supreme Ccmrt, was just hanked down earlier this week. We
won a limited victory against an unchecked industrial polluter, and set a
standard as to how the Clean Water Act and citizens' suits can be
interpreted. Not as liberally as it has been in the past, but not as
restrictively as the ccepany wanted it interpreted.

In my remaining few minutes, I want to give you a few of the things I
have found that have been useful in our work on the Bay, as
reocmmmsndatima. Con't get me wrong, with my recclrurendations and a quarter,
you can go aut and make a acme call, but it's the best I can do. So see
what you think of them. First and foremost, you' ve got to get aver the
eoonmic argument. All too often, decisions have been made for short-term
economic gai n that sacr if iced iong-term envircmaental protect im. And
that's not only stupid, but it's downright bad eaanmics. You can' t, and I
think we heard the speaker articulate this well this rrorning, you can't put
a dollar and cents value on some of these environmental things, but with a
little work, it's not that hard to demonstrate that clean air and clean
water are of an enormous value to a ccmmunity. Take it the other way � how
much ~id be lost, to South Carolina, for instance, i f the rivers and
estuaries were polluted to the point. of not producing seafood, or seafocd
that cculdn't be consumed, being too dangerous to swim in, or just locking
and smei.ling putrid? It's not only tourism that would suffer. It's real
estate values, a reduction in the number of corporations that wculd want to
locate in this area, and a stigma not unlike that which, perhaps, Mew Jersey
suffers under. I' ll take care of the New Jerseyites afterwards. You say it
can't happen here? Well, maybe you' re right, but, is it worth the gamble7
You don't want to have to deal, with that questicn, "We can't afford to do
it." You want to turn that question araund, or that caaamnt around, and
say, "We can't afford not to." And I think, in this ccuntry, we' re finally
starting to reach that.

My second r e~ndat ion is to lobby' your elected of f icials. For
years, we found it very difficult to get people to lobby and I th'nk
here s a natural aversion to doing that. gybe it's got a distasteful

cormotation to it. But what we' ve done is made it easy for them � we' ve
trained volunteers who can ~rk, organizing groups on a river-by-river
basis, to rmbilize ~le on a specific issue. And next. we' ve enccmraaed
people just to do something as simple as to write or call their legislator
and say, "We are for saving the Bay. We hape that you will make it a
priority." It's working. I' ve heard, over and over again, from state and
local elected officials, that all the studies in the world don't hold a
candle to cxlstituent pressure. And I think that's enc~aging, l think
it's enccuraging to see that the system, the desecratic system, does work.
Finally, on this score, the press can be enormously effective Gett' t

your ocal enviroaaental reporters and the editors on the papers well



they need stories, and they need to be fed stories, and nothing gets a
politician's attention faster than a good story or editorial in his or her
local paper.

Ny third point is involve the politicians in the ways they want to be
involved in. What do 1 mean7 Well, give them photo opportunities, for one.
Give them credit for good decisicns, popular decisions. Give them ~o
opportunities. Provide them with the briefing materials that they can draw
fram, and work with their staffs. And give them ~o opportunities. You
get my point. But it is important, and on the Chesapeake, when people see
the governors and the senators and Bill Ruckelshaus, Lee Thomas. whcsever,
come out and tour the Bay, they get cynical and they say, "Ch, that's just
window dressing." I think it's great, because I was working there when I
saw Umt those elected officials didn't want to take the time to associate
with the environmental protection rmveaent. You know, you' ve got to get
across to them that environmental issues are not only issues they can' t
ignore, but they' re issues that will help them win votes. And once they
understand that, they' re going to be involved. It's a political system we
live in, and they will be appropriating the rrney to get the job done.

Fcurths drive hcee the cumulative nature of pollution. I tcaxchai on
this a little bit before, and scientifically, you're absolutely scund in
talking about the cumlative nature of estuarine pollution, how rivers and
bays are traps for ~llutants. And it's far easier to begin cleaning them
up when they ' re just in the mt-patient ward than be fore they get into
i~tensive care, if you will. As a practical matter, don't let the
regulatory agencies look at cme discharger in isolaticn, and ym know they
love to do it. They lave to say, " R, this much coming mt of the pipe
isn't going to hurt anything". But how about that cue over there, and that
ewe aver there, and that me over ther' Look at the cusulative nature.
And that' s the sarre with non-point scarce polluticm, and new develapaent.
One marina, ok, maybe not a problem, but look at the shoreline � it ' s
virtually all marinas, perhaps ~

Finally, the last piece of aivice is one you may not agree with, and
ye+ may find a little odd, but I' ve witnessed its effectiveness for years�

that is to be reasonable, and honest, in your advocacy. Avoid getting the
reputation of always being against everything. Support those projects which
are good and are innavative and creative Realize that those <n the other
side of the negotiating table, if an will, are just like ycu and ms � they
have wives and husbands, and families they go haae to at night. Most of
them, I say nost, are not monsters, but just ~le who are trying to do
their jobs ~ll. And if ym realize that, get rid of the emotion and the
rhetoric, I think you' ll go a lot further. Abave all, be courteous and be
professional. Now, this doesn' t men to be a pu~er. There always ccwoes
a time when you have to draw the line in the sand and not retreat from that,
you have to establish a credible position based on good science and good
law. You will lose your credibility if you don't def~ that. And I oan
only say that with science and law on ycur side, envircmaentalists can be as
tough as anyone. Should be. Remember what the great envircnmentalist, Al
Capme, ence said  he practiced populaticn control for years! . Al Capcne
said, "Ym can get gare with a kind word and a gun than with a kind mrd
alone. " Thank ycu.
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PART 3z RNXH Ci~~~ PERSPHCI'I~

Ht. William W- Dreyfoos

I' ve been given fi fteen minutes to talk about estuarine management in
South Carolina, and I have a reputaticn of not beinq able to say anything in
f i fteen minutes. But today I 'm very lucky, because if what we' ve been
hearing about in Florida and the Chesapeake Bay is estuarine management, and
I bel i eve that i t i s, then there is no estuar ine management in South
Carolina. So I' ve now caapletely covered my topic, and I have fourteen
minutes Left. What I ~ld like to do with the rest of my time, then, is to
talk about what we do have in South Carolina> and I think it's ck!vious from
the discussions that we' ve just had over the last two presentaticna, that
we' re at the beginning stages of estuarine management. We have bits and
pieces of it. but we don' t have it all put together.

The first thing that we do have are the rescurces. And perhaps unlike
aany of the systems in Florida, unlike the Chesapeake. our resources are in
good shape in South Carolina. Many of them are stressed, many of them are
starting to have probLems, but there are many estuarine systems, most of
them in pretty gocd shape. Let me go thrcugh the list, and I' ll probably
leave cne cmt: Port Royal Sound, St. Helena Sound, Fiiisto River  North and
South portions!, Charleston Harbor, North Inlet, Little River, and many
other smaller rivers Mich have estuarine portions as they empty into the
ocean. We have a lot of develapnent pressure up and down the coast. Some
of acr estuaries are in relatively pristine condition in the sense that
there's not too much developaent in the areas immediately surrounding them,
even in the basins. Other estuaries, like Charleston Harbor, are very
heavi ly impacted by developaent. We have increased public interest in
envi ronmental concerns and re~ress and quality, and increased public
activism, particularly in the Charleston area over the last few years. And
it' s not just for environmental reasons, but it's the beginninqs of the
remgnition of the importance of mr estuaries and cur natural systems to
our locaL eooncmies and to cur ways of life.

To me, this is the key> this public interest and public activism to any
kind of real mamgement, and, in fact, in Coastal Zane '87 in Seattle this
past Nay, I made a presentation which was entitled, "Estuarine hhnagement
Thrcugh Public Participation." And the point that I made there is that the
strides that we' ve been able to make in the Charleston region over the past
three or four years. since there's been any real progress, has been
primarily due to two factors- 'increased public activism and increased media
attention. and increased public concern for these resources. Again, we have
little bits and pieces of manaqement, or cooperation aaeng jurisdictions,
among governmental agencies; if they were all Int together, they might be
estuarine manaqemnt, but they' re not Int together yet. Instead, what we
have more than oocperation is a lack of coordination. There are a few of
these instances where everybcdy gets together and works towards a cammn
goal, the kinds of things we ve been hearinq about, and I' ll talk about
those in a minute. But ~tiy we don't have that. We do, however have a
number of new initiatives among governments at the state and local level



over the past two or three years, and we also have a number of dedicated
professionals, both in and out of government in South Carolina, who want to
make estuarine management a reality.

Having said that, tIxugh, I think it's cxestructive to look at what
we' re actually doing, and I put together a list of things that have
happer' in the past six months that, involve estuaries in South Carolina.
perhaps the most important ewe is this Conference, in part because it
provides visibility, it, gets people together talking about ccsmonality of
interests and the need for estuarine management. But if we any talk about
it, it's not even a first step.

The seccmxl cue involves activities going on in North Inlet. For years,
the Baruch Institute has been conducting research, the type of research that
is the basis for any real estuarine management program, gart of the good
science that we' ve been talking about. This is threatened now by a
development proposal that would create water f ront pretty cut of land
that's currently not on the waterfront. And cne of the state regulatory
agencies has approved this. Arguably, it didn't neet the regulatory
standards of that agency, arguably it doesn't meet the regulatory standards
that would be or will be imposed by others. All the decisions, though, are
now in the process of being considered or reconsidered after it was found
out that the funding for this research that ' s been going cn, and it ' s
longitudinal studies that involve years and years and have years to go,
that's now in jeopardy, as a result of the impacts of this decision on the
North inlet. That wasn't considered at the time the decision was made, now
i t, ' s being cxmsidered, everything ' s all messed up. There wi ll be soae
resolution out of it, but cbviously, there's no management going on with
r espect to dec is ions involving development and water quality in that
particular estuary.

The second one involves SAA class if ications or the propman re-
classification of waters in a number of estuarine systems up to class SAA.
This is a water quality classification that the legislature adopted in order
to protect near pristine types of areas. One of the major points that goes
along with SAA. classification is that point merce discharges are not
allowed in SAA waters. The SAA label, the re-classification process, has
beovne ~lic to a lot of people. And there have been lots of proposals
to upgrade r iver s, in the belief that this is more or less estuarine
management. Qr at least maybe it's not management, but it's all-inclusive
protection, that cue a body is classified as SAA, you don't have to do
anything else, everything has already been done. Well, the Misto Rivers,
the Lower Edisto Rivers, North and South, were r~lassified to SAA earlier
this year, and several mmths ago permit requests cane up to KHEC for a
marina locat.ed in the South Edisto in the areas that were classified SAA.
Staff reoonmmchtion on the basis of looking at environmental consideraticns
was to approve the marina. Now, you can argue about whether or not that was
appropriate, and there are @md arguments either way. I think the point is
that QA in and of itself is not an all-inclusive protecticn. !t doesn' t
afford the type of management that we' ve been talking about today.

The third point involves marinas and water quality. This fall, aver a
two-mph period, the Department of Health and Environmental Control  lHKC!
Board has aver-ridden staf f recommerxhtions on two marina permit applica-



tions that have occurred in this region, in the Charleston area. C the
Stcoo the Board determined that a marina expansion was permissibleg
this was in a water body that does not meet standards all of the "e.
the Edisto, the Board said that for water quality reasons ycu cold t have
a umrina in that water body, and that is in a water tody that does meet
standards all the time. And that's a little bit of an over-simplificati

on the face of it, it scunds backwards, and I think that there are a
number of points that come cut of this particular activity.

The first one is that we don't seem to have a firm set of criteria for
marinas, that's based on sound and raticeal principles and that is applied
uniformly- At least we don't have cne that everybody can understand very
easi ly.

The seccnd one is that this is a gocd situation for lawyers, because
you ' ve got s i tuat ions where the sta f f makes a technical assessment
recommending me thing, the Board turns around and does something else in
two di f ferent cases on that basis � it provides an excellent means to
challenge either of thoee decisions or the next few that come back down the
lirle. The question is: on what basis are these decisimm being made?

The third one is that there's no management. In this case, there's no
coordinatim between the decision makers within IHEC and the staf f. Kt
lunch today, I was privy to a conversation which says "this is coming," and,
in fact, is being ~t in place. And I don't mean to pick cn INC on this
one, and the note that I have here is that, I cold have used a Coastal
Camcil example over the past few nenths instead of a IHBC example. This is
true with all of our regulatory agencies, a question of whether or not there
is internal management as well as looking at the resources.

The next one is using the data that' s available. Back five or six
aenths ago, Sea Grant called a meeting of all of the state agencies and
federal agencies in South Carolina that are involved in rescuroe-related
decisions on the coast. So everybody got together in a big room, long
table, and these are the kind of questions that people were asked and began
to ask each other. What kinds of projects are ycu working on? What kind of
data do you have? What kind of computer do ycu have? What kind of software
is your data expressed in? And can my coaputer interact with ycur computer
to get your data? The point is that the agencies the,t are involved in
resource management, each of them has its cwn little ccmpartment, has its
own focus and its own project- They don't know what the others are doing
and if they do know what the others are doing, they' re not always able to
interact with each other and take advantage of the work that the other
agencies have done, and this can be cn as basic a level as whether or not
the cccaputer software is compatible- If it's not, there's no interacticm.
Atxl that means that you are far away from any kind of management framework.

The last one involves coordination of data; this is a gocd and bsd I
one, the bed part may not be warranted, and folks sitting right up here can
tell me to stop. CHIC and United States Geological Survey  USGS! are doing
a program that began in the Waccamaw River a ccuple of years ago that's been
expanded to the Ashley River here, putting in real-time cxmtinmus monitors
in the river to ascertain exactly what water quality conditicms are and to
begin to get a handle  xa the impact of storm water on water quality. This
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is something that's been needs+ for a long time, it's something that [MAL is
able to do only on a limited basis, because they don't have very much axmey
for the program. ADd, for exggple, the Council of Gavernments thinks this
is just a wonderful idea, i,t should hapl en in all the river systems, and
MKC doesn' t have that capabi1.ity. What it does, is it provides, as I
understand it, information on srme. paraaeters of water quality, ence every
ten minutes; it's telemetry read. Now, the old way of getting information
was ence every anth. So there's a lot of difference between once every ten
minutes and arne a tenth. And this is going to produce acme real data
that's going to bs very useful in assessments of water qua1.ity and in the
beginnings of the management framework. Now that's the good side. The bad
side  and this was true up unti1, a year or so ago anyway, it may still be
true! is that alt?xmgh EH' and USGS are cooperating on this project, in the
Cooper River, the cne next door, USGS has monitors in that river and IHEC
doesn' t use that information in its water quality pngrams. Now, I don' t
know if that's still true, I know it was. Although we are coordinating in
some ways, there are other ways in which we' re not.

Well, there have been meaningful actions, thigh, and we are at least
on the road to estuarine managepmnt if we decide that's the ccurse that we
really want to take. There are a couple of examples. The first one is an
informal cd. It's what's been termed a "fish kill committee," although
they want to come up with a different rane. And it's an informal inter-
agency process in which all of the entities that are involved in the coastal
area with matters that involve fish kill, which aeans all the enviramnental
people, all the agr iculture folks, governmental as well as sam pr ivate
people, as well as farmers, have gotten together and tried. to assess what
problems there are in response to particular situations. Those of you who
have followed the course of fish kills in the Charleston area will note that
in Leaders<& Creek. which is a tributary of the North Bdisto, there was no
f ish kill this summer. And that ' s at t, r ibutable to the actions this
particular commit tee took, which involved get t ing a one-year tria1.,
cond i t iona 1 approval, of a new pesticide to use cn the taaato f ields.
That ' s not the typical kind of action ye@ think of when ym think of
estuarine management, but change in tomato pesticides, and irking with the
farmer, made a big difference in that estuary this year.

The second one, I think the largest ef fort that ' s gone on in the
Charleston area, with respect to estuarine ~ement, is the development or
the updat.ing of the Regicidal &ter Quality management Plan that the Council
of Gavernments has undertaken. This has been a 2!-year effort, it's been
funded joint1.y by QKC, Coastal Counci 1, and the Counci 1 of Goverrmusnts
 C.O.G.!. And it's involved a axnprehensive  in one sense, what it did is
to update the old 208 Plan! plan that looked at water quality generally, as
we3.1, as updating conditions. that type of thing.

But the other thing that the Plan did is it took a really comprehensive
evaluation, one that really had not been done before in the Charleston area.
And it looked at a number of things � i.t looked at what the resources were,
not just. the water resources. but the resources associated with the
estuarine systems as well as the land systems. It lo6ced at what causes
changes to these resources- And in the Charleston area what causes changes
to the rescvrces is graph, and the spinoff fs of growth, such as increased
discharge of waste wateri increased discharges of storm water, on and on.



It looked at growth in terms of where it ' s occurring, how much it' s
occurring, and projections of where and how much it's going to occur when,
what develognent patterns will look like in 1990 and in 1995, and in 2000,
and of f into the future. The plan looked at the same thing for sewage
discharge: how much sewer, how much waste water is going to be generated in
the region, where, from what types of developnents, how can it be discharged
over the same period of time? What are the demands being placed on the
system? And then looking at how those demands can be met.. It identified
issues that relate to water quality in the region � what issues are
important here? And, for exanple, one of those is storm water that has not
been addressed in very much detail.

One of the things I was glad to see was the approach that has been
taken both in the Florida and Chesapeake examples, of looking at drainage
basins as opposed to jus t looking at the water bodies themselves, which
validates what we' ve been doing. Most people, I would suspect, in the
Charleston area, don't know where the drainage basins are for cur rivers.
Far example, everybody ~fully knows where the Stono is. And ym think of
the Stono drainage basin as being John's Island and a little bit of James
island. but the major portion of the Stono drainage basin is Wst Ashley;
almost all of West Ashley drains into the Stono. Simi lar ly, yew assume
that the drainage basin for the Ashley is right around where the river is.
But the greatest progartion of the drainage basin for the Ashley River is
going up in Berkeley City, up towards Lake Houltrie. The basins are not
necessarily where you think they are, and you have to know where the basins
are, where your water is caning frccn before you can come up with any kind of
realistic managenmnt framework for water quality. That's what this plan has
done ~

Now, having looked at those issues, the C.O.G. Plan has evaluated
var ious alternat ives, again focusing both on water quality and looking
particularly at the questions involving growth and sewage. And it' s
developed strategies and policies that will help clean up the rivers that
need cleaning up, where the water quality is currently below state
standards. To keep water quality standards from being violated as the
region continues to grow, and to acamm9ate growth � to make sure that
when growth occurs, particularly with respect to waste water, that there are
adequate sewage plans and facilities in place to accommodate it. What's
been developed is a product, a framework, for decisions, so that policies
are in place. Decisions will need to be made over the next five years or
ten years or fifteen years, and we must have a framework there that can
guide those decisions. Mow, there is a problem in the C.O.G. program that
bothers me, and i t bothers a lot of other people, which is: Are
neces sar i ly looking at the right parameters when we cane up with this
decision frameworks The spectre that I see is that we end up with "clean"
water, with clean in quotes, and no critters in the water. Are we looking
at the right perameters, are we regulating the right things, are we
regulating the right peranm.'ters? Those are questions that we don't have
answers to, because we don' t have encugh data, and it points out that
although activities like the C.O.G. Wter Quality Plan are a clod first and
seccn5 step, and are a necessary step to meaningful estuarine management,
that, in and of it, self isn' t estuarine management, it's not enough � there
needs to be more.



The third kind o f meaningful action that ' s going on involves local
governments in this region. It involves the impositirxr of land
controls, and the imposition of a variety of performance-related techniques
that relate to storm water runoff and drainage. There is a proliferation of
these management frameworks among cities and ccunties all up and down South
Carol ina ' s coast to rrranage ].and developaent,
natural rescurce orientation and environmental quality orientation. at least
to some degree. Meaning ful action by local governments
or federal management agencies or regulatory agencies....actin, again. by
local governments is the arly r'sally ef fective way of controlling runoff
 when we say "runof f, " we' re talking about storm water ! - The suspici~
that's come out of the C.p.G. plan that other people have talked about is
that in an impacted or developed estuarine system, such as the Charleston
system, storm water is what we have to worry about, because the area's going
to continue to develop, storm water is getting worse, we have sewered rrost
of the region, and the water quality has not gotten better. In the
Charleston region over the last ten years, we must. have spent 200 million
dollars putting in sewer systems, and water quality hasn't gotten any better
 it hasn't gotten worse, but it hasn't gotten better!. And if it'8 not
going to get better by putting in ~s, then what' s ~ing to karen
gradually over time as we continue to develop more and more? That cites the
need for estuarine ~ement.

Weil, again, speci f ically talkie about the Char Leston Harbor system,
there's a ray of hope on the horizon, and that's the National Estuaries
Prograrrr that came mt of the Water Act this year, 1987. The Governor has
ncmrinated Charleston Harbor for inclusion in this system, the nomination has
not yet been acted upon, but if Char leston Harbor is included in this
system, then there cauld be an impetus and rroney and attention focused on
Charleston Harbor that muld make it a model for all of South Carolina's
estuaries to begin to do some real estuarine management. And it' s
irrportant, not just for Charleston, but for every other estuarine system in
the state, because ycu're talking about largely the sane group of people,
certainly at the state and federal levels, interacting with each other for
purpcrses of management. And if they can do that in Charleston, they can do
that in every other estuarine system in the state. This is a real
possibility, but it rreans we have to cooperate, and it mans we have to
coordinate � rmst everybody who's been in South Carolina for a while krxrws
that there are lots of turf battles, lots of concern about who's in charge.
Frequently, that takes precedr~~e over what we do; and if we allow those
kinds of concerns to be paramount in the minds of the agencies, state and
federal and local jurisdict,ions, instead of looking at the need for
estuarine management and how we can work together, then we' re not going to
get it. I might add that the first meting of all. or at least many, of the
af f ected interests that ccuid be involved in the beginnings of putting
together this program is going to be held next week, and I hcpe that that
will be the first in a series of meetings that will lead Charleston Harbor
into inclusion in that system brut we' ll have to see. The caveat is that
Charleston is not the only potential nominee for inclusion, there are other
systems in Georgia and. North Carolina in which a lot more of the basic ~k
needed for successful nomination has already been done, and we' re lagging
behind.
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I think, in mnclus ion, let ae say, that we have the canpcnents of
estuarine management in South Carolina, i f we choose to use them, if we
choc~ to put them together, if we choose to cooperate with each other. We
haven' t. done that yet, and I don't think we' re going to do that, until the
public lets the governmental and private decision majcers knew that that' s
something that the ~lie wants to have happen. The public has been, I
think, the key aover behind all of the water quality improvements that have
been made over the past few years, the public still has an important role.
So at this point. for all of ycu who are from South Carolina and involved or
interested in estuaries in South Carolina, let tran congratulate ym all for'
ccming, acI~ ycu fox that, and charge ycm with going out into the world
and working for estuarine management. Thank yew.

NMCBLREI' DAVIDSCNI Are there any questions for the estuarine managers?

iE SPECTATORs It's my under'standing that some states' coastal
management systems provide for develapaent which allows filling of wetlands,
if new wetlands are built; and I ~red if these wetlands are being built
and if there's any data as to whether they' re viable or unproductive.

DIANE BARILE> There's some in Florida, there have been some
successful ches in the Florida Keys, in Biscayne Bay, and there's a study
going on right now in Tanya Bay. It hasn't been tried in the Indian River
yet, that's something I'm looking at. The Indian River Lagcxn plan calls
for a reply~ment of those areas two to one, as a mitigaticrr criteria if you
impact a wetland, you have to replace it two to one, either elsewhere or on
that site. But that hasn't been adopted throughout the state, but there are
restoration programs that have been undertaken as a result of the
enforcement program.

WILLIAN BAKERs The only thing I'd add, I agree with all that, is that
I 'm not interested in allowing you to be able to buy @cur way into
destroying wetlands by saying, we' ll recreate wetlands somewhere else. I
think mit igat ion should only be used as a last resort, and shmld be
required. If you want mor'e informatice about the technical aspects of it, a
fellow named Ed Garbish, in a o~eny called Envirmunental Concern in St.
Nichaels, Maryland, is doing rmre hark cn the East Coast in wetlands re-
creation than anybody else. Just write Environmental Concern, St.

' Nichaels, Maryland, and they' ll send ym more information than you want.
He's also non-profit.

WIZLIAN DHEhWIC6: Let ae add that the South Carolina Coastal Council
does use mitigation as one of the rules that.'s available in its permitting
process, and you should contact Coastal Council. staff for more information
on a technical basis in terms of how that concept or technique is being used
here.

DIANE BARIIZg Were is some question, too, as to the viability of
restored wetlands, and there are studies being done to coapare restored
wetlands to natural wetlands to see if indeed they fulfill the function of
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their alleged perf~=e.

WI~ SAKER! If I could give just one mre tax 9 t ~
really talked about freshwater wetlands, there mght to be the ha ght th
filling and destroying freshwater wetlands is just as bad for ~ est~

stal envir~nts as tid 1 wetl~s. I ~erst~ y h ve a bill in
front of your General Assembly this year each and every o of y ~ght to
do everything you can to support it � we' re trying to g«
legislation passed in Maryland and Virginia.

MPAZNPI' DLVIDRNz Any other questions? Yes.

A SPECTATORS The increased stress in the future, with ~lation
growth, everybody wanting to have boats, and the need for new marinas, it
seem to be a thorny problem, and I was wondering if we have some areas of,
say, relatively degraded waters where we could still build new marinas to
keep our boaters happy, without degrading the water quality further. I 'm
just curious if any of you knew a litttle bit about that?

DRE'iVCGS i Weil., there are a ~r of pr~ls for new
marinas in coastal South Carolina. Rme of them are controversial when
they' re proposed for SA or SAA waters, others are not. For example,
Patr iot ' s Point is Planning a large new marina that ' s in class SC water, I ' m
not aware that anybody has raised any major' water quality type of ccmcerns
about that. Che of the new trends that's going cn along the coast is dry
stack marinas, or dry stack storage facilities in which boats are not housed
in the water on a permanent basis. Particularly in North Carolina, that.
approach is being pranoted as a way of increasing boaters' access to the
water, increasing the number of boaters that can easily get their boats into
the water without having a proliferation of marinas. There have been a few
in South Carolina, but not very many yet.

NR3AKT DAVID' a R>re?

A SPECI'PKR: I'd like to make a caaaent; I don't keep a boat in a
marina. I use a canoe, but I think what we need to do is call marinas wet
storage as agesed to dry storage of boats. %hen I drive by marinas, I' ve
never seen a marina that looks like more than two or three boats are mt
being used; it seem like it is a wet storage area. And I wmld think that
i t wou ld be an advantage to have year boat out of the water in a dry
storage area.

b~NRT DKVIISCH! I think that it does reduce some maintenance costs.
Other questions out there? Yes, sir.

A SPKTRVOR< It's my understanding that the C-O.G. stud h
that the predicted nutrient levels in the sub basins of
Mando and the Ashley are s~ that at these predicted levels, these sub-
basins will not meet their water standards, unless a portion of this
pollution is discharged elsewhere. Points of discharge for all these basins
is going to be lawer ~ieston Harbor, either through the existing Plum
Island sewage treatment plant, or through the planned sewage treatment plant
over on Mt. Pleasant. And I wonder if there's anybody down there who'd like
to ccemnent on the effect that this concentratirm of sewage effluent, say all



the way f rom Awendaw to Bavenel, wou ld have on the waters of Char leston
Harbor, and its chances as a national estuary program nominee.

WILLIAM DRE'.~AS< The f irst part of the question is somewhat
inaccurate, because the C.O.G. plan has not yet been adopted. The findings
in the C.O.G. study going back over a ccuple of years, indicate that there
are some problems with, potential problems with water quality discharges in
some of the streams. But discharges are discouraged from some streaae for
reascns other than solely water quality. For example, in the Rondo River,
one of the reasons to discourage discharges in the Wando is that there are
attempts being made to reopen shellfish areas; discharges might be
acceptable purely for ambient water quality conditions, but in sare areas it
might jeopardi ze shell f ish harvest. ' The C.O.G. plan focuses on
alternativesr what alternatives are available to discharges at ally Location,
what of these are environmentaLLy preferable alternatives, and are they
ecceanicaLLy feasible? The framework of the C.O.G. is looking at arguments
that when there are these alternatives that are environmentally preferable
and eccmomically feasible, these ought to be the ones that are selected.
There is a tendency in the overall plan to concentrate discharges not
necessarily in Charleston Harbor itself, but in the Lower portion of the
Charleston Harbor system. or the metropolitan Charleston area. And that may
or may not end up having a water quality problem in terms of modeling and
aenitoring work that's been done by IMX', which is extensive and the basis
of all the mmitoring and modeling. It was state-of-the-art when it was
done in the late seventies, and the state of that art has not changed too
much, so we' re still talking pretty close to state-of-the-art kind of work.
ALL o f the indicat ions are that at the levels of discharge that we' re
talking about, that there is vere than encugh assimilative ~ity within
that system in the areas in which the discharges are proposed, to handle all
those discharges without seeing marginal decreases in water quality. It' s
certainly an area for concern, it's scmething that all of the regulatory and
management agencies wi ll be Looking at, but the alternative is to putdischarges into the small. upper portions of river systems which simplycan' t handle them. And you' re looking at, really, destroying many of the
rivers, the smaller river systems by using that alternative, so that's not a.
feasible alternative. The C.O.G. is also looking at other systems, and GREC
i s requi r i ng jur isdict ion to look at other alternatives, such as landapplication of treated wastewater for new systems. Ro there are a variety
of new approaches that are being attempted.

WILLIAM BMHRt Just a quick cxmmsent on sewage treatment plants�thank  ~ for them, because think of the alternative. But, they' re only as
good as they' re ~rated, and they' re eely as good as their permit, andthere are a variety of levels of permitting that you can apply to a sewagetreatment plant. It's very easy to check whether they' re in cxmpliance withtheir permit � they' re required to fiLe monthly discharge unnitoringreports, arcbably with ycur state health department, and you can go in and
request copies of those of the sewage treatment plants near you, and ~, forinstance, ccmpile annual reports called "The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly" onall the state sewage treatment plants, and show people which ones are cd ofccxapliance. Many of them are out of cmpliance aver six mmths of the year.You get that informatics, you get it in the paper, and ycu'll find out thatthe local elected officials in that area will start to say, "Get year actcleaned up � I don't like the bad publicity."



NPBQJQKL' MVlDRKi We' re not ing to take a yre go1 'ust a minute, ~~< I ain

remind you that ther'e will be an informal reception after thzs sFzpos
e going o

after this s ium, a

couple of blocks down the street at the Consortium s of fices. Diane, I
beli.eve, has a final crx~t that she would like
10 � minute break. Diane?

DIAHE BARIIZi We started on this, talking ab t t~ s ge
question was. you know, who's directing the sieges Who xs xt2 And I thank
you'd have to look back to Pcgo, who said, "We have xm

I 'm not sure that ycu~re havj,ng a siege, but self~struct.
what you need in managing estuaries. is that ~tituency of people who
feel that they are re8ppmible, and that they ~ to do s~xm'-thi g-
got a quote bere, that says that "we can't push e~xsebody up the ladder who
doesn't want to climb " And a person who doe@A't
your job, if you' re just beginning in coastal management. » to get
everybody who's invo].ved to have a stake, and get them all willing to cl>mb,
~ then y ll all b able to go up the l~r- ~ part of th t is
diplomacy, tact, and manners. lt's the art of making a point without. meki
the other guy the enemy. Because in estuaries, ~' re all the enemy.

~~ggp DAVl~g We ' re going to have, I think, a really exciting
panel in about 10 minutes, so you might want to stand up, grab a quick
break, and we' ll try to bring you back fairly socle.

$96hRKT DAVIDSCN: I want to make a caament before we start this last
session, sort of as a foll~up to Bill Dreyfooa' comments. There has been
a nomination of Charleston Harbor that has gone forward to the Envircemental
Protection Agency, and that ncmination and the responsibility for sort of
shepherding that nomination and carrying cut, that nomination. if successful,
into a management program is going to fall most squarely on the shoulders of
]MR, and we' re hoping that the rest of the state agencies that have some
concern with coastal and environmental issues will provide the ccmmunication
and suppor t that DHEC' s going to need in order to carry mt a rather
responsible task. And so. I just wanted to let you all know that. and
encourage you to support INC's ef fort in this regard, in terms of getting
the General Assembly excited about this possibility, because, ultimately,
the state, including the Governor and the Legislature has to express their
commitment, not only to EKK. but also to the concept of the nomination and
provide state enthusiasm to breed state s~t to the effort.

I think we' ve saved the best for last, or at least we' ve certainly
saved the nest interesting for last- We' ve talked. about what is an estuary,
what happens to an estuary. and what scxoe folks do with an estuary. This
panel was sort of put together with an eye to what really might be possible
with the estuaries her'e in South Carolina Sauth Carolina estuaries were
under siege in the Revolutionary ~. they were under siege in the Civil
War, and we drew the title because we felt that they were under siege during
the remarkable coastal develaPnent that has occurred, particularly in the
last fifteen years. What these gentlemen are going to address, I hcpe, is



hew we line up the battalions, and which way they' re going to march in the
future.

To do this, we' re going to go to a different format. We' ve got a
fellow here, Dr. John Mark Dean, from the University of South Carolina, he' s
a professor of marine science, and he's been very much involved with coastal
and rescurce management issues in South Carolina. I'm actually going to
disappear, and he's going to be the rmderator, he's going to keep these
people on track, and ask them scsIe questions, and also work with you to ask
them scxse questions. Before I disappear, let me introduce the rest of the
panel o

The first panel.ist is Lee DeHihns, who is the Acting Regional
Administrator for the Environmental Protecticn Agency, Region IV. He ' s
located i.n Atlanta; we mn' t hold that, against him, because he's a native of
Columbia, and he's also a lawyer. He and I actually chatted not long ago
about the fact that we were both rehabilitated lawyers.

The fellow sitting next to him is Harry Hallman, who represents the
First District  read the coast! on the South Carolina Board of Health and
Environmental Control. Mr. Hallman is a businessman who's served on the
State Develapnent Board and a variety of other state boards. He's active in
civic matters, and particularly interested in water quality issues in the
coastal zone.

Next to Harry is Dr. one Beam, Execut ive Director of the distal
Camcil. boyne's been involved with coastal issues for more than a decade
now. He was first with the Wildlife Department before he got involved with
the Land Resources ~ssian, before he got involved with the Coastal
Cauncil, and I think he's even a native of South Carolina, as I recall, at
least he got a degree from Clemson.

The next fellow is Con Welch, who is the Director of the State Ports
Authority. And Don actually has been around here for about fifteen years or
so. He used to work in a place called ohio. Currently, he serves on the
Board of Directors of the American Assaciation of Ports Authorities. he
used to be the Chairman, and he certainly knows how to get a port moving-
the Sauth Carolina Port System is ncaa one of the major ports on the East
Coast. and ccming up fast.

Seated by him is a fellaw named Col. c~e Foxworth, who's also known
for being in the House of Representatives and attacking a host of
controversial issues. He is, of course, a retired U.S. Marine officer, and
he's not afraid to pick a fight with anybody.

~ last is sojs.body who's not afraid to pick too many fights, Charlie
Sweatt. Charlie lives on Sullivan's Island, he was a member of the recent
Blue Ribbon ~ttee on Beachfront Management. Charlie' s been involved
with environmental planning on a variety of local, ccunty and state levels,
and he's a general envircemmtal thorn in many peoples' sides. And with
that, I'm going to turn the program over to John Mark Dean.
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PANEL DISCUSSlmx ~~OS A ~R.r' ,~Cy

~ NMK DEAL: Thank you, Margaret. I would suggest that, for those
of you who are still with us, that we' ve gone through the shrimp dip hors
d' oeuvres, had the she-crab scop, and we' re now ready for the oyster pie.
And Margaret's going to deliver the dessert at her place at the Sea Grant
Ccmsortium afterwards. rabat I rrman by that is that the format for this is
going to be a series of questions directed to the panel, to each individual
rrember, and they' ll have f ive minutes to answer that quest.im. and then
we' ll go to the floor. ~ solicited same questions from same people whaa
we knew were knowledgeable and involved and interested, and synthesized that
so we have a starting base to go from, After this first raund of
questions, we' ll then go to the floor for participatim.

The f i r st que st ion is di r ected to W. Dehihns of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency  EPA!: Neat is EPA's interest in estuaries2
Is it may triggered by a significantly degraded system, i.e. the Chesaprsake
Bay  capitalize Bay!. or does EPA have a managermnt role in lesser degraded
systems> or undisturbed systems'

LEE A. lX8IHNS, Ills First of all, I'm happy to be here today in
Charleston, and even though I'm on this panel this afternoon. I' ve attended
most of the session throughaut the day, and have been really pleased. I' ve
learned a lot that I didn't know before I carm here today. But I also
spent quite a bit of time in the area. yesterday, in a meeting ccrrcerning a
particular estuarine area in the state called North Inlet. I'd be happy to
share with you ~ that discussion ended another time.

But the question of what is EPA's interest in estuaries, really is both
a voluntary and involuntary interest. The involuntary part corres from the
fact that the Congress of the United States has passed a measure this year,
twice over the veto of aur President, that requires the EPA to establish a
National Estuary Program. Now this is something that we' ve already hsd the
beginnings of, thraugh prior appropriations, but not through any legislative
mandate that was directly or iented towards estuaries. But again, as yau
hear'd throughout the day, there are many programs that have been in effect
for a iong time, and continue to be in effect, that are both regulatory and
non-regulatory, that can be used to protect the quality of an estuary. Non-
point source programs. best management practices, IDES permits, 404
permits, 208 plans, and other' kinds of water strategies that many states and
communities araund the country have been using as a aedel for decision
making for a number of years- ~t Diane Barile talked about in the last
panel, what they were doing down an the Indian River Zagocn, those are the
kinds of activities that have been urderway for scam tine withaut the
natianal impetus through the legislation. And that's the involuntary part,,
if you will, not involuntary that we are unwilling to do it, ~ involuntary
in the sense that it's a program that Congress has told us it wants to see
us ~e.

The voluntary part comes fram activities that we in the regicnal
offices and headquarters as welli have been carrying aut for seers tirrs. in
many estuarine areas all ov« the rxnntry. In our region of the entry,
KPA Region IV, headquartered in Atlanta, we hark with eight southeastern
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states, and our coastal area, in terms of the estuarine areas, starts at the
Virginia/North Carolina border, and goes all the way around to the
Mississippi/louisiana border. So if you just can envision in ymr mind that
length of coastline, ym're thinking about miles and miles of the coastline
in acreage and square miles of estuaries. Not to mention all the
freshwater f1~, freshwater wetland areas and freshwater ecosystems that are
a part, of those areas, all of that comes within the territory that we work
with.

As to the issue of "Do we only look at degraded estuarine areas'? Do
we also look at any areas that are essentially undisturbed7", the answer to
that question is a two-part answer. Part of it is that the old theory that
the squeaky wheel gets the grease, certainly applies in areas like the
Chesapeake Bay, Puget Sound, Boston Harbor, and places of that ilk, simply
because of the naticnal caaeitment to those estuaries. Ycu heard all the
data about the Chesapeake Bay from Mr. Baker, I dm't need to repeat that to
let you know that that is a significant body of water and system. That area
is being studied, and that got attention nationally because of degredation
and because of the need to attend to that degredation and to try to reverse
it to the extent that we can do that. The nomination of many other areas in
the cmntry, and there are eleven that are aentioned specif ically in the
Clean Rater Act 8emndments, those areas certainly have the right to receive
priority attention. the law requires that. they receive priority attention,
because those areas have a varying ~ree of concern and/or degredation.
And those areas will have to get some priority attention by EPA because we' d
best begin with what the law dictates.

Charleston Harbor is not one of the areas that was listed in the Clean
Water Act Amendments, but it's an area that EPA, both in a regional level
and on the national level, under the leadership of Lee Thews, another
South Carolina native, that EPA will take a look at very seriously and work
closely and cceyeratively not cnly with all of the state agencies involved,
but with cur other sister/fellow agencies represented here today as well-
by Roger Banks from U.S. Fish and Wildlife, Col. Bornhoft from the Corps of
Eng i neer s, the National Marine Fisheries Service, and many other fel low
agencies. We' ll ~k with them, we' ll hark with assistance grmps, we' ll
work with groups like the Coastal Council and all the other state agencies.
We' re willing to do that, we want to work on that. The time frame we' re
talking about is very short, ~er. As a practical matter, when you look
forward to a presidential election and a change of administrations and a
time of decision making in EPA, whether or not Lee Thomas is from South
Carolina, there ' s a certain limited number of decisions that an
administrator of EPA. can make in the ammnt of time that remains in his
tenure. And you're talking about an administrator of EPA right now who has
twelve to thirteen amths of effective time remaining in the jcb before he
is no lorxTer going to be able to make decisi<ms that will have to be put
off until the next administration. So, not only Charleston Harbor, but all
the other estuaries that have been ncminated or are seeking naninaticns as
designations as national estuaries, are going to have to mme rapidly, are
going to have to mve in a serims way to get these areas ncminated and
approved for five-year management plans.

Let me make just one final answer to the question that John posed, and
that is we' re not only concerned about the degraded estuaries, we' re con-
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cerned about the entire South Carolina caast. There are many pr ist inc
areas an the South Carolina coast. that are not now degraded, and perhaps
shmld not be degraded. North Inlet, the Baruch Institute ar'ea we looked at
yesterday, and the discussions we had. This area is not degraded, but is of
concern to us as to what the quality of that estuary cantinues to be. So
we ' re concerned about all estuaries, but like any other organization, we
have limited staff, and limited time to look at all areas, and we can't look
at. every area to the same extent, and abviausly the areas that are degraded
get priority attention.

JCHN NhBK DEN1i Thank yau very much. Mx'. Hallman: �m is responsible
f or the wa ter qua 1 i ty of aur South Carolina estuar ies2 What is the
mechanism by which IRK' plans for evaluation of water quality, not only on a
permit-by-permit basis, but on an estuarine systems basis2

HAKE N. HPRIPQÃ, JR.: Well, the Sauth Carolina Legislature by way of
the Pollution Ccmtrol Act, has given statutory authority to the Department
of Health and Environmental Cantrol and made them responsible for clean
water in the state of South Carolina. Ws like to think that we' ve got an
autstanding staf f, they' re all very talented. they work hard at emitoring
all the waters of the state to eke sure that we' ve got pure, clean water,
including the estuarine systems. We recognize that there are others
involved in clean water in the state. Certainly the Coastal Council along
the coast is very involved in clean water. Wter Resmrces, the Wildlife
Department, the publ ic. and most certainly the public. Everyone is
responsible for clean water. It ' s everybody' s responsibi l ity. We just
happen to be the agency that's charged with the lead role. Our agency is
working very closely with the C.O.G. in developing management programs for
the rivers in this area, and we' re working closely with the Coastal Cmncil
now.

And let me just tell you why I think it was necessary for us to work
closely with the Coastal Council; we sort of backed into this role, it' s
wholeheartedly supported by every board member at IHEC, and every ~r of
our staff. Nobody is cpgosed to having a cooperative effort. As rmst of
you know, here recently we made a decision not to put a marina in a body of
water, the Misto River. And we realized that we live in an area where
there is trenencbms growth, where boating is scwoething that everyone enjoys
who comes to this state. And we realized early an that we were ~ing to
have to ace@crate and try to send positive signals out as to what areas are
acceptable for marinas. We had ache a notion at one of our board meetings
and asked our staff to work closely with the Coastal Council to do same
1~-range planning to identify areas that are acceptable for marines. And
since we' ve started that ef fort, we now realize that it's very important
that we work with the other agencies responsible for water quality, &ter
Resources, the Wildlife Department, and the C.O.G. � we' re doing that. And
we think cut of that we' re going to get some good resolve to problems.

! ' m concerned that this be a cooperative ef fort. ! t's vitally
important that it be a cocgerative effort. If our board cauld just sit down
with the hoard of the Coastal Ccvncil and mr staf fs, I think we amid
better understand the problems that each agency has. Not intrude in the
decision-making process of those other agencies that are involved, but just
to understand what they' re doing, and let them understand what we' re doing.



We feel like that's important. We feel like it's important that we sit down
with all the agencies in the state and let them know what we' re doing and
let us understand what they' re doing. I think by doing that, we realize
that there are certain Loads under which a body of water is going to reach a
saturation point. And out of the bodies of water that we have in the state,
there are ecmxmic benetits to be derived. If we aLone sit. in judgement on
every 40L water quality permit that comes before our agency, and we do it cn
a first-come, first-serve basis, then pretty soon we' re going to have a
cumulat ive e f f ec t and we ' ll be doing nothing more than serving as a
barometer that we' ve reached a saturation point.

think by working closely with the other agencies involved in the
state in developing good management plans, that we can be selective in
approving 40l water quality permits. and we can get quality programs, we
can ge t qua l i ty pro jects that would mean someth ing to th i s s tate
ec xxmicaLLy- And we can work close encvgh with the other agencies to
identify sites that are acceptable for marinas so that we can begin to do
Lorg-range plans and understand where we want. to go collectively. We' ve
got clean water, we really do have clean water compared to other areas, but
we don' t need to sit still. Ne've got to plan and work hard and coordinate
our activity to make sure that we get the maximum out of each water quaLity
permit that we issue. I think there's a strong commitment ~ the part of
Governor Campbell' s administration, and his staff, to coordinate the
activity arrongst the boards and the staff of the agencies involved in clean
water, and f rom my agency' s standpoint, without exception, our board has
been very, very receptive to a cooperative effort, without exception. It' s
not a partisan political issue. Every man, without exception, on cur board
i s totally commi tted to good water in this state, mr staf f ' s totally
commit ted, so I think by working together, we ' re going to, we' ll have an
opportunity to impact what we' re doing jointly in our ccomparative efforts.

~ HMK QEANt That really leads us directly to the next question,
Dr. Beam, which is, "What is the role of Coastal Council in management of
estuarine water quality on a case-by-case basis' Is it possible that EHEC
certify an effluent discharge and Coastal Council deny the permit because of
estuarine concerns T"

DR. H. WQtHE BEAN: Thank you, John. Before I answer that, I would
like to go on record with Mr. Hallman in saying that if 1M% would host a
barbecue or something, I think cur Board ~Ld be glad to come. We have
talked with the IE people in the past, and I think what Mr. Ha.llman' s
i nd icated i s cer tai nly a wor thwhi le goal, that is, to get cur boards
together, and our staf fs do work, I ~Ld say, very closeLy together on a
Lot of projects in this stat.e, especially marinas and scme of the other
areas that are of vital importance to the mast. But we certainly would
welcane an opportuni ty to get together with the IREC Board, I think our
board will certainly be discussing that more in the future.

D i r ected to the quest ion that Dr . Dean posed, the Coastal Counci 1
administers the Coastal Management Program in this state, which has a
def inite set of policies which address activities that have direct and
s igni f icant impact on coastal resources. This is through cur direct
permi t t ing pr'og ram; those pol ic ies address things like dredging, boat
ramps, marinas, the full gamut i and our policies basically are that the
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Coastal Council is supposed to not only restore but enhance water quaLity in
the coastal zone. And we have to look at. it in the cantext that the law
r equi r es, and the Federal law requires, that we look at environmental
qua 1 i ty as well as the overall echoic benef.it to the state of South
Carolina and the citizens. So, therefore, there exists a lot of gray areas
and peaple become polarized very rapidly in the pracess, those who are
co neer ned by economic development and those who are concerned by
environmental quality and preservation of environmental quality. For that
reasan, t' he Coastal Program in Washingtrxr, of ccurse, is headquartered in
the Corrmarce Department, it ' s not headquar ter ed in the Department of the
Inter ior like some people might want to believe. Therefore, it is a
balancing program and, unfortunately, a lot of peaple don' t understand that.
The program is not set up to create an estuarine sanctuary throughout the
State of South Carolina. It's created to assimilate growth properly, well-
managed growth, supposedly, into the coast of this state. That causes a
great number of. People a great deal of consternation. We ' re trying to
reconcile that difference that's right. there on the surface; it's almost an
impossible task, as I think rmst of you wculd probably admit.

On to some of the other thinqs that the Coastal ~il is doing thus
far, namely cur certificatian prcqram working with other agencies as Mr.
Ha 1 1 man indicated. I ~ld submit that we ' re the only agency working
specif ically with MK, that, is, doing anything about storm water management
in the state in the coastal zone. Storm water management, these permits for
activities that require IHKC permits, err staf f has to work with them in
order to certify tlat project. We require a Storm Water Management Plan,
and I think over the Long haul in this coastal zone, that in itse!f is going
to be significant in restorinq and enhancing the water quality.

The other issue that was raised by Dr. Dean was Gmt of amid IHEC
cert i fy an ef f luent discharge through NPDES and the Coastal Council deny
that. The answer to that is yes, we can and we have, in fact, made aur
intentions known to IE that we were not going to certify certain NPDES
permits, specifically on the Stono River. Two or three years aqo, there
were scsre discharges up there, especial ly some domestic waste treatment
ef fluents that were to be sanctioned by an NPDES permit. This went an NPDES
public notices, and the Coastal Council worked with IHEC and we were able, I
believe to rmve those, especially one of them was moved to the Ashley River,
where they had sane mre assimilative capacity. And also I wi.ll submit that
our early involvement in the Hilton Head waste water management scheme down
there, and I worked with IREC, did in fact result in, if there's ever a
discharge in the Calibague Sound or Port Royal, advanced treatment, tertiary
treatment, rather than secondary treatment.

So that is a basic wrapup of where we go in view of our role in
estuarine water quality, Dr. Dean.

JCHN NMK DEIrrN: Thank you, Dr. 8eam. Now for Mr. Welch. How are the
State ports Authority's future plans impacted by other development,
specifically residential or industrial activities, which might contribute to
the degradatian of water quality of an estuary?
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W. DCN MRl&i I 'm just speculating on this, possibly the last year
that there was tranquility and no pollution in Charleston Harbor was the
year 1669. Now I ceuldn't prove that for sure, because I'm not quite sure
what the Indian' s sanitary habits were. But three things happened
immediately when the white man she~A up here: Charleston bemme a sea
port, and it's been one for 317 years. The lands in and around Charleston
Harbor started the process of alteration, change, from what they were. And
competition started over the use of those lands, between the people. And
not a heck of a lot has changed since 1670, has it? We' re still in the
pr ocess of evolution in this area, looking for the best solutions f rom a
number of different points of view.

Now what drives us? That's important. I give ycu just a few
statistics that I think will make it clear. What drives us is econ~ice.
There're 7,000 jobs clustered around Charleston on the cceaercial side of
the seaport. There are 116,000 jobs in the state of South Carolina that
relate to the existence of the seaport. That ties together with over 5
million tons of cargo moving through the port system, valued at more than $8
billion a year. Tie together a half a billicn, $500 million investment in
port facilities, and you' ll get scme idea what drives us. We are dedicated
to the operation of the seaport, cur legislature specifies that we have to
be, we develop, we cxmstruct, we ~ate and promote. You go right back to
1942, when the legislation was drawn that created the Ports Authority. It
also gave us another 1 i t tie use f u 1 tool that in the event of overly
signi f icant controversy, we ~ld have the power of eminent domain. And
that still continues. We have used it r'arely, we don't want to use i.t, but
we do have it. And we' re not withult concern for the environment, maybe in
sane quarters there may be disagreement with that. But what are all of
these competing elements? � residential, recreational  that includes the
marinas, there's been a lot of talk about that!, industrial, military, and
the commrcial port.

A little profile � we did a little survey of potentially developable
navigation, for deep navigation land mass in the Charleston Harbor. Not
everywhere, because it isn't potentially developable. 63% of it is owned by
the Navy. 16% is owned by the Ports Authority, the balance of it is in
private hands. Some of which is developed and some of which remains to be
develcyed. That gives you an order of magnitude of what the land ownership
pattern is here in this harbor. Now everytime the Ports Authority needs to
do anything, we pop up against scmecee, and there's no doubt or no question
about it. We try to be gocd citizens. We are aware of the environmental
impacts of cur operation in this area. We do several things that ym may or
may not be aware of to try to mitigate that. Ctm of the things, literally,
we try to do is avoid building new faci lities. We develop to the rmst
intensive, "thrcugh-put ~ity" we can the existing facilities that, we
have. We' re in the process of spending f ifteen million dollars to re-
develop the Columbus Cr eek Terminal, we ' ve just completed a seventeen
mi llion dollar program for the North Charleston Terminal, all of it re-
developed. We have built one new facility in the last fifteen years, that' s
the '4hndo Terminal. It was clearly impossible for us at any of our other
locations to expand. Had we chosen to expand in the peninsula of
Charleston, we old have had to condense land all the way from the Coal~
River to the Ashley River, crossing the peninsula. So the nature of port
cgerations today are totally dif ferent � it requires large areas of land.
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We had to aove away from the metropolitan, high density, populated area. We
mved to the Wando not without controversy. But it works.

Now one of the things we did at the Wando, as an environmental
protection measure, I'm going to ask my friend Charlie &reatt to describe,
not ma. We' ve done a ~r of things to avoid further impacts cm the
estuary, if you want to call it that, I call it a harbor. You know what a
harbor is? I t' s a refuge, a place of refuge. It' s not a seaport. A
seaport is built within a harbor. A harbor is a place of refuge for all.
it came from, I guess, the Greek. One thing we try to do is to minimize the
"Mad Russian," and the "Mad Russian" is known as urban runoff. We have
hundreds of acres of paved areas, and that' ll tell yim what cur problem is.
Thank you.

JOHN MMK DEAN: Thank ycu. P~l. Foxworth, do you see mr state
agenc i es adequate ly address ing overall water quality in cur estuarine
systems, or should it be a legislative concern?

EUGRKK D. FGQCNXH, JR.i Let me just say real quickly, I wmld never
have thought ten years ago that I 'd ever be sitting on a panel because I was
a politician, and the guy who got me started in all of this, and saaetimes I
use h,is nana in vain, was mr good Congressman Arthur Ravenel, who just came
in a few minutes ago. I can blame my heart attack on him, I can blanc the
loss of my hair, I can blame the disruption of my life, but nobody enjoys it
any more than he and I do. He likes to battle, and I like to battle. He
gave me good advice on how to get involved in the environment. He and Dana
Beach and Margaret Davidson and Johnny Ohlandt have really taught me a lot.
I thought I was an environmentalist to start with, but now I know I am, and
I'm learning a little bit more about it every day.

I' ve been involved with all of those who have spoken, I' ve trusted all
of them on this panel. including Charlie, at cne time or another, and I
think we' ve all tried to do the right thing. Sometimes a politician has to
be a little bit more outspoken and maybe a little more emotional than these
administrators do. But Don can tell you that when he was trying to deepen
the channel down on Columbus Street not lang ago, I got caught right between
his sta f f and the Wi ld1 i f e sta f f and I thought they might come to
fisticuffs before it was over. But then when the Highway Department wants
to close the bridge, what does the politician do? He has to again get
involved in it, and it's not always ~ar. But both times I think we' ve
come up with the right decision, because the port's iaportant, and the water
quality is important, and I do see that as time goes on, that the state
legislat.ure, not just South Carolina, after listening to sane of the
panelists today, have been negligent in setting standards. Dr. Dean pointed
out yesterday, when we were tm.etlng up in Columbia about beach erosion,
that the more the legislature can give him guidance in the law that we
write m that. the better off he can manage whatever we want to manage, or
however we want him to manage the beach erosim.

So, the legislature does have to get involved, and it has to get
involved sauetimes after the fact, as well. When the pressure is bright on
Dr. Dean by some other group, ~necme's got to take up for him. I happen to
be the Chairman of the Wildlife SuLeanmttee, and I enjoy it traaerx3ously,
and I have nothing but respect, admiration and love for that Wildlife
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Department, because they are some of the hardest working people I 've ever
cxxne across. And I' ve spent my tirm., as you know, in the Marine Corps, and
I thought we were dedicated. Cne of them is sitting up in the back,
ycnrng Jane Settle, who's I don't know how many rronths pregnant, but here
she is still playing a part in this � probably just carre mt of the marsh
today, looking for something left af ter that oil spill down in Savannah.
But the legislature has to write the Laws, they have to write them the best
they can, but the way we do it is by the input from the public.

I' ve got several bills up there that' ll get me beat around the head, I
can guarantee ~. and I enjoy it. I can even here 'em say "Here comes that
S.O-B-" when I walk into a rocmr now, ycv know, and particularly with the

Sane of the bills I' ve got up there that are really critical are
the Wetlands Bill, the Beach Erosion Bill that I got started up there, and
the Easement Bill � we' ve got to try to give more benefits to people who
are willing to grant easements. But the most disappointing thing I' ve seen
in the last three years up in the legislature happened to ms this week on
Tuesday, when I was with a grcup of supposedly friends of business people
who were trying to help politicians learn hew to raise mcmey, hear to address
the issues, and so on, and they put a little slide up cn the good ~le and
the bad ~le, and on the bad people's side were environmentalists. Now, I
tel.l you, I had to turn myself into the emergency room Tuesday night when I
got home, ' cause I was so damn mad I knew I was getting ready to have
another heart attack. But I went to them and told them, I said, "I don' t
want a penny, I don't want one penny, but if you think that because I 'm an
envirmunentalist, I 'm not a friend of business. yau don' t understand the
world." And it is tough, and sometimes ym have to go one way or the other,
but I 'd rather not be r~lected than to cave into pressures from people
who think they can buy re.

JMN NMK DEA5Tc Well, we know why he's a politician. Charlie: given
that the constituency for estuaries is ambiguous, how do ym think public
interest grcmps can be involved in estuarine management? And I think ym
have been well set up.

Q9HLIE %gpQTr John, I don't think we can manage estuarine systems or
any natural resource withcut public involvement. We have some very talented
agencies in this state, but they cane under political pressure. They carmM
always do what they would like to do. They can't always do what the right
thing is. We have a new day dawning in South Carolina. But there is still
enough of that "Good ol' Goy" System left that's imbedded in the cracks, and
until we get the cracks cleaned cut and we sweep away the good ol' ooys,
the ~Lie is going to have to remain aware and cognizant of what's going
on. And we ' l l never have a clean estuar ine system, we ' ll never have
anything worthwhile in this state withmt public involvement. The agencies
cannot do it by themselves. I think this is apparent by what John McNillan
told us this morning. He said go out and adopt a river. Let's think about
doing that. ~, the Coastal Council has a Creek and Beach Wtch program,
let 's do that. CHHC needs to get a program like that. cmt the public
involved in water quality. Water quality is something that is nshulous. To
Don. water quality is enough of it that will float a vessel. To the city of
Charleston, water quality is the Edisto River, where they get their drinking
water; it's crucially important. But water quality in the Harbor to the
city doesn't mean anything-



that for a minute. Wit~t public involvement,
we have had some rot ten dec i s ions in the management of cur estuar ine
systems. T~ DeHihns gave the example of North Inlet � ~t was a classic

We had some developers, cut of Columbia, not frcxa the
coast, but. mt of Columbia, that wanted to dredge salt marsh to create
waterfront lots. They' ve gotten scxne of their permits- Those permits have
been appealed. And I feel that they will be overturned. But why did they
ever get them? Because the public didn't get involved quickly encugh. It
is only now tlat we' re beginning to see the cxxnmic losses if we lose the
National Science Foundation grants to Baruch. that people are taking notice.
The gxblic, scme of these so-called environmentalists, said it's a bad idea.
Ym're selling off cur resources to a greedy few up there, that have just,
got political connections � the Lck>byists, if ~ will. There are some law
firms in this state that make a living, not ever going to court, but just
Lobbying politicians and ~ttees. Gene Foxworth was ewe man who had the
courage to say tt~t. Without the public, these self-serving good ol' boys
will take everything you have. Everything. And what they don't squander,
they' ll put in a Bahamian bank scan:where- It's just gone, folks, it's gone
forever.

Be active � participate. The agencies can' t do it without ym. And I
cannot reiterate that, enough. The ports Authority is a good example. The
Port Authority is not popular, there's no question about it. But let' s
look at what public pressure has done to bring cooperaticn between the Ports
Authority and t' he so-called environmental canmunity. The Wando Terminal�
they didn't want it there, they don't want it there now, the people who
live over there, but it is there. And it brings a lot of health to this
loca 1 economy. A vesse 1 pass ing over the water is completely,
envi ronment,al ly sound. There ' s nothing wrong with that. The Ports
Author i ty has a large parking lot out there, and with it, storm water
runoff  we' ve heard that over and aver today in estuarine systems!. The
Ports Authority now has a quite sophisticated and well-working interceptor
system that they treat their storm water runoff with from that parking lot.
Now, would they have done that without public pressure? I would hope so,
but maybe not. The point is...

 M. Welch: "We did - that was our idea, no one else' s."!

I wasn' t going to aantion the agitation dredging. It didn' t work, so I know
we won't do that again. The point is, that public interest has brought the
Ports Authority to a position where they are doing things that are not
absolutely required. They' re addressing non-point scurce. And I applaud
them for that. And I would like to see the city of Charlestcn do the saue
thing. And until the city of Charleston comes up and says "We must rmet the
saue standards that we expect of private developueot," then we' re not going
to have a quality estuarine system- And p3u're the only folks that can do
it. Help the agencies. And with Hr. DeHihns' help and if EpA will give us
this designation, give us some funding, funnel it thrcmgh mr Governor ' s
Office, and between MHC and the Coastal Council, I think that we can have
an estuarine system here in Charlestal that is second to none, and the
economic impact o f thi s system, f rom the Port, f rom the Navy, and
recreation. Recreation is the biggest business in this state, folks. I'm
not sure, but I think we' ve come to a stage where the environmentalists and
the eoonmists are working for the same things. Because t' he quality of mr



natural resources are the number ane industry in this state. And i f we
shoat it, it's gone. W've not only lost aur birthright, text we' re going to
die poor. And our children will be poor. There mn't be anything left.
Preserve this environment, erihamm this envir~nt, and economically and
enviranmenta3,1y. we' re all better off.

~ NQK DEANI Thank ycm, Charlie. Well, I think that the floor is
now open for questions of the panelists. The microgkmnes will cane arcmnd
to ycm, and please speak closely to the microphane so that it is transmitted
well. We had a question over here.

A SPECTXKRt Yes, sir. I dan't knaw to which gentleman I need to
address this question, but this is just a point of informaticn that I need
c3.arified. I'm fram Surfside, and I ~3d like to say that none of us
living in Surfside and Myrtle Beach, and I teach in Myrtle Beach, was
cognizant, of the fact that scxm msrshlands were to be destroyed. And I
want that to go on record, because I did scse rmsing arcmnd. Here's my
question: Marshlands and wetlands, formerly known as the Village of the
Barefoot Traders, in North Myrtle Beach, were partially destroyed. The
destruction was temporarily stapped, and all of a suddy articles came cmt
in the paper that it was to be resumed, to build a shopping center. My
question is this: could yau please exp3.ain to m so that I, in turn, can
explain to my Wildren whom I teach, why this was approved, and why these
wet3ands a«mid be destroyed, and was it mitigated so that other wetlands
cauld be built?

JCHN MARK KKAM: Let's start at the local level, Wayne.

%ChK BEAMs I will attempt to answer that, if I may. The Barefoot
Traders situation up there was isolated wetlands, a pond, actually, off of
Highway 17, I believe, right? And the developer had all their approvals
fram IHEC and the 401 water quality certification and all that, that they
~ld need, if they needed ane. They had their water supply and those type
things, l believe. Ron Tata's organization up there at IHEC's of fice would
have supplied that. The Corps indicated, I believe, that they did not need
a permit because of the activity involved. So it befell the Coastal
Ccmncil, reviewing other permits, to look at the situation. We took the
matter to the aommttee, to the Management Committee up in October that met
in Myr t le Beach, as a aatter of fact, at the Landmark Hotel, and the
decision was to allow them to go forward. They did modify the project, and
did tccitigate with some other wetlands involved in that same system. '1he
problem we had was a legal one, of how much authority we actually had,
because it was a pond, and the argument that the lawyers made at that tim.
was if we can regulate a pand like that, then we can regulate a pond in
Dorchester Ccmnty that's a farm pand. Actually, the policy we were looking
at is can yau build over a pond like that? They were driving pilings and
building part of a s~ing center and restaurant and everything. And the
committee, the staf f, made a presentatian and the Management Comakttee of
the Coastal Council a3.lowed them to continue that developnent which was a
am~matigmus wetland. It is not contiguaus with an estuarine system.
It's an isolated wetland, and the committee allowed them to go forward with
mitigation, but with significant modification of the project. as I
understand it. I' ll be glad to ta33« to you after the rreeting if I might.
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JCHbT MARK DEAN: That articulates the issue that this is an area that
is emerging and the regulatory authority for that is just, cctuing into play;
it is right at the cutting edge of the whole thing Bill Qdum spoke to us
about. Another question2

A SPKTRMR: This is a follow-up to that question. If that is an
isolated wetland, and if there was fill involved in that wetland, why was a
404 not needed by the Corps of Engineers and if so, why was EPA. not involved
in that decision also2

WAYNE BEAH i Well, that ' s a good point, but, there was no f ill
involved. It was dredging, no fill, therefore a 404 permit from the Corps
was not required.

JCHN NARK DEANi Okay, another question.

A SPKTATCR: This is for Col. Foxworth: you mentioned a number of
i mpor tant pi eces of legislation that you ' ve introduced and others have
introduced in the legislature, in this session and recently. With so many
of these other issues unresolved, is it Possible, or how is it possible to
get the legislature mare concerned with overall water quality in estuaries?

EKRQK PXSKK68: I'm glad that I did get a chance to get the mike
again, because I thi~k in Charleston we get probably the best press
environmentally, of any place in the state, and I think we really do need to
take our hats off to the News and Courier, and cd TV channels, too, but
particularly the News and Courier.

Just to give you an idea of how slow the wheels turn, I introduced the
Beach Management Plan af ter I was elected in November. Naw, and I am
fussing, because then the Governor and Wayne's Coastal Council, and I think
Charlie sat on it, had another cemmittee set up to decide what to do. Nell,
I bet if you took their reccsLmendations and ury bill, it wmldn't be anything
of any substance that was di f f erent, but that delayed it anger two or
three months. In the uu antime, though. the committee that c9mirs the
environmental affairs of the House is not the nost productive cmuaittee, in
my mind, and they are just f inishing up. It's a aore major piece of
legislation than my Shrimp Bill was, but they haven't spent the ~r of
hours that we did � I worked night and day and so did my caamttee, and so
did the Wildlife staff.

So I don't know whether I'm answering your questian or given yau a
chance to say, but what's really happened is I 've got that bill, and the
Freshwater Wetlands Bill is the one that's got the wrath of the big boys
and the goad ol' boys that Charlie's talking about on my neck. And I love
it. They really are furious, and they are fighting me tooth and nail, and I
have had, yesterday, scme of the most discouraging news I' ve heard, because
I got word that the leadership of the House has said "put it on the ?ack
burner and don' t let it out." Here we were worrying about the beach
erosian, and then I also have the Infectious Waste Bill, which fits right in
with what we' re all talking abaut. And that really should came before the
Freshwater Wetlands with that camuuttee, bemuse it goes so darm sic'. I
volunteered to resign my chairmanship of the Wildlife SuLecmmittee, and just
serve on that other ccuumittee, because I think I can give them a little
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zanphasis to get some things done, and maybe it's unfortunate I have the
time, but we' ve got so many environmental bilLs up there, that Bob Sheheen
said he didn' t want to hear my najzm again. And est of them are with
wildli fe, but we ' re going to get them thrcugh. ~, I think the beach
erosion will go through this year, the freshwater wetlands will probably
start sczne hearings this year, I hope, and some of the others will get aut
of submznmittee, but it will take another year, and I'm not asking to be re-
elected because of that, but dam it all, I want to be up there 'til I get
all those things that need to be done,

A SpECX'RKRz I wanted to ask a questicn about the coastal management-
Not eo long ago, our cwn town planning aammssicn removed from czzr land
management ordinance, a thirty-year erosion set-back Line. Now, as far as
I 'm concerned, to renczzrish mr beach withcut having a set-back line, is
like pczzring mmey down a sewer. Now, if the individual municipalities or
the counties or the state will not pass an erosion rate set-back line, can
the EPA do anything about it, by threatening to withhold subsidies f rom
flood insurance? That's the gun I think we should use.

LEE DEHIHNSz First of all, I don't know anything about the particular
bill or action you' re talking abaut, but I don't have the stick that you're
talk i ng about, because I don' t administer the flood insurance program,
that ' s done under FIRMA., which is a di f ferent federal agency. The issue
you' re talking about is not really within our jurisdicticn, but perhaps Dr.
Beam from the Coastal Council can address it.

RONNE HEAMz Ms. Angeletti, I just knew yczz'd be here today � it' s
good to see you again. It seems to me that ycur problem is a local one, if
the state's not going to pass ane, and Col. Foxworth's already addressed the
labors that we' re involved in right now, trying to get a set-back. a statute
passed in this state. But I believe ycmr fight might be taken to the ballot
box at Hilton Head. I think that the local government down there, ycu've
got a town council, t'hey're the ones who removed that stipulation frozn the
ordinance, if I'm not mistaken.

MS. Ak&ECXITI z Well, yau know we' re fighting, ycu' re well aware of
that.

NAYhK BEAMz Yes, ma' am, I 'm well aware of that,. But thank you. I
think that is a good point, and Bill Marsh and those down there are very
camaitted, and he was at the meting yesterday that Gol. Foxworth addressed
concerning the state statute for a set-back.

5B. AQMLBITIz Well, Bill Marsh always tells us that it's not legally
contestible, and I think that's a lot of bull.

JCHM MARK DEAN: Question right up here.

A SH?CFXMRz I think that everyone who' s attended this ccnf erence
realizes that there's a multiplicity of diverse interests that are involved
in natural resources ax@i in all estuaries in this state, and it seems to me

one Qf the impediments to a eauprehensive management plan is that
there's a lack of caamunication and cooperation among the diverse interests.
Coze of the techniques that has been used elsewhere to ~ess that problem



has been to develop an cutside body, generally in the form of an advisory
commission or advisory body that can at least bring together these diverse
intexests to discuss theix various needs and interests, and at least they
know what's going on among themselves. I don't really know who to address
this to, but I'd like to just bring that up to the panel to see if they have
any input to that type of strategy for addressing a ccmprehensive management
plan.

HZ25K POXM3RM: That's part, of what. my Freshwater Wet,lands Bill did,
was trying to put all the coordinating and the permitting in one place. So
you didn't get confused as to who's cn first and who's on sewed. And I
think that ' s coming down the road in the near future, but you' ve got to
remember that not just South Carolina, but very few states have what
really want � a perfect set of laws that pxotect cur environment and so on.
I think we' re getting a head step on other states, particularly our sister
states, but ence that ' s done, and I think this is where ycu real ly are
concerned, too, is that several times we f ind smarm doing scanething in
MKC that really ahold be in WiLdlife, and so cn. And once we get thrcugh,
I would Like to see, and I hope somecne who runs for Governor says, "I'm
going to go through and I ' m going to reorganize this state government,
because I'm going to put it in a sensible way that an ordinary, lay citizen
can go and do what he wants done to protect his prcgerty."

LEE DE8?HNS: Soae additional information thex'e would be helpful, and
that. is in the Albemarle-Pamlico Sound estuary designaticn which our of fice
also participated in, in providing some leadership along with many other
parties in North Carolina. It sets an example of what needs to be done with
the Charleston estuary designation. One of the things that has to be done
is to set up a ccsunittee structure, perhaps a policy committee, a management
committee, cit,izens advisory grcups, a whole network of gyps that sit
together, share information, Mth vertically and horizontally. And that' s
the way to do it in an area that is designated. In areas that don't get
designated, such as again what Diane Barile talked about eaxlier, there's no
designation at aLL in Florida, but ycu see the kind of activity that took
place there because of Local initiative. And that's what ycu've got to have
here, anywhere, if you' re going to get anything off the ground.

The other point to be made, which echos some of what Nr. Foxworth said,
is that we' re a fellow agency, cur headquarters are in Washington, D.C., our
regional of fice is in Atlanta, Georgia. We don't want to, not now, not
ever, to oome to South Carolina and manage any of the estuaries here in the
state of South Carolina. First and foremost, that x'esponsibility belongs to
the Governor. the executive agencies, and the citizens of the state of South
Carolina. We' re there to provide technical leadership, coordination based
on ~ experience on a naticnnl Level. We have a Lot of experts who work
for us, we have experience in other parts of the entry. But unless the
agencies that are here pull together. work together, and involve the
c it, izenry, ycu' re not going to have success of anything, not either in
developing a plan, or if you do develop a plan, in getting it iaplemented.

JCHH NARK DEAN: Okay, question right down here.
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A SPECTATOR: A follow-up an the beach erosion question. Development
around this state's inter-tidal wetlands threatens them for the sam reason

developnent around beaches threatens beaches. That is, as sea level
rises, these systems need room to migrate. And I old like to know if any
state agency is addressing this problem, or if the beach erosion bill
includes a provision for wetlands.

QPA84IE $6JQT: No, sir. The present beach erosion bill does not
address wetlands. You' re quite correct, though, that as sea level rises,
we' re going to have an increasing problem. The encroachment of water cn
what we deem as high land, this is another reason for this estuarine study
of Charleston Harbor. By concentrating on Charleston Harbor, as an exaaple
of South Carolina and others, we could study the effects of the sea level
r is ing, and establish, well, neer, how much buf f er do we need to leave
between our developed high land and the water level today' And clearly we
need a buffer, for storm water management, and to anticipate the future that
you' ve pointed cut, to live with sea level rise � it's very real. And no
matter what we say, and how much we want to disbelieve the sea level rise,
the simple fact is that it has risen 14 inches in Charleston in this
century. And it is accelerating. So, 14 inches is quite signi f icant,
folks. At. the rate it's going, it cold be that in 50 years, it's going to
be washing on the battery on a calm day. So, it's something we need to
Gal with, and it's critically important that we deal with it ncw, and that
should be an inclusive part of the Charleston Harbor estuarine study.

JMN NARK DEhH> We have a question right here.

A SPKTRKRx I' ve got a question for W. Hallman � many of us who
are familiar with the permitting process of CHEC notice they really like
their reels, and I 'd like to ask whether IHEC is contemplating develapaent
of a water quality model, specifically for estuaries. And I guess the catch
word that I' ve heard here a lot today, is one that wauld include multiple
and azmlative ef fects of the pollut ion in the estuary, not always just
looking at the one permit case, but looking at the whole body of water.

HARRY HALU%8i Being a board ~r, I'm certainly not an expert an
water quality. We have Chester Sansbury, who is in the audience, who can
answer that question better. Chester is cd water quality fellow for E,'.
Chester, where are you? I'm going to refer that to him, if you don't mind;
let him give you a better answer.

CHESTER SANSBURYr Thank ym, sir� . Responding just br iefly, and
directly, yes, we do have cxmprehensive water quality models in fact, as was
mentioned earlier about our modeling effort in Charleston Harbor, we have a
mathemat ical model that represents the entire Charleston Harbor system,
including the Caoper River. the Harbor and the Ashley River. And cur expert
on that happens to be in the audience. Nr- John Wigges, if ym'd like saa
details about that. But to tell you how it's been applied in the past, yau
heard some comments earlier about the Army Corps r~versicn project, and
they didn' t predict, they didn t accept the fact that the salinity ~ld
encroach the Durham canal intake to Back River reservoir. Our water quality
model did predict that, and we were right, in hindsight, and the Corps was
wrang. Col. Bornhoff, you weren't around at that time, you don't have to
take any credit for that, but yes. we do- In fact, that particular model



was developed through the 208 planning process back in the 70' s, and
i n i t i a 1 ly an e f f ort i nvolved i n deve lop i ng that model was in the
neighborhood of $200,000, and since then thousands of dollars have been
spent on maintaining and us ing that mxlel. It is pz'obably the most
comprehens ive model we have on the coast. We have varying degrees of
complexity, in terms of estuazine models on the coast, depending on the
complexity of the questions that we have to deal with.

JOHN NARK DEAH- Thank you very much, Chester. I 'd 1 ike to take
advantage of thi s oppor tunity to ~mowledge and recognize Congressman
Ravene3., from Charleston, in the audience. 1 think ym all shculd know
that there is a trend occurring, that we do see cur legislative members
participating in an. active, positive role with sessicns such as this, and I
think his presence here speaks for that. Do you want to take the mike for a
second here2 This ~ld be considered a mike ~tunity, rather than a
~to cpportunity.
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The Honorable Arthur Ravenel, Jr.

Thank you, John.

Today, we in South Carolina are faced with a challenge and an
opportunity to pz'eserve our estuaries that may never come again. What we do
within the next three years will determine whether they remain healthy and
productive into the next century or, as has happened from North Carolina to
New York, begin a spiral of decline that cculd end in biological death
within our children's lifetimes.

South Carolina was blessed fran the beginning with an incredible
&endance of natural wealth. Today, we have scme of the most untouched
coastal waters in the country, but they are beginning to feeL the pressures
of a furious coastal population explosion that is occuzring nationwide. In
less than three years, 75% of. this entry's population will live within 50
miles of the coast. By the early part of the next century, the Population
in Berkeley, Char les ton and Dorchester counties will have r isen
dramatically. Our cxestal environment cannot possibly survive this growth
without a aoncerted effort to plan for and manage it.

Within the 1st. District, cur estuaries show great variety and will
require a specialized approach to ~ement of each one. Port Royal Sound
is a gem of staggering beauty and productivity. Consequently, people from
across the ccuntry have flocked to its many resort developaents over the
last two decades at a rate that is almost unprecedented. Port Royal's major
threat is from stormwater runof f from residential and ooamrcial projects,
including golf courses. How to deal with additional sewage from new
developments will ccmmpamd the problem of dealing with stresses to the
estuary. Nar inas create localized problems with elevated levels of
petroleum hydrocarbons, metals and bacteria.

St. Helena Sound remains ewe of cur wildest coastal estuaries and is
not yet threatened by resort and marina develapnent except on its northern
edge from Edisto Island, and on the scuthern edge near Harbor Island. tang-
term planning and management here is as critical as anywhere else on the

thousands of acres of land cwned by the state, Ducks Unlimited, the Nature
Conservancy, and private individuals that is intensively managed for
wintering waterfowl. The MZ basin is the only area in the state where
waterfowl pcpulatices have actually increased over the past few years.

The Charleston Harbor estuary presents the neat complicated pollution
problem we have to deal with. Its influences are many and varied They
include:

Increased rates of runof f from residential develcpaent m the Ashley
and Wando r ivers; industrial discharges and shipyard operations on the
~er; rapidly increasing aamnts of sewage from the West Ashley area; Mt.
Pleasant's new sewage treatment plant; expansion of the Plum Island plant;
and expansion of the North Charlestco and Berkeley County plants; and
increasing problems from non-point. smrce pollution from the peninsula and
sur rounding area.
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U.S. Fish and Wildlife studies have identified concentrations of metals
and other toxic materials in fish tissue from the Harbor Recent NOAA water
quality tests have shown that while Charleston Harbor is not yet in a league
with harbors in the industrialized Northeast, like Boston and New York, it
is cne of the most polluted estuaries in the South, surpassed only by the
St. Jchns River in Florida and the Mississippi. Problem pollutants included
metals such as cadmium, chromium, and lead, hydrocarbons, and sewage.

Farther up the coast, the Santee Delta ranks with St. Helena Sound in
its wildness and productivity, yet nenitoring and management will be more
complicated because of the unknown long-term effects of re-diversion. Ws
need to protect this valuable and historic estuary re, so that developnent
upstream will not threaten its integrity.

Winyah Bay also exhibits a variety of influences, ranging fram
industrial activity in Georgetown to rapid resort develcgaent along the
Waccamaw Neck. The point is we can't afford to ignore even eve of cur
estuaries. They are all vitally important, and they are all to some extent
threatened.

One reason I voted for the Clean Water Act re-authorization last
January was that it includes a $400 millie ncn-point source pollutirm
control effort that. will begin operation in 1989. As many speakers at this
conference have made abundantly clear, without effective non-point scarce
programs, we cannot ~ to save our estuaries. After treaendms amounts of
money and time from local communities, states, and the federal government
over the last two decades, we have begun to get point source discharges
under control. Now we realize these discharges are not even 508 of the
problem. We will have to begin looking at the curmlative impacts of point
and non-point smrce pollution on the estuary as a whole.

The need for individualized estuary-wide management plans is critical.
I recently supported Governor Campbell's request that Charleston Harbor be
designated an estuary of national signi f icance under sect ion 317 of the
Clean Water Act. If we are selected, the resulting program will help us
decide the best way to aenitor, rehabilitate, and preserve the Harbor in
perpetuity. We cannck wait for any of cur estuaries to reach the sane
cond i t ion the Chesapeake has reached, or even the condition Charleston
Harbor has reached. By then the costs, energy and time required for
cleaning up will be many times greater than they are today.

I amid like to propose the formation of a Blue Ribbon Qmmittee for
each estuary on the coast of South Carolina that will develop a management
plan specific to that estuary. We have already seen how effective such a
coamnttee of informed citizens, businessmen, and technical people can be in
the creat ion of sound. progressi ve recoma~dat icos. 'Ihe Blue Ribbon
Caamttee on Beachfront Management was a tremendous success and shculd be a
seder for the rest of us.

We need to form these caamittees by early spring and let them begin
working on plans that cold be ccwopleted by mid 1989. This wc@Id give them
time to work with IHEC in developing the federal non-point scurce program
for the state. We have the agencies available to provide the ccmmittee with
information to make far-reaching decisions, and the federal government is
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doing its share in providing a nuraber of sources of funding for this effort.
Many of the comnittee's recommendations, though, will have local land use
imp 1 i cat ions. Thi s has been the case with many of the problezs the
Chesapeake is experiencing. Zn order for us to succeed, we will have to
have the participation and cooperation of local governments. Without the
local elernmt, cur estuaries 4m't have a chance; with it, they can't lose.
Let's get started now. We don't have a ~t to spare.


